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The officiating clergyman, Rev. A. A. Blair,
pastor of the Universalist church of Belfast,
paid a splendid tribute to Mr. Holmes’ sterling character in a very beautiful sermon,
rhe funeral arrangements were conducted by
Charles R. Coombs of Belfast.
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The sad news was received here last Friday
of the death in Boston of Roy S. Talbot, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Talbot of this
city. His
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bank book showing desavings bank and checks
drawn on the Waldo Trust Co. of Belfast, were
found Thursday night near the rail of the
South Boston bridge at Dorchester avenue.
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prostrated his mother and called his fathBoston on a sad mission. Young Talbot
was a graduate of the Belfast
High school and
in his school days was prominent in athletic
His
father was for many years an ensports.
gineer on the Maine Central, and is still in the
employ of the company, and the son had looked forward to railroading as his life-work. Debarred from that by color blindness or some
eye trouble he obtained employment in the
local markets,-later working in Quincy and
Fanuel
Hall
markets, Boston, and becoming an experienced meat cutter. Returning to Belfast he was employed for
a time in John A.
Fogg's market, and last
fall, wishing to learn the meat business
from the beginning, he went to Kansas City
and found employment in the stock yards.
He was not satisfied with his
position there
and remained only a few weeks, and returned
to Boston just before the
holidays. At the
time of his death he was employed as a meat
cutter in the store of Daniel Sullivan at 282
Dorchester street and boarded with Mrs.
Griffin at 161 Dorchester street. He left his
er to
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Mrs
beside the son, a daughter, Mrs. Lizzie MeserSECRET SOCIETIES.
Griffin that be was going for a walk.
of Lincolnville, four grandchildren, and
vey
The funeral of George O. Holmes too k place noticed that he seemed depressed, and his em- ! one
five
sisters
and
one
At a special meeting of Palestine Comgreat-grandchild; also
Friday, Jan. 17, 1913, at 2 p. m., from his late ployer says that he seemed discouraged Thurs- brother: Mrs. Lanson Wentworth, Mrs. James mandery, Knights Templar,
Wednesday evenhome at Citypoint, Maine. A profusion of day and said good night to all as he left the Peaae and
George Athearo of Hope, Mrs. Liz- ing, the Order of the Temple was conferred on
Hie father was unable to find *ie
flowers and the presence of many sorrowing market.
Small of Lowell, Maas., Mr*. Laura Luscum two candidates and a banquet followed the defurther evidence that he contem- j of Boston and Mrs. Augustus Wellman of
relatives and friends told more eloquently any
gree work.
than words of the high esteem in which he plated ending his life. Mrs. Griffin and her
Rockport. Her twin sister, Amanda, died sevD. D. G. M. Augustus D. Hayes, assisted by
was held.
Mr. Holmes had been in failing daughter in letters of condolence to the fam- eral
was conducted
by Roy E. Sholes as Grand Marshal, both of
years ago. Her funeral
health for a year, but was cheerful, never com- ily and to Miss Hazel E. Ramsdell of
Milo, Rev. H. A. Corey of Camden.
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. £ A. M„ went to
plaining, and no one realized the seriousness of his young lady friend, who is employed in
News was received in Camden, Jan. 16th, of Stockton Springs Jan. 16th and installed the
his illness until the last month, when he sank the office of Mathews Bro’s., speak of the
officers of Pownal Lodge, F. £ A. M.
the death at Devil's Lake, North Dakota, of
in
the
highest temiB
rapidly. The end came peacefully, and he deceased
and
of
Camden.
The
At the regular meeting of Waldo Lodge, No.
teleOscar
extend
formerly
to
Gilkey,
went to his long sleep, quietly and happily as I
the bereaved.
deep sympathy
Roy
was found dead, but
82, K. of P., of Burnham, Friday evening, Jan.
a child.
Such had the Lord ordained for the S. Talbot was born in Belfast, August 23, 1888 gram announced that he
j
were given.
Besides a 10th the following officers were elected for the
passing of a thoroughly good man. George O. the son of Ezra L. and Hortense Littlefield no further particulars
Ezra Young of Rockport, he is
coming year: G. J. Mudgett, C. C.; Roy Call, V.
Holmes, son of Winslow B. and Johanna Eames Talbot, and is survived by his parents and one mother, Mrs.
survived by one siBter, Mrs. Edward Dodge of C.; Andrew Miles, P.; Wesley Hunt, M. at A.;
Holmes, was born in Swanville, Maine, Octo- brother, Earl L. Talbot. He was a member of
Los Angeles, Cailf., and one brother, Frank
Arthur Hunt, M. of W.; F. A. McAllister, Sec.;
ber 13, 1811. He was the third of a family of Waldo Lodge. I. O. O. F„ and a delegati ,n
of Boston, now the guest of his siBter,
Alfred Bowden, M. of F.; Harry E. Kinney, M.
1 from the
Gilkey
met
the
Lodge
remains on their arfour sons. The others, Jacob Holmes, who
Mrs. Dodge, in California. The remains will of E.; Charles Dyer, O. G.
lost his life in the Civil W’ar, the late John E. rival here Monday evening, accompanied by
be interred at Devil’s Lake. The deceased was a
At the regular meeting of Corinthian
Holmes of North Chelmsford, Mass., and the father. The funeral was held at his late
Royal
home Tuesday afternoon at 1.30
young man ami 1 ad a host of friends who were Arch Chapter Tuesday
Frank 0. Holmes of Swanville, Me.
Mr
o’clock, Rev.
evening the Royal Arch
sudden
death.
of
his
He
was
to
learn
shocked
Holmes received his early education in the ! Arthur A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist
degree was conferred on two candidates and
a manager of a theater company, and had been
j an official inspection was conducted by R. E.
schools of Swanville and later attended the church, officiating. The bearers were Walter
deceased
The
was
in
for
born
several years.
|
Hugh R. Chaplin of Bangor, Grand Scrihe of
Academy at East Corinth. After this he A. Whitehead, Henry Mudgett, Dr. E.S. WebThe bereaved relatives have the |
Islesboro.
the Grand Royal Arch
taught school for some time in Swanville, ber and Clarence E. Hall.
Chapter of Maine. A
deepest sympathy of all.
Frankfort and adjoining towns, and assisted
banquet, the menu including oysters, chicken,
Mr.
Thomas
Houston
of
Jamaica
his father in carrying on the farm. Toward
Plain, Mass
A note from Samuel H. Spring brings the | cold meat, etc., was served by M. R. Knowlton.
was born in Swanville
the close of the war Mr. Holmes enlisted in
February 8, 1837, and news of the de«th, Jan. 14th, in Newtonville, j Timothy Chase Lodge.F. £ A. M.,will install
in Swanville at the home of his
died
the Maine Cavalry, but had gone only
on|y sis- Mass of his brother William H. Spring. The | the following officers at the regular meeting
Mrs. Thomas D. Nickerson, December
as
far
as
7. i family used to live in Belfast and the deceased, J Jan. 30th: Worshipful master, Ralph Hayford;
Augusta when news was re- ter,
ceived of
Lee’s surrender and the com- 1912. He was the son of the late John and his brothers Samuel and Fred and sister Es- ; senior warden, Frank Bramhall;
junior warden,
Ruth Houston. He came to Swanville several
mustered out of service.
In
telle, were bom here, as were their parents. Willis G, Hazeltine; treasurer, George A.
pany was
months
and
because
of
his
ago,
1876 Mr. Holmes moved with his father and
failing health William went to Boston at the age of fifteen Quimby; secretary, Charles E. Johnson; senior
mother to Waldo, Maine, and married Laura I. was unable to return to his own home,and was 1 and lived ther until his death. He was well deacon, R. B. Rand;
junior deacon, A. Perry
Bartlett, who survives him. Seven children tenderly cared for by his sister and niece. Miss known all through Maine, having travelled in j Coombs; tyler, Alvin Blodgett; trustee for
Harriet Nickerson, until he became
blessed this union, of whom six are living: Dr.
this
for
cloth
to
the
State
three
seriously
many years selling
years, George A. Quimby.
when his wife, and later his
daughter Ruth, dry goods trade and the tailoring trade. He had
George W. Holmes of Boston, Massachusetts, ill,
At a special meeting of Bagaduce
lodge, F.
came and cared for him until his
Dr. John F. Holmes of Manchester, New
death.
He been out of business for about eighteen years, £ A.
M., Brooksville, Jan. 11, the following
bore
his
intense
.'suffering patiently and keot having had an attack of locomoter ataxia at ; officers were
Hampshire, Maude B. Holmes, H. Fair lolmes,
duly installed by P. M„ Ernest
Clyde B. Holmes, of Belfast, Maine, and Gay his courage until the last. Mr. Houston lived that time and been an invalid since. The Babson, assisted by William Cam: W. M..
in
his
native town until he w-as
E. Hoimes ot Waldo, Maine.
The seventh
eighteen years family have relatives in Belfast and are well Elwin Steele; S. W., Harry
Saunders; treasremembered by the older residents.
cnua, a daughter, died in infancy. After mov* I old, when he went to Winterport to work is
urer, Frank Perkins; secretary, I. J. Cousins;
the
store
of
Treat
&
to
Co.
Mr.
While
Holmes
there
he
being
Waldo,
undertook 1 arming
The sad news of the sudden death of Mrs. chaplain, J. N., Palmer; marshal, W'illia Carn;
and lumbering almost exclusively, ard with came acquainted with and married Miss Carrie
Elizabeth Abott Balentine, the widely known S. D., Ernest Babson; J. D., Lawrence Varnum;
Crane
of
that
success.
In 1902, to procure better schooling
place. He was in the CommisS. S., James Campbell; J. S., John P, Howard;
Registrar of the University of Maine, was refor his children, he bought the place of his de- sary Department in Washington at the time of
ceived in Belfast on Monday. Mrs. Balentine tyler, Charles Mumler.
the Civil V\ar, and for the past
cease at City point, Maine, and moved there
twenty years
Belfast Lodge No. 140, N. E. O. P., will in
passed away last Sunday night at the home of
with his family, where in company with his or more had lived in Massachusetts. “Uncle
her
brother-in-law, George Balentine, in stall the following officers at its regular meetas he was
Tom,”
son Fair, he had since been
commonly called, had a won- Waterville, where she was
engaged in firming
staying over Sun- ing Monday evening Jan. 27th: Warden, Gerand milling. Politically, Mr. Holmes bilieved derfully cheerful disposition and was always
day en route to Boston for a few days' visit. trude F. Stevens; Vice Warden, Hannah A.
to
tell
a
ready
that the safety of the republic depends:,
witty story. He had such a Mrs. Balentine had been connected with the Colcord;
upon
Secretary, Ida A. Mahoney; F. Secrehaving two political parties of about equal kind heart that he could not help making University for over twenty years, and will be tary, Eben M.
Sanborn; Treasurer, Charles R.
strength, so that the evil in the one m ght be friends wherever he went, and will be greatly- severely mourned all over the world, where- Coombs;
Chaplain, Mary E. No ris; Guide, Edchecked by the possible victory of the missed, not only by his near relatives and
ever a former student or friend of the Uniwin L.
Colcord; Guardian, Walter H. Juan;
other. He began as a Republican, tasting frie ids, but by all who knew him. At his
versity is located.
Sentinel, Ella B. Coombs; Trustee, Giles G. Abfuneral the beautiful flowers were silent tokens
his first vote for Abraham Lincoln
Later,
bott. The entertainment committee will furAugustus C’arll, an aged and respected citi- nish an
as
the Democratic party weakened true of affection from the relatives. The services
entertainment. A good attendance is
were held Dec. 10th, Rev. A. A. Blair of
zen
of
West
died
1st
Jan.
after
an illUnity,
to his principles, he joined its ranks and,
Beldesired
fast
ness
of
ten
weeks. Mr. Carl} was SI years of
officiating. The interment was in the
characteristic of his nature, by action raiher
The officers of Eastern Star Encampment, I.
He had been quite active up tc his illage.
village cemetery in Winterport, Me.
than words, he continued to stand for the
0. O. F., of Portland were installed Jan. 14th.
ness and last haying season rode the
mowing
equalization of political power. Religiously
Harriet Newell Perkins, widow of the late
machine and horse rake, which he had done The Portland Argus says: “Eastern Star EnMr. Holmes never publicly expressed prefer
Capt. George K. Carter, died at 1.15 a. m., for 40 years. Mr. Carll never
married, but campment enters most auspiciously upon its
ence for any denomination, but at heart he
Jan 21st at her home, 9 Commercial street. She
lived on the home place with his brother and new year with every prospect of progressivewas a
L'niversalist.
lle followed conscienwas born in Belfast
May 12, 1831, the daughter
both of whom did all they could for bis ness, with a staff of efficient officials, and with
tiously throughout life the Golden Rule. He of the late Joseph and Syrena French Perkins. sister,
the distinction of having the youngest chief
comfort during his last illness.
was charitable, generous,
to
quick
forgive and, When she was nine years of age her father
patriarch ever installed in the State of Maine
“as the world knows nut," a
deeply religious moved into the neighborhood which had since
in the person of Arthur H. Wood, who despite
MAINE HAS LUST ONE MOORE.
man.
Mr. Holmes was quiet,
unassuming, been her home. Feb. 8, 1859, she was united
his age, only 26 years, is already accorded the j
much loved and respected in his
The Skagit
family a?;d in marriage with Capt. Carter, the ceremony
County Courier from Sedro- reputation of being one of the most earnhis
close friends—those who knew him
among
taking place in Montv ilie. In September, 1S80, Wooley, Wash., reached us last week. This is est workers of the order in this section of the
best. This feeling of love and esteem he re- she became
a member of the Belfast
Baptist an S-page weekly, and O. M. Moore is the edi- country.” Mr. Wood is a son of Fred and Ida
ciprocated in the fullest measure. He was al- church by
baptism. Rev. F. \V. Ryder was the tor and manager. Thereby hangs a tale. Mr. Stephenson Wood, formerly of Belfast, and
ways the same true friend in joy and adverMoore was the founder of the Phillips Phono- has bee., a
pastor a: that time. Since then stie had been
frequent visitor here.
sity. No deserving charity in distress ever a taithful member of the church and its so- graph, and made a success of publishing a
The Way Back ball given by the members of
sought him in vain. He was honest in every cieties, and constant in her attendance as
long weekly paper in what was then practically a 1. 0. 0. F. and Rebekahs in Emery hall, Bucksparticular. He possessed the ability to acutely as health
She had suffered for wilderness, and it was a very important facpermitted.
port.last Friday night, was a grand affair, notfrom
distinguish right
wrong and he never
some time with heart disease and a recent attor in building up the Rangeley region as a rewithstanding the rainy weather. Some 68
lacked the courage of his convictions, nor the tack of the
grip hastened the end, which came sort for sportsmen and vacationists. Wishing
coupleswent on in the grand march and about
will to carry into effect that which he felt was
suddenly. She was an alumnus of Seaside to seek new fields and win new laurels Air. one-half the dancers were in
costume, some
right. Mr. Holmes cared little for public ap- Chautauqua Circle and
Moore
sold
the
Maine
Phonograph, (now
always maintained her
plaud. He followed his conscience rather than interest in it. She was also a member of Woods) and engaged in newspaper work in very fine ones being represented. The Way
Back orchestra of Bar Harbor made quite a
public opinion. He was seen, but seldom rhomas H. Marshall Circ
Waterville; and later,taking Horace Greeley’s
e, Ladies of the G.
hit. The galleries were filled to overflowing.
heard, a silent thinker, whose true worth was \. R and had served as
Chaplain. She was advice, he went west and had a very active and
probably only partially known and that to but j:.usually fond of flowers and a life-long s*u- what must have been a successful journalistic Refreshments were served on the floor during
the entire evening. Many were in attendance
a few.
He was laid to rest in the family lot in ivnt of them. She
career in the State of Washington.
A few
as a devoted wife and
from out of town. The receipts were about
the cemetery at Citypoint, .Maine.
we heard that he had returned to
not her, a staunch friend and a
years
ago
good neighbor,
The
hall was decorated with horse
Now fades the
glimmering landscape on the der only child, Capt. A!zo M. Carter of Clif- Mai ne, bought a farm, and was supposed to $125.
blankets and farming implements. On the
sight,
have
settled
down
to
the
remainder
of
ondale, Mass.; one brother. Capt. James F.Perspend
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
stage in front was a large exhibit of hens,
his days in honorable retirement.
Save where the beetle wheels his
But it apdroning cins of Belfast; her granddaughter, Miss
ducks and other farm stock.
flight,
it
was only a visit.
'iiarlotte. who nail made her home with her pears
During a twenty
And drowsy tinkling lulls the distant folds:
installation
ot
me
omcers ox Arcadia
or years, and a grandson, George Carter of
years absence the old friends in Maine had
Reneath those rugged elms, that vew-tree’s
(hp
fViorwle Jr. tKa ...fletTemple, Pythian Sisters, of Brewer, which
.hiftondale. survive to mourn their loss. Tha

industry.Concerning Maine
^choi'lsBurleigh’s Speech Before

5

boarding place Thursday evening, telling

OBITUARY.

the Granges-Bowler
,,f
i jrpi Obituary. ...Maine has
Moore. .Wedding Bells..
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MALNE. THURSDAY,

!

.Craig; vice noble commander,
I BBrown;
noble prelate, Annie M.

Hester

A.

,

|

PERSONAL.
Sanborn; noble
keeper of records, Alice Hussey; financial
Mr..and Mrs. Vernon Titcomb of Brewer are
keeper of records, Frederick W. Brown; treasto remove shortly to Island Falls to make their
urer, Charles B. Eaton; herald, James F. Dex'
home.
ter; warder of the inner gate, Alberta Drury
Miss Marjorie Coombs has returned from
warder of the outer gate, Harold S.
French;
representative to the Grand Commandery.Past Camden and will spend the winter at her home
Noble Commander, Forrest L. Adams. Follow- in Belfast.
M. V. B. Mitchell of Troy has been appointing the installation were speeches by the
grand officers,and then all adjourned to the ed by the Governor an agent for the prevention
banquet room, where a fine supper was served. of cruelty to animals.
A short musical program and
Mrs. E. H. Harey has been seriously ill the
dancing followed.
Mr. Varnum, the deputy, is to remain here for
past week at her home on Miller street, but is
some time and continue his work
with the rapidly improving.
order.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren J. Foss of Fairfield arThe annual installation and
banquet of Prim- rived last Saturday and are guests of Mr. and
rose Chapter, No. 152, Order of the
Eastern Mrs. Charles H. Sargent.
Star, took place in the Masonic Hall last FriMrs. B. P. Hurd of Waterviile was the
guest
day evening. In spite of the storm, there was while in town to attend the Eastern Star ina large
attendance, and at 6.30 nearly 90 sat stallation of Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Vickery.
down to the attractive tables, with their decoDr. W. L. West, Messrs. Orrin J.
Dickey and
rative centerpieces of apples, to enjoy a deliRalph D. Southworth motored to Rockland last
cious chicken pie supper. The
comsupper
Friday in the interest of the Belfast Food
mittee, Mrs. H. E. McDonald, chairman, Mrs. Fair.
(
Mrs.
S.
Joseph Tyler,
A. Parker, Mrs. R. B.
Mr. Horace E. McDonald left
Monday for
Soutbworth and Alias Evelyn Peavey, were asNew York to attend the Furniture
sisted in serving by a number of white gowned
Exposition.
Mrs. McDonald has charge of the store in his
young ladies, while the gentlemen poured cofabsence.
fee. It was a matter of general regret that
The Journal had a pleasant call last
the efficient chairman of the
commitFriday
supper
tee. whose efforts had contributed so much to- from C. M. Howes. Esq., of Liberty, who was
the success of the affair, was unable to be returning horm from Bangor, where he had
present on account of illness. The installation ceremonies which followed the banquet were most interesting and impressive.
Past District Deputy Grand Alatron Airs. Olive.
Hurd of Waterville performed the work
most

impressively,
by Miss Emeroy Ginn

was

Rev.

as

and

David

L.

Wilson

as

<»o

ably assisted
Grand Alarshal
Grand Chaplain
vjrana

urgamst.

The officers installed were as follows:
Worthy
Matron, Mrs. Hattie S. Ritchie; .worthy paArthur Ritchie;
tron,
associate
matron
Mrs. Julia Vickery; secretary, Miss Alberta Wadsworth; deputy treasurer, Miss
Florence E. Chaples; conductress, Mrs. Ella J.

Woodcock; assistant conductress, Mrs. Lou C.
Hills; Marshal, Miss Louise J. Read; chaplain,
Mrs. Cleora H. Read; organist, Mrs. Isa C.*
Howes; Adah, Mrs. Cordelia H. Brown; Ruth,
Mrs. Maude S. Bramhall; Esther, Miss Bertha
S. Wiley; Martha, Miss Alice E. Simmons;
Electa, Mrs. Cordelia Jenneys; w’arder, Miss
Charlotte M. Tibbetts; sentinel, Adrian C.
Tuttle.
During the ceremonies a piano
solo by Mrs. Eion B. Giichrest and a contralto
solo by Miss Isabel Ginn were much
enjoyed.
The graceful little speeches
by the retiring
and incoming Worthy Matron were
pleasant
features of the evening. '] hree applications
for membership in the Chapter were
received,
and the name of one candidate was voted upMrs. Hurd was presented with a beautiful bouquet of roses, while the
retiring
Worthy Matron received a bouquet of chrysanthemums and a lunch of pink carnations.

on.

visitors from other chapters were
present to enjoy the evening, emi the fine
work, which was beautifully exemplified. The

A number of

chapter

has

membership
a

a

large and steadily increasing
starting the new year with

and is

most prosperous

Bull Moose

outlook.

Uplift in Maine.

[Boston Sunday Herald.]
Some of the Progressive members of the
Maine Legislature, acting meekly under orders
from Montana and Oyster Bay, have been, makexhibition of themselves of 'ate that
make the angels weep, whatever its effect at Armageddon. It was not merely that
they broke party pledges and repudiated the
popular primary in which they had taken parr,
hut the} capped tr e climax of high-minded
disinterested statesmanship when they joined
the Democratic members in a movement to exexpel four Republican members from the Legislature on the ground that they were posting

an

must

masters ar.u

ship.

mereiore

ineligible to

in

ember-

been to have

an

eye

treated.

Dr. E. D. Tapley was called to New York
last Friday by t le illness of his 1
rother, ( apt.
Ira Tapley and vas
his broth-

accompanied by

Ihomas iapley of Tremont.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Lord, who

er»

spending a

nave

number of weeks ir. this

been

city

vis-

iting his oarents. Mr
o
Lord, have gone to New Bedford, Mass.
Mrs. William F. Schoppe left
yesterday for a
few days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. William N.
Todd in Portland, joining there Prof.
who is

Schoppe,

attending

State Poultry Show.
Donald Knowlton of the Delta
Kappa Epsilon
fraternity of Colby, son of Dr. and Mrs. F. A.
Knowlton of Fairfield, is a candidate for the
assistant managership of the 1913 track ream.
the

Miss Grace H. Hayes, chief
operator f the
Waldo Telephone &
Telegraph Company, went
to Portland last
Saturday to
several

days

spend

attendtd the meeting of ihe cnief
operators of the State Jan. 22nd.
and

Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Waltz arrived in

Bucksport last Saturday from V\ alduboro.
where they had been the guests of Mr. Waltz's
parents, to spend a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. P. A. Goodale, Mrs. Waltz’s
parents.
Percy S, Edgecomb, wl o was called to
ranston, R. I., by the illr ess of his sister,
Mrs. N. J. Pottle, returned home
Wednesday
morning by boat, and soon aft. r his a rival
received a telegram
anneuneing his sistei’s
leath.

Chellis H. Michaels of Springfield, Mass., is
vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Michaels, Waldo avenu.-.
Mr. Michaels was until
recently one cf the

spending a week’s

-.erks in

the

there for

a

Parker House, Boston, and left
position m Springfield.

similar

Miss Laura E. Morris, daughter of Mr. and
Ilenry Morris, who has been critically ill
with a cold that developed pneumonia
symptoms, is reffirTen as somewhat improved and
there are good hopes of a complete recovery.
She is a pupil in the Sth parade and very popular with her schoolmates.
Mrs.

Miss\esta McAllister, daugi ter of Mrs. F.
Noble of Hartlar.d, formerly of Pittsfield,
and Clarence McAllister; son >.t Mrs- Charles
Foster of Burnham, were n:..rriid in Ivr.iai.il
Jan. 1-Uh at the home of :he ride's aunt, Mrs.
A.

DeRc.y

Wheeler

After

they will return
will reside.
ton

to

a w

ing

tr;:

Burn!

...

where they

to

B.

Among those who attended he recep
and banquet of the N’ew England, brvth.
association at the Copley Plaza, Boston,

■

u

on

I’uesday evening were Mr. and Mrs.
T
Webster of Cambridge, their son. J. Russell
VV ebster and their guest, Aiiss Lytle C. 51«
rill of Belmont, Ale.

place
Since Maine became a State nobody had beFriday evening,
mind, the climate of the north Pacific
added interest being given the fore discovered that the constitution
raised a
congenial, and Moore felt called upon to joyable event,
affair by the presence of Emunah Temple of bar to the lection of a
postmaster to the Legengage agair. in the journalistic fray, and is
Mrs. Rose E. Jackson Collins, wife of J. W. now hard at it. In an editorial he makes “no Old Town as special guests of the local tem- islature. Postmasters had served in every sesChas. F. Shaw, who with Mrs. Shaw is spelli.’ollins, passed away Jan. 17th at her home in rash promises,” and “Progress” will be his I ple. Supper was served during the evening sion without challenge. But the exigencies of
ng the winter in Florida, writes from Miami
and
the
services
of
installation
were
conduct55
the
senatorial campaign made a new
iolbrook, Mass., aged
watchword. No one who ever knew Moore
years, c months and
discovery ir.der date of Jan 13th: “We are enjoying the
ed by District Deputy Jennie Dockham of of some sort
! days.
Mrs. Collins was the daughter of the would look for anything different.
neces.sary on the part of the
ine weather. It has been pleasant everyday
She
was
assisted
Mrs.
WesProspect.
ably
by
Democrats and those of the Progressives who
ate Albion K. and Margaret
(Simmons) Jackfrom 75 to SO in the shad?>< far and
1 am
WEDDING BELLS.
ley Seavey and Mrs. Daniel French of Brewer. became their camp followers. So they found
! on of Belfast* Me., and leaves to mourn their
going over to the Beach this afternoon to try
The officers installed include Mrs. Gertrude a
in the constitution which said that
oss, beside her husband, two brothers, J. Erprovision
Gray-Keyes. The marriage of Miss Hazel
he water. The city is fast tilling up w ith winAiken, M. E. C ; Miss Ethel Carlisle, E. S.; Mrs. no person holding any office under ti e United
rin Jackson of Belfast, Albion K. Jackson of
ter visitors from all over the United States
daughter of Elmer Keyes of Great Works, Amy Howard, E. J.; Mrs. Hattie Moore, M. of
States government, “post officers excepted,”
Aurora, Iowa; one sister, Mrs. Anna Bowden
and Herbert E. Gray, also of Great Works, I
ind they all say the same thing—this can't be
T.; Mrs. C. Annie Dooey, M. of R.; Mrs. Lois should have a seat in the Legislature.
>f Belfast; two nephews, Arthur W. Jackson
toDk place at the Baptist parsonage in Old
>eaL”
M.
of
Mrs.
Alice
< >f
P.
of
F.;
Yeaton,
Sargent,
T.;
Holbrook, Mass., and Fred S. Jackson of Town
They argued that a “post-officer" meant the
Saturday evening, January 11th. Rev. | Mrs. Harriet Powers, G. of T.; Mrs. Agnes |
Those of our readers who rerr.t-mber the
officer of an army post and not an officer of the
ieifast; and three nieces, Miss Gladys Bow- j Fred A. Snow
officiated, using the single ring Moore, P. C.; Mrs. Agnes Moore, representacharming account which we } rinted of “l-'oi1 len, whose home is with Mr.
Collins, Mrs. A. M.
service, and that in consequence a post- lette” uiid other contributions by Mrs. Grace
postal
service. The young couple were unattended.
tive to grand temple.
£oss of Lincoinville and Miss Roselyn Jackson
master was not excepted from the
provision I). Favre will be pleased to hear that she has
They will make their home in Great Works
< >f Union, Me.
At the age of fifteen she beThe officers 3f Mt. Batti? Lodge, I O. O. F.,
forbidding federal office-holders from the received irem the Minister of Foreign Affairs
with
the bride's parents. Mrs. Gray was for
in Paris the distinction of the Academic Palms
1
fan teaching and was a great favorite with
Camden, were installed Jan. 14th by District Legislature. It was a most absurd contention and will join us in congratulating her. I ,ns order
several years a
resident of this city, and
ler pupils.
She taught school uniil her marand
could
not
they
keep their faces straight as was created in 1808 by Napoleon 1 as a reward
Deputy Grand Master Winfield Scott Richards,
friends here extend best wishes.
iage to Mr. Collins, when they moved to How'- j
assisted by Ralph W.Johnson as grand marshal, they argued it, but it served their purpose. for literary merit, and has been bestowed
Mrs. Favte for publications in both French and
ird, R. I., where they were instructors in the
PERKINS-BUNTON. Alger Perkins and Mias John Johnson as grand secretary, L. L. Ander- They railroaded through the House the expulEnglish.—The Animals Friend, Lot.don, Eng! Socconosset Echool for twelve years. The deDaisy Dunton of Hampden were united in son as grand warden, J. F. Thomas as grand sion of one Republican member who was a land.
based had a gentle and gracious presence and
and
the
other
three
and
Robinson
as
were
Ruel
postmaster
so
scared
grand chaplain.
marriage Friday evening, Jan. 17th. Both guard,
Many will be interested in the article on
vas greatly beloved by relatives and friends,
ire popular young people and
have hosts of The officers are as follows: Noble grand, Fred —since the Democratic-Progressive combinaanother page, by Virgil G. Eaton of; the Banfhe funeral services, at her request, were friends who
tion
had
the
votes
to
Warren
attain
their end—that
Conant; recordjoin in extending congratulations Hanson; vice g~and,
gor Daily News on the late “Gene" Rust,
1 leld at the home of her brother, J. Ervin
snd best, wishes for a happy future. They ing secretary, John Leach; financial secretary, their resignations were wired to Washington
and which includes reminiscences of the East
fackson. Rev. D. B. Phelan, pastor of the Bel- will reside at
Ellingswood’s Cornor, where Mr. D. W. Arey; treasurer, Joseph W. Bowers, and accepted there. Even then they would Maine Conference Seminary at
Bucksport in
Ja6t Methodist church, officiated and Mr. J. F. Perkins is a
E. C. Fletcher, Chester L. Pascal, have been expelled, but the required hour artrustees,
storekeeper.
prosperous
the bU s.
Mr. baton is not quite accurate in
Sheldon conducted.
Many beautiful flowRalph Johnson; R. S. N. G., Ralph W. Johnson; riveo ior me senatorial vote, and saved them.
his statement concerning the elder Rust and
o
xt
a
n___
_i_n
I
• irs
accompanied tne remains ar.d she
This many sound like the plot of a comic
PERSONAL.
his paper, The Progressive Age. Wn. M. Rust
vas laid to rest in the tomb in Morrill.
The |
it
but
W.
S.
Richards,
at
conductor,
opera,
actually
drews;
happened
chaplain, j
Augusta was a man of decided
ability, a genial comFreeman Sheldon, Henry j
were J.
>earers
Charles B. Sampson of Freedom was a bus:- Geo. E. Nichols; R. S. S., E. J. Prince; L. S, S., : last week. Moreover, though there were five
and he was cheated out of the nominapanion,
Wentworth, Richard Merrian and Leslie Pay- n 2ss visitor in Augusta last Friday.
in
the
Fred
I.
of
the House
E. J. Heale;
G.,
Merchant; O. G., F. N. I postmasters
membership
tion for Congress at the convention held in this
1 ion.
Mr. Collins fully appreciates the kind- I
four were slated for summary expulsion
Dr. E. M. Bradley of Pemaquid was a recent Thompson; R. S. V. G., Jesse Cross. The in- only
or perhaps it would be better to say that
less of his many friends in Belfast, who were
on
the
of
the
senatorial vote, two weeks city;
day
stallation was followed by a social dance in the
j guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Bailey.
he was outgeneraled by the supporters of
after the session opened. The fifth member
! intiring in their efforts to comfort, him in his John B. Huff of
Engine hall.
Springfield, Mass., was the
who held a commission as postmaster was a Thompson H. Murch.
| treat affliction.— M. A. J.
The officers of Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. i
guest the past week of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lithimself, and so it was felt that he i
Progressive
With the close of the year 1912 Deacon Al;
S., Rockport, were installed on Friday evening
Mrs. Beula Ritchie Putnam was Dorn in
tlefield, Cedar street.
was not violating the constitution in
holding fred Adams had served the Castine congre;
Jan. 10th, by Miss Edith Lenfest of Thomas j
Monroe, Nov. 30, 1890, and passed to the
Mrs. Alzo M. Carter of Cliftondale, Mass.,
his seat. Thus was Progressivism raised to
gational Sunday school thirty years jw its
ton, assisted by installing marshal. Miss Jessie
ligher life Jan. 4, 1913. She was the daughter arrived
the nth power of practical partisanship!
by boat Wednesday morning, called Crawford of Thomaston. A line
It superintendent. Up to within a year he had
>f Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Ritchie. In early
program of
ife she gave her heart to God and was a faithhere by the death of Mrs. Harriet N. Carter.
was a kind of uplift and square deal
which
been very active in this work and his whole
music and readings was presented at intervals
ful follower of her Saviour, trusting in Him at
M aine had never seen before.
heart ai.d soul was for its welfare and interMiss Ida S. Burgess returned last Monday to
ill times. A little more than one year ago she
during the installation. A dance in the ban- |
As for the constitutional provision in ques- est, and at the close of the
1
her duties in the Waldo County Registry of
was married to Z L. Putnam of Monroe and
thirty years he left
quet room, following the ceremonies in the
went to live in the lovely home they had esDeeds, after an absence of several days on ac- hall, was enjoyed by the many guests present. tion, it was adapted from that in the constitu- his Sunday school in a very flourishing conditablished for themselves. There was only a count of a severe cold.
tion of Massachusetts at the time Maine be- tion. He celebrated his S5th birthday in PosThe officers installed were: Worthy Matron,
few short months of enjoyment before her
came a State.
Later the old-fashioned term
ton, Wednesday, Jan. 22nd, and the children oi
Miss Zadie B. Carter, who has been in Kings- Mrs. Minetta Paul; Worthy Patron, E. E. Fales;
j Health failed her and she was obliged to return
1 to her father’s home.
was changed to “postmaster” in
All that fond parents
the school sent him a shower of birthday cards,
N. Y for seveial months en route from
Associate Matron, Mrs. Ina Wooster; Treas- “post-officer”
ton,
ind a kind and loving husband could do was
the Massachusetts constitution, but h: s re- wishing him many happy returns of the day.
Redlands, Calif., to Belfast, has changed her urer, Mrs. Alice Gardner; Conductress, Mrs.
lone to prolong her life, but the Master called
1
Louise Holbrook; Associate Conductress, Mrs. mained unchanged in the Maine constitution. He was also presented with a magazine from
ind she cheerfully responded to the summons, plans and returned to Redlands.
The amendment in Massachusetts shows con- the older pupils of the school. Samuel Adams
knowing that "He doeth all things well.” AlSarah
Miss
Blanche
Pascal;
Marshal,
Bowden;
Ralph Collins has gone to the McLean hosthough at timeB her suffering was severe, she
clusively that the two terms were synony- of this city is a son of Deacon Adams.
in Waverly, Mass., to train for a nurse. Btar points: Adah. Mrs. Eugenia Fales; Ruth,
was always cheerful, always
thinking of oth- pital
mous.
The dictionaries back up this view.
Mrs. Rufus Shibles; Esther, Miss Mary Pottle;
The many readers of The Journal who knew
ers, never complaining, always trusting in her Mr. Collins has been two terms at Coburn
Constitutional lawyers and judges in Maine
Saviour. By her quiet and thoughtful way
the grandfather and the father of William R.
Martha, Mrs. Geo. Huntley; Electa, Miss Edith
Classical Institute and one at Colby College.
were prompt to declare their opinion that the
ihe had won many friends. “None knew her,
Shibles; Warder, Misa Susie Lowell; Sentinel,
Roix, the present clerk oi the Maine House,
but to love her.” Rev. C. H. McElhiney of
Democratic-Progressive contention, as to the
A Bunco Game in Stockton.
B. P. Wooster.
w ill read with interest the notice of this
Searsport spoke comforting words to the sorpopuofficers
of
was
too
military
posts
meant,
being
rowing family and relatives, and many friends
lar official at Augusta from the Portland Press.
At the regular meeting of Belfast ComStockton Springs, Jan. 20. A pretty alick
thin to hold water. The plot failed, to be
gathered to extend sympathy. The floral ofHis grandfather—“Old Capt. Roix”—and his
ferings were many and beautiful. The loved bunco game was played on three of the lead- mandery, Knights of the Golden Cross, Thurs- sure, but when a diseiple of the colonel begins
nne was laid to rest in the
family lot beside ing merchants last Thursday forenoon by a day evening, Jan. 16th, four candidates were to talk in Maine about political righteousness father, both held commands in the Eastern
ber mother in the village cemetery. “Blessed
the senior's service dating
smooth party giving his name as Smith from initiated. Since Oct. 24, 1912, sixty candidates and reform and the
ire the dead who die in the Lord.”
golden rule in politics and Steamship Co.,
Madison, Ohio.' He claimed to have bought the have taken the degree, making this one of the the Onward Christian Soldier,” business, his back to days when the line was in other hands,
Monroe, Jan. 13th.
Samuel French place at Sandypoint, and after largest commanderies in Maine. After the deand there were no better navigators or more
auditors are likely to snicker audibly.
Mtb. Alexander (Athearn) Wellman died selecting goods at each store he would offer a
Grand Commander H. E. McKinley
popular commanders on the New England
check for twice the amount of the goods gree work,
Ian. 14th at her home in Hope after a long and
George H. Fisher of Winterport was a visit- coast and it is only natural that the descendant
bought, receiving the balance in cash. The Df Portland, assisted by Grand Herald J. Walpainful illness, aged about 68 years. She waa checks were drawn on a Madison, Ohio, bank, ter Leighton of Portland, Grand Treasurer or last week at the home of George W. Patten, Df such men should make good in whatever
the daughter of Hinkley and
Lucy (Pease) and in reply to a telegram the officials in the William P. Varnum of Cumberland Mills, and Somerset avenue, on his return from Augusta position he is called upon to occupy. Young
Athearn. Her husband. Wilder Wellman, died bank stated that the checks were bogus. Mr. Grand Trustee H. A. Woods of Belfast install- to his home. Mr. Fisher and Mr. Patten were Roix is well known in
Belfast, where in the
Smith left on the 2 p. m. train Thursday, beNov. 27, 1907, since which time ahe and her fore the bank had been
communicated with, ed the following officers: Past noble command- both members of the 16th Maine Regiment— past he had been a frequent visitor, and has
had made the home. She leaves. and his whereabouts are unknown at this time.
relatives and a host of friends here.
er, Charles E. Sherman; noble commander, K. Pittsfield Advertiser.
funeral will take place today, Thursday,

I’cloek, Rev.
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son^Allie,

\V. F. ^turtevant

officiating.

at
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fresh in

was

look

last

was

a

most

en-
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^larly Experiences of

a

he see* it now in communion with Jesus.
Another wu that man is the offspring
of the Eternal Spirit and therefore not
to be despised. His theory of the dignity
of human nature was in fullest harmony
with the mission of Unitarianism in the

Fron-

tiersman.
This last evening of the old year I am
spending in Topsfield, Mass., with one
of my western neighbors, who used to
while away many a w'inter evening in
our Washington forest home telling us
of his early experience in the West. In
1393 he, in company with a brother, explored Cliff Cave, Mo., 25 miles from St.

world.

That mission is merely to reassert the teachings of Christ in regard
to the relationship existing between the
different manifestations of Deity and
the divine offspring. When the speaker

high.

was

by

30 feet and 20 feet

high.

A stream

along the left side.

ran

the apartment had
had been used for

As

smooth floor and

a

keep

of the water. As

merry-makers

the

we

Children.

The Kind You Have

dancing a wall of
brick had been built along the edge of
the water to

and

sang
There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Immanuel’s veins
And sinners plunged beneath that flood
Lose all their guilty stains.
1 wished he would stop and explain what

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Clias. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

12 feet of stone and

After enterearth above the entrance.
ing the cave the iirst apartment was 40
of water

Infants

for

As memory recalls, the entrance
to the cave was 20 feet wide and 12 feet
Louis.

There

1 Bears the

that language meant to him. I suppose
it meant a purifying of the human soul

by being brought

Bought
Always
of

Signature

out

followed this under-

stream toward its source, we disccvered by the light of candles numerous

apartments,

opening

some

of them connected

by

would
have to crawl through on hands and
knees.
After going from one-fourth to
one-half a mile the caves became too low
to walk in, and the party returned.
The
small that a

so

stream at the upper end
and 6 inches deep.
On
cave

was

man

In Use For Over
TNI

CKWTAUW

COS. FA NV,

themselves

3 feet wide

welcome the

to

much reluctance

horse with

was

or

the

per-

suaded to plunge in and swim to the opproved to be a young
posite side. During the next forenoon
man
accompanied by two ladies. As
they reached another place so steep as to
■he was explaining the cave to them a
be unsafe for their horse.so they left their
sixshooter was discharged in the op: baggage and instead of swimming the
posite direction by a member of the river went
the mountain to

CITY.

*» mo

return to

up

The echo and re-echos

concealed party.

i apointon the river farther down stream.
against
At the highest point on the mountain
caused the new comers to disappear and
they could see the whole course of the
ltouDtiess
tney were not seen again.
river they had been following for a week.
a
band
of
in
they reported
desperadoes
While packing the baggage along the
the cave.
river toward the horse they camped
About the middle of the following on a
level spot about the size of a house,
February the two brothers started out : on account of approaching darkness.
of Chicago on a western hunting and
were
reminded the next morning
t They
prospecting expedition. Near the city by a shower of rolling stones that men
iir.iits they were halted by an officer and of
greater experitree would not campon
from civilization. I will now give
returned to the police station to be ex- the side
of a mountain of loose stone. a few of my own
experiences in Maine
amined as suspects, as some goods had Doubtless some wild animal started a
during the present winter.
been stolen during the night.
After be- stone to
rolling, which started others, unWe attended the Center Church in
|
coming satisfied that this was not the til they rolled on all sides, but fortunate- Thorndike Dec.
22nd, where the speaker
guilty party they were allowed to pro- ly no one was hurt. While one was get- dwelt
upon the Christ as a historical
ceed on their journey. The horse was ting breakfast the other went out and
character and his relation to
humanity in
protected during the cold nights with a shot a deer.
perfect accordance with Christ’s own
blanket and canvas extended to the
After three hours travel they reached teachings as set forth in the illustration
ground and the men had a good bed and the mouth of Fall River where it empties of the vine and the branches. The
same
tent. Near Colfax, Iowa, they worked into Snake river. To
get information in life-giving sap must flow through both
to
for two weeks
replenish their purse regard to settlements one of them went or
they wither. The same influences
of the sound

and

the numerous walls

their horse.

rest

employed
to self-feeding

The farmer who

them allowed his stock to

run

up Snake river
that one miner

seven
was

which nrnrhlPO onttruoioom

miles and learned

working

u'-'vyu

me

anu

men,

mac

14 miles
weic

should be difused through the community that all may work in harmony to

ers

uu

the Platte river

aitu

iimue

They built a fire so hot as to
nearly parboil themselves in the wet
bedding during the night. They follow;d up the liver during the forenoon to a
dace where the water fell perpendicular- |
Without attempting
y about 40 feet.
to scale the cliff it seemed advisable to
retrace their steps and follow Pall River
to the Snake river.
bluffs often

Nearly perpendicu-

came

so

n‘ar

river that the horse could not
rhat

river,

side
to

and

was

taken

be returned

proceed
across

on

the

to the same side

They were

farther down.

to the

a

week travel-

25 milts from Fall River basin to
Snake river. As the river became larger

ing

had to swim the horse from one
aide to the ether and back again below

they

tho obstacle.

To avoid

wetting

the

lug-

gage it was removed from the horse and
carried on their own backs over any opposing obstacle, thus keeping the luggage all the time on the same side of the
river while the horse was often on the
mother side to get around some obstacle.

sloping shale rock would
he safe for a band of wild horses, but not
safe to be trusted when a man has but
one horse on which to transport his luggage. Often it would be necessary to
attach a long rope to the man transportring the baggage lest he slip and fall into
the river, two or three hundred feet below. Farther down, the river became
Sometimes

a

down

rods

roll several

the

j

on a

mountain-

place just large enough

small level

for him to stnnd on, and thaonly one between there and the river, several hundred feet below.
from the horse
the

mountain

The load was removed

by cutting
so

was

the ropes, as
steep, both

above and below, and the level place on
which the horse stood so narrow that
man

could

not

approach

him

on

in the

pupil
Sunday school.
every

either

public

so narrow that in order to turn he had
to stand on his hind feet, balancing himself with his fore feet against the stone

gain3 the alfections of every
pupil as fully as the parent who has supplied the physical needs for so many
years, and they often do this without
going out to play with the children at

above.

childish sports,

fluence in

the

as

is

so

often the case, but the embodiment of
the great principles of human life to

wild that he had to be thrown every
day for nearly a week and have the load

so

which no reasonable person can object.
The first Sunday of the new year we
attended the Congregational Church in
TopBfield, Mass., where the speaker
dwelt upon the work of Christ as a
breaking up of old ideas and a powerful
The
stimulus to motion and growth.
talk was founded upon the statement of
Jesus in regard to who waB his brother
and sister and mother. Our higher kinship depends upon the sentiments we

the

ground.
When they reached Pocatello, Idaho,
on the Fort Hall Indian reservation, they
engaged in placer mining for a few
months.

Attempting

to ford the

with two horses or

large

a
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The Russell Sage Foundation has
just
issued an unusual report on the school
of
the
United States. A comtystems
plete analysis has been made of
every
me of the factors affecting public eduction and every State has been given a
■ank of its own on each point examined.
\mong all the States of the union the
Foundation- places Maine twenty-second
n rank.
She stands second among the
States in the proportionate number of
children in school, while she stands
ilmost at the lowest end of the schedule
Peing forty-fifth on the point of teachers’ salaries. Vermont leads Maine in
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Surety

In these columns there recently appeared a statement relative to the exMaine for common schools.

sureties,

Opposition

to

a

Proposed Change in The
Law.
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expended $3,151,917.
The appropriations made by the State
for a special aid to academies and for the

to education

amounted

SEEDED

LEGISLATION IN SCHOOLHOUSE

frightful Collingwood disaster, destroyng by fire the lives of many children,
resulted at once in the expenditure of
vast

sums

penditure

for fire protection.
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Brunswick reports an interesting achievement by the boys of the manual training
school of that town. The classes were
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support, of State normal schools and the
University of Maine bring this public
expenditure for education to a grand
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RHEUMA—the Uric Acid poison begins to
dissolve and leave the sore joints and muscles.
Its action is little less than magical.
RHEUMA works so speedily you actually
A
can feel the Rheumatism leaving the body.
bottle costs but 60 cents, and if you are not
&
Co.
will
return
satisfied A. A. Howes
your
money. Read this:
“I wish to state to you the facts and nothin g
but the facts. I bless the day a friend brought
I used oneme a 60-cent bottle of RHEUMA.
half of it and did me more good than all the
other medicines I ever tried. I had been afflicted with Rheumatism all over my body for
more than 25 years; I could not walk and was a
broken-down man. During that time I spent a
small fortune trying to be rid of the horrible
disease, but without help. However, RHEUMA
reached my case, and 1 thank God I can again
use my feet and do my work.
“Before taking your medicine I was staying
with a daughter on her farm, and despite her
loving efforts to tempt my appetite I could not
eat After I had taken RHEUMA two days
Yours for prosperity.”
my appetite returned.
—Prof. H. H. Rolling, 7 S. Ninth St., Rich1912.
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often claimed to

they stopped at a settlement a
days and made the acquaintance of
parties living a few miles up a canyon.
Wishing to buy a horse which these par- brink of a precipice and abandon them.
ties had for sale, they went up the can- The Sunday school should not be the inas is so
yon a few days later and bought a horse culcation of individual opinions,

lying

uj

After 25 Years of Misery, This
Some teachers say they get enough of
Man Walks, Works and Feels
children without attendingSunday school,
Fine Again.
but such teachers lead their pupils to the

few

fastened

miui'u

be necessary.

75 miles

on

vii

Alonzo Adams was born in Ellswort h
of sea-faring parents.
He took ot
the sea at an early age and after serving
a rough
apprenticeship under Roily
Mates in Clipper Ship days, skippered
his own craft. About 23 years ago his
vessel was chartered by a company to
carry a commercial expedition to certain
Caribbean islands. The venture failed,
the company went into bankruptcy and
Adams wrnt without pay.
He accepted, instead, the rights to
Swan’s Island, one of the group of which
the company had acquired possession.
There the Yankee skipper established a
small kingdom taking the title of King,
introducing royal customs and prevailing
upon the natives to accept him as lord
and master.
He developed his kingdom
commercially on a big scale and within a
few years had amassed a small fortune.
In later years “King Adams” had
Swan’s Island supplied with all the comforts and luxuries that money could buy
him and he made periodical trips to the
United States to secure these.
Three
years ago he accepted an
offer from a development company and
sold his kingdom, returned to “the
States” and settled down on a farm at
Easthampton, Conn. Ten days ago the
ex-King became ill and was brought to
the Massachusetts General Hospital,
where death came to him yesterday.

or

teacher

After proceeding down the river about

was

1

a posipowerful incommunity.
Many a

be turned end for end to be led up to the
trail. The shelf on which he stood was

while he

STANDS.

followers of Christ is

blow with terrific force at the far north and

The teacher is in

tion to exercise the most

rapid that the horse lost his became discouraged and attempted to
balance in the foaming current and float- lie down when the rapid current came
ing on his side could not get in position high up on their sides. All means of
cherish.
-to swim while a man was hanging to the persuading them to proceed failing a
At the Methodist Church in the evensaddle. But by hanging to the horse’s man sprang upon the back of each horse
one thought was that no person can
were
ing
moment.
As
the
same
at
current
the
they
out
of
was
tail he
dragged
action
them
to
expect to see heaven in the future unless
to dry land. But dry land was scarcely saddle horses this spurred
bo

:

I

school into the

The mountain was fo nearly perpendicular in front that the horse had to
side.

on

as

AUGUSTA, Jan. 1G—Strenuous opposition to any change in the Maine lobster
law has developed. This became manifested this afternoon when a party of
leading lobster dealers of Maine arrived
at the State House by auto from Rockland. There were six Rockland men and
I one Portland man, W. S. Trefethen, in
the party. According to their attitude
in the matter they say that a change in
the law that would make a nine-inch
lobster legal would threaten the industry of the State. They admit it would
help the business for two years or so,-j
but they are looking beyond that. They
are looking to the
future, and they
maintain that a two years’ catch of
nine-inch lobsters would deplete the
supply so greatly that Maine could never
regain its prestige. Not only that, but
they oppose any close time for any extended period. They declare that a
small army of fishermen would be deprived of their means of livelihood, and
easy to raise moral standards.
they point to reports which show that
A Presbyterian preacher once visited 50,000 people of Maine are dependent
for their existence on the lobster catch-j
my school, gave a little talk and a notice
Should any measure to
(o preach in the evening. Every pupil ing industry.
change the present lobster law’ be preone
was
in
the
except
present
evening sented, then there will be a powerful
and it was said that he cried himself to lobby on the part of the dealers who
it
It promises a pretty fight, no
sleep because his father would not let oppose
matter which way one may look at it.
him go.
It has been quite common to bring

side. Fortunately the horse's feet struck

river.

lar

i

<X

of water anc. had to be removed from
the horse before he could get out of the

MAINE

As nature’s laws are similar

Me.,

or.-, cnrv

cribs. Camping on
nvn,
they heard the sound of other inhabitants within 75 miles. Re- one common end.
wild geese in the night, dressed hastily
On Christmas day I visited the scenes
turning to camp they built a raft the
and attempted to secure their game.
next morning, swam their horse across of my childhood. Though the old red
After an hour’s pursuit they returned
Fall river, put their baggage on the raft schoolhouse is in ashes, the skating pond,
wiser, but not the richer. When return- and started down Snake river. The cur- stones and
ledges all looked natural, but
ing to camp one evening just at dusk, rent was so swift that they were unable it took some time to call them to mind
a
white
tick
one with
full of hay bal- to land within a mile from where
they after the lapse of so many years. I
anced on his head, two men on horse- started.
One remained with the raft walked through the little orchard, the
back were seen approaching.
When and the other took the horse and went seeds of which I
planted 45 years ago.
they were nearly opposite and only a down river to see whether there were The old rail fences on the
place look
few rods away the tick was dropped in
rapids making it dangerous to continue little older now than they did then. I
front of him and the horsemen taking with the raft.
Judging it safe to pro took supper in the house where I was
fright at the ghost urged their horses to ceed they started and while passing a born and then called on the
neighbor
their utmost speed. Quail, prairie chicktributary the great volume of water across the road, who told me that he
a,
ens,
d, farther west, sage hens, were
poured in with such rapidity as to sink helped build the railroad into Edgeley,
abundant. The campfire caught in the the raft three feet underwater and
keep North Dakota, when I was living in sight
UUDJIiess
J1V fc?IV
i(Jr
it continually whirling as in a whirlpool of the town.
I had a neighbor in Washwhile. The owner of the property see- until it
finally drifted below the opposing ington who teamed over the road in
ing the fire came in haste on horseback. current and floated on naturally.
Dakota long before I ever went there, so
Luckily the fire was between a road and
They landed near the miner mentioned we crossed each others tracks at many
running water and easily extinguished.
above and stopped with him a couple of distant points.
In eastern Wyoming, near the foot of days. They were the first white men he
Some of my old friends have a sermon
he mountains, men owned large corrals had seen in six months.
They all went read every Sunday in the family; others
and dipping vats wnich they rented to to the mountains,
spent the night and re- read it in public. Those who spend the
sheep o« ners during the shearing season. turned next day with an elk. The next day reading sensational reading are culMany bands of sheep were grazing in day they left their horse w ith the miner tivating weeds. I think it was Jeremy
the foothills in full view. North of and started down the river with their Taylor who said that it was better to
do
Cheyenne it was common to see numer- raft. Coming to an island, and not being something useful on the Sabbath than to
ous bands of antelope, 20 or 30 in a
band, familiar witn the river, the current land- do nothing.
At Clinton, Dec. 27th, the
and out of curiosity they would some- ed them on the island before they had
subject was
times come within easy gun- hot.
The speaker noted the
This consecration.
decided on which side to steer.
Faii River basin in the legion of the was the last of their experience on decline of old-fashioned enthusiasm and
Yellowstone National Park drains into water, except to get ashore, which was spoke of the inconsistency of a man proSnake river. Instead of following the accomplished by taking a log from the fessing infidelity when he has never incircuitous route of the water they at- raft and a man stood on it and paddled vestigated the subject. I spent a few
tempted to cross the mountains so as to ashore and went back to get the miner hours with a friend of early years who
strike the Snake river far down in its with his boat to bring their luggage has had a full share of sorrow. I found,
course.
They then resumed their jour- not a despondent, grey-headed old perBefore the close of the first ashore.
with
the pack-horse. In some places son, but a jolly couple who leave the
the
ney
day
pack-horse slipped down an incline about 15 feet into the river below. the trail was so narrow that it was dead past to bury its dead and live in the
Though it was the 4th day of July it was necessary to remove the load from the living present with a heart within and a
God overhead. This method of life is in
near 'enough to the snow line so that horse while he pissed a short distance.
there were patches of snow and ice to A misstep would have landed them in accordance with Bible teaching as well
make the path slippery. Their bedding the river 100 feet or more bi low. Later as with our modern poet. When all good
and previsions were drenched in 5 feet the horse did step on a sloping stone and influences in a community combine it is
corn

WHERE

Maine Schools.

to wealth and occupies the
merely proportion
and the journey was made in
twenty-eighth
position on the point of
to
discover and teach Nature’s laws, then
safety.
They now wenttoCokeville, Wyoming, they will have reached their proper school expenditure per child. While
Maine’s rank on all other points is credand discovered an onyx quarry. Need- sphere.
itable, the low salary rating reduces her
ing capital for its development one of
Geo. M. Cole,
the White Bros, went to Chicago and segeneral average to the lowest among the
Topsfield, Mass., Jan. 6, 1913.
New England States
cured the co-operation of Van Osdale
THE EXPERIENCE OF ONE TEACHER.
Bros., who forwarded the necessary maALONZO ADAMS DEAD.
A certain Maine teacher, who has been
chinery and they quarried and prepared
a
for more than forty years an instructor
carload of onyx.
It was discovered
111115
Island.
that the best part of the
of the youth of this State, having come
quarry had
been so shattered by earthquake shocks
A
15.
former
Jan.
Boston,
“King’ to the time when it is necessary to give
that they could not get slabs of sufficient is dead in Boston. An island kingdom up her life employment finds herself
mourns his loss.
The dead ruler is Alonsize to be profitable.
passing in review her financial opporzo Adams, one
time Yankee skipper,
and her future care and maintelater “King" of Swan’s Island, and for tunities
The above experiences of my friend the past few years a Connecticut farmer, nance.
He died at the Massachusetts genera’
With the exception of two years all of
seems very real to me, because I nave
hospital in this city last night at the age this teacher’s service has been in Maine.
traversed that part of the country by of 78
a
life
of
diveryears, ending
widely
train and had similar experience in fol- sified activities. Mr. Adams, or “The She has served in twenty towns and in
as
was
best
he
leaves a thirty-five different schools and has
known,
a
King”
river.
But as one day of that
lowing
kind of life is enough for me I never got wife and three children, one ot whom is a taught approximately 4500 children,
dentist in Brooklyn.
so far
among their many who have attained

It

newcomers.

YOW K

mission

a place
of safety without bed, food
and night drawing near.
approaching the entrance of the fire,
After going down river half a mile
footsteps were heard and the party

concealed

30 Years.

NSW

into contact with the

Concerning

respect to the proportionate number of
thildren in school, while South Carolina,
throughout it is probable that blemishes
Mississippi and North Carolina are the
in human character are healed something
pnly States ranking lower in teachers’
after the manner in which blemishes on
salaries.
a tree are covered by new and
healthy ! In the number of school
days per child
growth. Such a theory does not obviate Maine climbs to the ninth
place; to the
the necessity of following Christ as he
eleventh place in point of high school
commanded, for not many people have facilities and to the seventh
place in
yet learned how to live according to
in secondary
proportionate
registration
nature.
Every violation of nature’s and
collegiate institutions. Maine oclaws shortens human life and transfers
to posterity the results of sin.
When cupies twenty-first position among the
States on point of school expenditure in
the Church shall have learned that their
Divine.

ground
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sell drop me
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. oOOMHS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

A

in the County of \V;»
bonds as the lav. do
demands against the
desired to present ill*
all indebted thereto
meat immediately
Win ter port, Nov
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Relieves sour stomach.
Palpitation of the heart Dipesra what you eat

j

H. C- Buzzell.
rnr.
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KENNEDY ’S
COUCH
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Burleigh’s Speech
r, tore Joint Conventior
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FREE BOOK
On the treatment of Horsee, Cattle,
Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry, Birds and
Trained Animals, mailed free,

jan. 15, 1913. After Go\
Jti;' ..U had been duly notified < f
Hon. Edwin C. Burleig h
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Literary News

.Mates Senate, Represei
„f Patten was recognize ^
ihat the Senator-elect t
.! before the joint convei >*
t Milliken thereupon deli
;h the duty of escortin ^
On th e
to the Chamber.
'he senator-elect, accon l"
rnor Haines and Repri
|th. the Chamber broke in) 0
,],|ilause and cheers, cor
me time after Governc r
he convention.
is received with marke j
;. ! tion and won most get
Governc r
il approval.
.,s follows:

For Every Living Thing

the Farm

on

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics,
A. A. For

FEVERS, Milk Fever, Long Favor.

B. B. For

SPRAINS, Lameneti, RheumeiUm,

f. C. For SORB

Throat, Epizootic, fflittajir

D

D

For

WORMS, Bote, Grubi.

E

E

For

COUGHS, Colds, Influenza.

F

F

For

|
!

COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea.

G. G. Prevent* MISCARRIAGE.
H. H For KIDNEY and Bladder t'isordera-

;

..

t

;;

Gentlemen of the Cor

i

f
half of the people
conferred upon me 1

I. For SKIN DISE ASES. Man

I.

J. K. For BAD

:,

|

CONDITION. Indigestion.

At

.,ve

ighted with

|

solemn re
satisfaction to rtflec ^
-,-ed bvfpersonal pledge 3
I may freely attemp t
rvice, racher than i 1
and appreciation of tha

of

a

druggists
price.

or

sent

prepail

on

ad
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receipt

Streets, New Yoxk.
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February

dreadful cough and lung disease,” writes W.
R. Patterson, Wellington, Tex., “after four in
our family had died with co.isunption, and I

|

perish. They canno
,-.st, however glorious
forward.

!

10

“Gene" Rust Joined
Winners.
|

to

the

[Reminiscences of the E. M. C. S., Bueksport.
by Virgil G. Eaton in the Bangor Daily News ]
Aiicie

ya&Beu

jiuiii

me

uuruig

me

lasi

days of the last year at his home in Kansas City, Missouri, all that a busy life had
saved from the engaging smile and frank
energy of Eugene Rust, who was born in
the fine city of Belfast, Maine, 61 years

kj

irui|jcicu

good sense, and look
To these proposition 1
shall all yield a read; I ago—born

-aid

1

the son of a Maine editor
and newspaper proprietor, and died as
the superintendent of the great Kansas
City Stockyards—the “Cudahy Stockyards’’ as they were called, to distinguish them from the Armour-Swift
as

n ot Maine let me adc
[
a.h past the meridian o:
not yet reached it ii
land with them and foi
I olicies which are safe
Stockyards of Chicago.
-trressive. I welcomi
When “Gene” Rust first sprung into
,ii.d co operation, so gen
social life, when he was a student at
the
in
Let
me
ui ; the East Maine Conference
past.
Seminary in
shoulder for all that ii I Bucksport, he was freshly-graduated
,l,
(Applause.)
from his father’s Republican “organ”
: ated to add, without of
for Waldo county—the long dead ProI am a Republican, anc 1 gressive Age of Belfast.
His boyish
nnciples ot my party, 1 | dream was to grow up and become a
within the peripherj great editor, like Horace
Greeley and
there is ample oppor- James Gordon Bennett the elder.
His
-sive legislation.
talk was chiefly about
copy” and
|
law
a
v election
is
peo ; “sticks” and “em rules.” Those were
has come to stay. It j the days when good “Billy” Boomer was
ward the popular elec
undreamed of in Eastern Maine, when
mates Senator.
In mj fine old Bill Nye had
just emigrated from
me has come when wc
Shirley, Maine, for the west —taking the
remaining step. (Ap- Nye father along by the hand.
.at has been done, anc
Down there on top of Oak Hill in
franchise has been con- Bucksport, overlooking the tomb-walled
men of Maine and oi
cemetery, “Gene” Rust started the first
more justly claim thal
“School for Journalism” Maine had ever
is well as in
t
name,
known.
Among the students who atpeople. (Applause.) tended the Rust school, and who followed
of
our
Goverthe profession for some years in after
.--sage
..." mite of progress.
A life, were Henry A. Wing of Mattawam-ution act, the regu- keag, Samuel Butn.mi Thayer of
Plyilities, the conserva mouth, a grandson of and heir to the late
resources, the preser Hon. Samuel Butnam, who had reprehi alth and the hones
sented Maine in Congress; Seth Sawyer
ment of the prohibof Bangor, who was employed later on
not merely to be a:
the Northern Border, under the late Dr.
meril
Tefft of Brewer; Rev. George A. Craw.-rg.iten. They
rt.
ford
of Camden, as well as others, who
ppv
lading. We shall d< soon dropped out of the business for the
field of action i; purpose of exchanging reportorial fame
th me for a moment, for clean and hard dollars. There was
f excessive tarifl also a competent advisory board for this
to American indusRust School of Journalism, consisting of
tit or a permanent
Professor Willabe Haskell—now of Yale
the
on;
Warren and Emery, two
investiga- University
of the high cost ol printers of Bucksport, both of whom are
of special privilege now living, though entirely “out” of the
iii injury to legitipublishing business, while such men as
-i dential primaries
Hon. Parker Spoft'ord and Dr. John J.
safe banking meth- Page, both of Bucksport, dropped in now
and protection oi and again to give advice.
sts Jof labor and ‘ol
The romantic feature about the stu.-toil andjperfectior
dent life of "Gene” Bust at Bucksport,
: .rai delivery; a jusl
was that he at once fell
in love with
-hey; the revival oi handsome and wide-awake Miss Neilie
and the develop- Case of Kenduskeag, the daughter of a
nterests; the ex- naval officer of the federal service. This
rnmerce; the pro- was one of the love-matches at Bucksh peace— these are
port Seminary which “held,” for the
for which I stand, If OnHnclfoynr htJlu u-orlflo hue
'.'i to be reasonable,
| man and moved west with him to share
political designa- his triumphs.
rriinor consequence. ]
Meanwhile serious troubles were com..insures which I being to William M. Rust and his Progresthose
which
sive
ippose
Age of Belfast.
Vv'ith sanity
Some claim that the elder Rust grew
rong.
faces always to the weary of puffing the cause of the Reand participate ir publican party for year after year, and
never receiving any fat office whatever.
hem
!ufy and pleasure tc Anyhow, when Solon Chase led
:■ 'Ssibie ways in the
steers” off in a greenback chase, Rust
n.mon constituency,
and his weekly newspaper folowed; and
"shod friend and col- the final overthrow of the elder Rust and
F. Johnson.
(Ap- his paper arrived when Wilder W. Perry
-i sere and high-mindof Camden, William M. Rust of Belfast
the greatestrespeci
and Thompson H. Murch of Rockland
i* el confident that he came up for the Democratic-Greenback
assertion that in al
nomination to Congress in the.old Republican district, which had been representg differences of con
found “working to- ed for years by Eugene Hale of Ellsat cordiality and unity
worth.
In this most heated convention, Murch,
parase implies.
-ji
constituents, let me the stone-cutter—a native of Hampdenof Maine, honest oi
won easily, and was sent to
Congress—
of motive, whatevei with the late “Doctor” George W. Ladd
of Bangor—for two terms in.succession.
wcaniiui jjuver‘c. need
hesitate to in- The result was a death blow to Editor
-nsel in matters with
William M. Rust, who abandoned by the
’■ all times I shall
givt Greenbacks and ignored by the Demo:;ui consideration t(
crats—sold out his paper, and soon after
y constituents with passed from earth—to a fairer and hapr-- of Federal
legisla- pier Home, it is hoped.
’-u:t together for tht
Those after-the-war days were famous
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from Southwest Harbor, tte lamented
John M. Brown of Orono—the man who
made the best prayer ever offered in
Maine; I. H. W. Wharff of Bangor, lately deceased, James Donigan from Orono,
Andrew Peter Wiswell from Ellsworth,
tine old Holmes Buck of Bucksville, South
Carolina—the list widened and lengthen-

ed and deepened out, until it includes
nearly all of Maine and a good part of
England,
And finest and most optimistic among
them all was Eugene Rust, who was born
in Belfast, Maine.
Most certainly Heaven is becoming
abundantly “fat” with the good men and
New

women

nMrea~OrTr

^toria

Rliplfcnnrl Sominant

the students who attended from
Belfast—in addition to good “Gene” Rust
were Billy Morrison, now of Minnesota,
Fred Pitcher, captain of the local baseball team, “Jim” and “Pussy” Harriman, sons of a Belfast lawyer, while
from Searsport came the maritime Nichols and Nickels, the Curtises, the Colcords, the Pendletons, McGilverys, the
Bucks and Noyeses. There, too, were
Fred T. Griffin, Ed ward Lord, Percy Warren, James Barry, Seth Sawyer and
others from Bangor.
Fine and wideawake “Mel” Bartlett, Arthur Chapin,
Arthur Ryder, Henry Washburn and
Harry Chapman were there from Orrington.
Safe-and-sure Edgar M. Cousins
—

1

A

~

for fhp

Among

'iemen, and througt

i.

from Maine of late.

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
taste?
Liver perhaps
Complexion sallow?
needs waking up. Doan’a Regulate for bilious
attacks. 2Gc at all stores.

speus,

ie-

male weakness and

terrible bearing
down pains every

month. I also suffered much with my
right side. The pain
started in my back
and extended around
my right side, and
t^e doctor told me it
mm a

nrtranif inflom.

I was sick every three weeks
and had to stay in bed from two to four
mation.

|

days.
“It is with great pleasure I tell you
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done for me. I have followed your directions as near as possible, and feel much better than I have
felt for years. When I wrote you before I was almost a wreck. You can
publish this letter if you like. It may
help to strengthen the faith of some
poor suffering woman.”—Mrs. John F.

;
;

breathless interest bv all who
bravery in the face of great danThe illustrations to this magazine

Richards, Westwood, Maryland.

cal Path (the official organ of the Theosophical Movement, edited by Katherine
Tingley, Point Loma, Cal.) enters upon
its IVth volume, its pages full of interest, not alone to the student of Theosophy, but to the general reader. There
are splendidly illustrated and
charmingly written articles on “The Louvre,’’ ar.d
“Genoa,” “One of the noblest monuments of Paris, and the one above all
others that belongs to the race as well
as
to France, is the Palace of the
Louvre.” Of Genoa the Superb, Kenneth Morris says: “And indeed,
superb
it is, this city of white palaces
looking
out over the azure sea; this fair
imperishable monument to the boundless genius, political, artistic and commercial,
of the Latin Race.” Dr. George Wharton James continues his interesting series, “With the Zunis in New Mexico,”
telling some of the thrilling experiences
which he had among them.

Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should
not doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to restore
their health.

slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo,
(eon fidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
If you have the

__

Sprague,

do.;

the other hand, the
Norwegian codfishing industry at Finnu.arken is reported

and

buildings

■|

Searsport.

Saco Valley Canning Company, Portland, to Elijah Ritchie, Belfast; land in
Belfast.
George S. Lowell, Montville, to Dan-

iel II. McFarland, t.o.; land and buildings in Montville.
Ney Kidman, East Livermore, to Hulbert Grant, Kingman; lard in Prospect.
Encs M. Hatch, L.berty, to Llewella
W. Boynton, do.; land in Liberty.
The Islesboro Land an.l Improvement
Company, Islesboro, to Malcolm McLeod, do ; land in Islesucro.
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Attorney
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Office Corner of Main and
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was

undergoes

no

The

which have thus been possible
500

|
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privileges
many

varied.

and comforts

of

are numerous

and

homes, wholly beDuring 1912, $25,-

The loan feature in Policies is apparently much misunderstood; the tendency to look upon this value ms a sum
that should be withdrawn, in order to have the full benefit
of the contract, and to think that if th’.s is not done something is being lost, is far too common. Lite Insurance is

at the close

appreciable

any man's life when he feels the need of more money than
is readily available, but unless his use for it be something

Premium Income advanced to $2,279,170.99. an in- stronger than to make a purchase of doubtful expediency
Increase Jof $28,143.46 during the year; while the Total
or to undertake a problematical business venture, he is
come, which includes interest, dividends from investments, going beyond reasonable prudence when he places a lien
rents etc
aggregated$3,117,998.40, a substantial gain over I upon the future welfare of his family for some half-conhe previous year.
sidered or needless purpose. A man who would hesitate to
The

j

Reflection upon.the expanding purposes which Life Insurance now covers, and how very much more than the protectection of homes, always its predominant mission, it is so
satisfactorily doing, serving frequently is the guardian of
business welfare by insuring the managers of corporations,

Also Bosh! Likewise Rats!
Biddeford Journal.

The Cause of Trouble

|
|
I

Stoves and Ranges
*===•*

For Sale
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen house?
[ot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
i
1
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

SIXTY-THIRD ANNUAL STATEMENT
of the

Union Mutual Life Insurance Company
ot
the Year

For

Portland.

Maine,

j

RECEIPTS.
Insurance Premiums <!ess $2,221.34 for re*insurance)..
Interest, Rents, etc.

Total.

|
I j
$2,279,170.99
838,827 41

$3,117,998

DISBURSEMENTS.
Claims.
Matured and Discounted Endowments.
Surrendered Policies and Cancelled Notes.
Surplus paid Policyholders..
Annuities
Death

40

$769,288 56
199,752 01
575,489 21
269,155 91
2 429 44

Total paid Policyholders..

$1,816,115

13

Insurance and Agency Expenses.
Home Office Salaries and Legal
Expenses.

301,152

94

Taxes

105,078 .89

Insurance.
Taxes, Repairs and Expenses on Real estate
Medical Examinations.
Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.
All other Disbursements.
on

---.

j

j'

Ending December 31.1912.

50,659

00

30,028 10
13,144 00
17.832
11

$2,345,931

Notices of Death received during 1912.
New Insurance written
during 1912, paid-for

!

V’0

00

$51;. 104 -j

was

the readiest cash asset a man can leave to his family,
excelling all other securities in convertibility, and
for thi; reason alone it ought to be the last piece of
property to be encumbered by a mortgage. In many
instances loans are of the utmost service, but the
privilege as a whole is much abused by injudicious
and heedless borrowing. Undeniably there are times in

change from year to year.

j

|

this,
! basis, 3.458 Policies.$6,206,751 Insurance.
paid to sixteen homes through the operation of Insurance in Force, December 31, l‘)12,
paidI
of
has
this feature, which, in practical working,
proved
for basis, 43,626
Policies...$63,491,853 Insurance.
greatest advantage to families burdened with misfortune.
SCHEDULE
cause

protection for beneficiaries under Policies remains unaf-

j

things

I'

endowments, surrender values, etc., $llU4b,oZt>..

worth at the time of death.

year. Whenever quoted values swing upthe average basis, or beyond, as they eventually
must, strong advances in Assets and Surplus will follow,
but the true worth of the Company as the guarantor of

I

in

you need for the home.

MAINE.

LawT, has yet been devised. Cash or loan values
available to the man insured, perhaps for his personal
use in the adoption of some hobby or the fulfillment of
some favored project, but extended Insurance saves the
!
protection for the beneficiary through a period more or less
prolonged, determined by the actual value of the Policy I
when premium payments cease. The comprehensive worth
of this sustained Insurance to widows and children is best
shown by the statement that, during the period this feaj
ture has formed a part of Union Mutual Policies, $1,331,180.85 have been paid to the beneficiaries under 711 I’oli
cies that might otherwise have been practically without

previous

these fluctuations and

bargains

Forfeiture

ward to

by

for

of

are

of Decem-

579.82, which is within $37,544.64 of what it

fected

High,

BELFAST, MAINE.

positive advantage to the beneficiary than automatic
extension of Insurance, as operated by the Union Mutual
for thirty-six years under the provisions of the Maine Non-

ggregate of $11,518,ISO 07.

conditions. Such fluctuations in the immediate
marketable worth of stocks and bones are interesting for
the purpose of determining present quotations, though
of Assets
they in no essential way affect the actual value
which are held by an institution as permanent investments;
with no necessity of sale, but altogether for the income
yielded. Under.these conditions, therefore, there is sati.-

of the

I

at Law.

more

over the figures for the preceding year, and may
fairly be taken to indicate a continuance of the good will
and loyalty of Maine people to the home institution. Insurance in Force, paid-for basis, in this State, now stands

substantial

REQUEST

WINDOWS

I

CARLETON DOAK

comes often in some lives, occasionally in
Modern forms of Insurance are designed to give
recognition to this possibility and to provide a variety of
values for such a contingency; but nothing better or of

increase of

faction in the fact that the Assets increased $788,597.40,
reaching $18,759,922.78, and that the Surplus stood at $1,588,-

Argus.
Oh, Piffle!

"L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

PRINTED

Adversity

normal
i

cess,"

cases of sickness,
says an experienced
Nurse. She tells of the proper remedy in the
same letter.
It has been successfully used by
thousands in the past sixty years. You have
no reason to doubt its value in
your case.
"I think the “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine is an
excellent tonic and is very good for Const!pa*
tion, which is the cause of more sickness than
anything else that I know of."
A Nurse, Mrs. L. A. Hawes,
Bucksport, Me.
Large bottle 38 cents. All dealers. A sample
free by addressing

|

Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness

many.

securities of the Company were valued, as
ber 81, 1912, by the same bankers as in other recent years,
Messrs. Edmunds Brothers, Boston. Mass., and as the prices
of high grade bonds and stocks were then at a level much
below the average, the Assets and Surplus have not advanced to the point they ordinarily would have done under

were

in many

Portland, Maine

TELEPHONE 2224

Few

The

for
several
the
years
members of the branc.ne^ of the Hardy
family have been gathered here for the
New Year family reunion.
Old fashioned New England hospitality was very much ir evidence and tne
“old time” families with ihildren were
there with their three or four generations to grace the occasion of gladness
and joy.
The children enjoyed themselves to the
full. For the older people, music and
story telling and general good fellowship
furnished occupation ’tiil time for dinner
came, when the 55 people, young and
oid, were gathered for a dinner that did
credit to the cook and made one feel
glad that he was there.
The joy of this year’s gathering was
increased by the wedding of Herbert E.,
Mr. Hardy’s third son, and Miss Bessie
May Packard of Lineolnville. The parlor was gracefully decorated with evergreen and flowers woven into an arch,
under which the young people were joined in marriage by the pastor of the fam-

—

Congress Street

REPORT

ai v id ends,

they really are
Growth begins with New Insurance paid for, as that goes
ahead the business broadens and increases. In this department 3,458 Policies were delivered in 1912, representing
$6,206,751 Insurance. This amount was $964,505 larger than
in 1911, and there were 499 more Policies.
In the State of Maine, Insurance issued and paid for

at the

Annually

‘Tis not in mortals to command sucbut Senator Gardner did more;
he deserved it.
He has lost the senatorbut
the State of Maine will be the
ship,
loser
greater
by his losing it.—Portland

T. B. MORRISSEY, M.D.,'MSR.

151

57, the entire returns to them for the year totaling $1,816,115.13, which, added to these amounts in previous years,
makes an aggregate of $47,S29,396.84 that has been paid to
Policyholders during the sixty-three years that the Company has been transacting business. That power and courage have been given by these payments, at times innumerable, to downcast families, that thousands of children have

$36,775.16

!

OUR

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

reached the total of $1,056,804.46, which is

Hardy-Packard. At Sagamore Farm,
New
Year’s Day was given
up
to
festivities
at.
of
unusual kind. |

there to make the occasion one of real
merriments. After much riceing and
good wishing, Mr. Herbert and his wife
started for their honeymoon in Massachusetts.
On their return they will
make their home at Sagamore, where
Herbert will carry on the milk business
with his father.
Among the guests present was D. F.
Wampler, the grandfather of the bride,
who came from Wisdom, Montana, to
be present at the marriage of his daughter's eldest child.— Camden Herald.

The KEELEY Institute

FOR FLETCHER’S

and do.

A HOME WEDDING.

ily, Rev. S. E. Frohock.
The young people of the families

General health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physicians, rational and honest methods
and a comfortable home

CASTO R I A

of which has come a genuine and deep-founded interest in
the principles and accomplishments of protection for what

j|

SEE

1

difficulties beyond those inci- been enabled to continue in school, that many homes have
encountered by soliciting been saved, that the world has been helped, are but mild
dent to ordinary pursuits
Insur- statements of what has really been done.
Keen, indeed,
representatives, much of the prejudice against Life
in place should be the satisfaction of insured men or women.
ance common some years ago having disappeared,

1;

10 ta 25 Cts.

It Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement
No Prostration or Collapse

are now

Orianna V. Waiker, Belfast, to Emma

A. Drake, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Norman G.
Belden,
Palermo, to
George R. Belden, do.; land and buildin
Palermo (two deeds).
ings
C. A. Emery, et a)., Bethel, to Walter
L. Dyer, Montville; land in Montville.
Henry S. Webber, Monroe, to Jasper
E. Webber, do.; land in Monroe.
Loomis Eames, Searsport, to Ralph C.
Sargent, do.; land in Searsport.

Liquor
Drug Using

Children Cry

departments,

Income and Insurance.

in

Frankfort.
A. E. Trundv &Son, Searsport, to Edward C. Pike, Jo.; land and buildings in

For

to be successful above the
average.
ALL ABOUT FISH.
The total value of the fish
products
produced in the United States la3t year
approximated $60,000,000 in value, aside
from the articles manufactured from
them—which last constitutes the basis i
of a number of
growing industries. I
There are 6,933 large vessels and about
90,000 small boats engaged in fishing,
the value of this
equipment alone
amounting to $25,000,000. This, with
the apparatus of capture,
accessory
property and cash capital, brings the
total value of the equipment of the fisheries industries in the
country to almost
$60,000,000, or about equivalent to the
annua! value of the products.
About
four-fifths of the value of the products
is from the salt water fisheries.
The
balance is obtained from the Mississippi i
River and tributaries, the Great Lakes
and the minor interior waters.

ANNUAL

Useful Household
Articles

The ORlySuccossfu! Treatment

The French codfisheries of St. Pierre
have proved a comparative failure this
year, the total cargoes sent to France
being only 7,369 tons, or a little over half
the amount of last year’s catch. Prices
consequently are higher. Last year, for
instance, a quintal of 55 kilogrammes
brought 25 francs at Fecamp, whereas
this year the prices there range from 37
38 francs. Iceland’s catch of codfish is
also far below that of last
year. This
year’s catch numbering only 2,241,500
fish, against 3,177,000 taken in 1911. On

THE

l.-_I.*'

land

washed over-

CODFISH SCARCE.

SIXTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT of the Diof the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY' to Policyholders is herewith submitted.
and
Though general business was perceptibly retarded,
the valuation of securities underwent a mark decline durthe year s
ing the closing weekB of 1912, the aggregate of
work herein presented shows advancement in practically
with particular progress in the items of
all

Ralph

C. Ward, do.; land and buildings in
Frankfort.
George C. Ward. Frankfort, to Clifford

being

men

board from schooners.

rectors

1913:

C!-

or

*

PORTLAND,

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 20,
Wilson P. Wentworth, Knox, to
W. Emerson, do.; land in Knox.

Aluminum
Ware sts”

Forty-five Gloucester fishermen lost
their lives in the pursuit of their
calling
in 1912, leaving 13 widows and 17 orphans. Ten vessels were also lost, valued at $73,800.
The most serious disaster of the year was the loss of the
schooner Patrician with her captain and
nine men in the crew. Most of the other
casualties resulted from dories being

and held in strict confidence.

03™

-_~

THE SEA’S TOLL AMONG FISHERMEN.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

1

|

am a

nervous

FISH FACTS.

swamped

fanner’s
wife and do most of my own work when
1 am able. I had
p....

Westwood, Md.—“I

“Jap-

■

!

Vegetable

Own Story.

unique, many of the most startling
gained 87 pounds.” Nothing so sure and safe
for all throat and lung troubles. Price 60c being from actual photographs.
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
With the January issue The
Theosophiall druggists.

:■

Health by Lydia

Compound—Her

Pearl-Farm,” while J. Sydney
Boot writes of " The Parachutist’s
Peril.” Douglas Carruthers continues

anese

A Girl’S wild midnight ride.

tesponsibility. Sincer the Catskills a young girl rode horseback at his absorbingly interesting account of
for the right, as I shai j
his travels through the wilds of Asia
midnight and saved many livei. Her deed
-are of my obligation
and E. W. Hawkes contributes an
was glorious but lives are often saved
r I here stand pledged,
by Dr. dealing with the little-known artic e
“CliffDi
in
New
f
deemed
o
be
King's
covery
curing
trouble,
lung
guilty
i.y
Dwellers of the Arctic.” There are
jr lack of courtesy t )
coughs and colds, which might have ended in many stories of dangerous ventures into
minority party, in re consumption or pneumonia. “It rured me of a unknown quarters which will be read
my general attitude ii 1
ral legislation.
Wit]
to say in this regard,
entire
accord,
in
the day and hour is fo
i
:il parties must respom

to

E. Pinkham’s

con-

■

r

Restored

tains a wonderful collection of articles
and stories dealing with
adventure, exploration, customs in foreign lands’ and
weird experiences.
Marion E. Shaw a
heroine of the wilds, tells of her “Adventures with Horses.”
Henry Taylor
describes and illustrates a famous

Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Cc., ^or. William

1

FARMER’S WIFE
ALMOST A WRECK

In the Strand Magazine for
February
there ia a very interesting article by
William Brown, M. A., in which he gives
the latest views of science on “Dreams.”
It should appeal to everyone who
dreams, and who does not? W. T. Roberts has an official article on
“Queen
Alexandra at Marlborough House
which is illustrated by special photographs selected by her Majesty. “The
Nature and Nurture of Beauty,"
by C
W. Saleeby, will appeal very strongly
to parents. Wendell Philips Dodge
supplies a very dramatic article entitled
“Humor and Pathos at Ellis Island,” in
which he relates many
amusing and
Those who conpathetic incidents.
tribute the fiction include H. Rider Haggard, E. M. Jameson, Bertram Atkey
Annesley Kenealy and E. Nesbit.
The Wide World for

60 cts. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00

o

f

Eruptions,

(e.

3

and Notes.

mortgage his

home, thinks nothing of borrowing money
upon his Policy, because it can so easily be done, forgetting altogether, or perhaps not comprehending, that he is,
by encumbering his Policy, placing even more of a handi-

OF ASSETS.
U. S Government Bonds.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bonds.
Province of New Brunswick Bonds and De-

b«»*a*«».
Province of Manitoba Bonds ar.d Debentures
Province of Ontario Annuities and Debenture

State, County and Municipal Bonds.
Railroad

Bends.

g

64 540

59

225,156

25

79,642 ST

152,250

90

303,340

08

4,429,490 18

2,576,883

46

Railroad Stocks..
..
Miscellaneous Corporation Bonds and Stocks.

1,990 277 09
2,438.319 9S

of Real Estate.
Real Estate..
Buis Receivable.

1,542,885 08
958.653 68

Bank

Stock.

Mortgages

Premium Notes.
on Policies.
Agents’ Balances.
Cash in Banks.

Collateral Loans

Cash in

Office.

Net Deferred and Uncollected Premiums,
Paid-for basis.
Interest and Rents, Accrued and Past Due

*311*785 05

102 oo
10

102,210

2,093)405 44
|*41G TJ
186)260 69

’740 oO

26*3,209 00
235,130 55

Gross Assets, December 31, 1912.
$18,759,922 78
those whom he holds dear and wants to protect.
LIABILITIES.
and often furnishing the security by which young people Policyholders are again urged to give serious consideration
Reserve required to insure all
to the consequences of a loan before completing the tranare enabled to finance their education, carries with it the
outstanding Policies.$16,566,767 00
(This reserve of the Company
impression that the future still holds much in reserve for saction; and the importance of repaying existing loans, in
Loans
is
calculated upon a basis of 4
is
also
uses
to
which insurance protection full or by partial payment,
emphasized.
the development of the
per cent on business written
is adapted. The steady advance in Insurance in Force, hamper the efficiency of Policies, and interest unsatisfacprior to Jan. 1, 1901, and 3 per
which at the close of 1912 had reached $63,491,853, secured torily adds to the required yearly outlay.
cent on business written subto that date.)
sequent
what
of
by 43,626 Policies, indicates convincingly that broadening
they
Expenditures for taxes are much in excess
All other liabilities.
of confidence in insurance principles to which those whose
604,575 96
ought to be, yet so far no remedy has been reached. The
faith has been established by long observation believe they influence of
Policyholders should be exerted upon memTotal liabilities.
J17.17J.342 96
The advantages which will gradually accrue bers of
are entitled.
legislatures for the enactment of laws which shall
to families and communities through the settlement of effect a reduction in these charges in the various States.
Surplus.
Jl.588,579 32
these Policies, each one an absolutely certain contract, reComing, as all these requirements must, from the funds of
(Valuation of Bonds and Stocks made by Edmunds Brothquiring only that the moderate yearly outlay be met, are Policyholders, they form a definite addition to the cost of
ers, Bankers, Boston, Mass.)
i
both far-reaching and inestimable.
which ought to be tax-free to those who, by the
protection,
Portland, Maine, January 2, 1913.
Before all else, the protection furnished to families i
insurance assumed, are doing their part toward safeguardThe undersigned have this day examined the
Securities
throughout all the circumstances which transpire in the ing the general warfare of a community.
of
the
Union Mutual Life Insurance Company in the
course of a lifetime forms the underlying and actual mis- i
of
method
that
an
reminded
are
important
vaults of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust
Policyholders
sion of a life insurance company, and since there is no
Company, and
advancing the prosperity of the institution with which th $ find them as stated in the Schedule.
question but what every maintained Policy will eventually are insured is
-the
suggestion of
Arthur L. Bates, Vice President,
always available to them
become payable, death being inevitable, care and promptEdward A. Noyes,
men suitable for agency work and also of those who ought
ness in the settlement of claims count for much in the repJosiah H. Dri mmond,
; Finance
to be insured or add to the Drotection they already have.
Edward B. Winslow,
utation of an institution. In this important br inch of the
! Committee
Such hints are of genuine help in promoting the business
Frank E. Allen,
aml
work, the Union Mutual invariably undertakes to make !
Seldon Connor,
and are especially appreciated by the management.
Directors.
payments with all the dispatch consistent with usual busiJ. Frank Lang,
With the broadening uses 101 insurance protection and
ness procedure, and is frequently in receipt of commendaCharles 11. Prescott.
|
Weston Lewis,
tion of its methods. During 1912,489 Death Claims were the better appreciation of Policies by the general public, topaid under which the amount of Insurance was $769,288.56, gether with the favorable standing of the Union Mutual in
Portland Maine, January 2, 1913
which is $15,524.58 less than in the previous year. These point of financial strength and reliability of insurance con1 have this day compared the Schedule of Assets for the
believes
that
the
outlook
abounds
the
tracts,
management
Policies were running upon 427 lives, with fifty-five and
year ending December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
one-half years the average age at death.' The oldest with promise for a conservative development of the busi- twelve, as found by the Finance Committee in the vaults of
the Union Safe Deposit & Trust
Policyholder in point of individual age whose death oc- ness.
Company, at their examiRespectfully submitted,
curred in 1912 had attained ninety-six years, and his connation made today, and find that they
correspond with the
Fred E. Richards, President.
tract had been carried over thirty-nine years. One who was
books of the Company.
Arthur L. Bates, Vice-President.
he
when
as
a
result
of
Edward
died,
B. Winslow.
eighty-two years
pneumonia,
Edward A. Noyes,
had been insured fifty-eight and one-fourth years, while
Frank E. Allen,
Portland, Maine, January 8, 1913.
Selden Connor,
another whose death occurred in a railroad accident was
This will certify that 1 have this
David G. Hamilton,
day examined the Sebut twenty-three years old and his Policy had been running
J. Frank. Lang,
curities of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company
only five months. Six Policyholders, having $6,000 InsurJosiah H. Drummond,
for the year ending December thirty-first, nineteen
hunWilliam T. Cobb,
ance, died, from varying causes, within ont year of the
dred and twelve, in the vaults of the Union Safe
Edward B. Winslow,
Deposit &
time the Policies were issued, with ages running from
Trust Company, and find them as stated in the
Chas. H. Prescott,
Schedule.
seventeen to thirty-eight.
Weston Lewis, Directors.
I. E. Lang,
were
also
paid
in
the
Policyholders
form of
during 1912,
Portland, Maine, January 14,1913.
Insurance
Deputy
Commissioner o' Maine.
cap upon

|_OHARLES^E^JLANEj^AGENTj^BROOKSj^JWIAINE._
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!
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people. In this he was aided and
abetted, among others, by four men who
hoped that by defeating the will of the
people as expressed at the polls they
might capture the prize. They were:

The Republican Journal
BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 1913.
PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

tS~tr^

Hood’s New York
Stores SENSATIONAL
Bargain
Sarsaparilla
10 DAYS’ CLEARANCE SALE
j

—

BuSs

Months.

|

President elect Wilson’s proposal to j
abolish the inaugural ball will evoke a

“square
primary.

deal”

and a

champion

“reactionary”
Republican
plump for Oyster Bay, says

didn’t

Gov.

Biease of

broken loose

tacking

the

“If you read it in the

This time he is at-

again.

Senator

Carolina

South

has

Tiliman and

paper editor—both fully
ing care of themselves.

a

capable

news-

of tak-

thinks that all that is

Harpers Weekly
to perfect Munsey’s Bcheme for a
holding company for the Republican
and Bull Moose parties is “unanimous
needed

nhoi/io

cniiiu

/-.no

to

birtlfl

t

Company,” and suggests Mr. Perkins of
the Harvester and other trusts, who aided materially in

financing

the Bull Moose

campaign.
partisan
following

a

quote the
comment oi the Franklin Journal on the
electin'- of Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh to
the United States Senate: “A do-nothwe

ing in the lower house he will command
The editor
no attention in the upper.”
of the Franklin Journal knows better,

at 7.30.

The public is cordially invited.

services at the North church will be as
Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30
The

follows:

p.

m.

To make

;

1

shared in the ordeal of the siege, was a school
friend of Miss Maud Mathews of Belfast. An
interesting letter from China was read, from
Miss Isabel Phelps, the missionary who is supported by the Eastern Maine Branch, and
plans were made for sending a small box to
Miss Phelps, to be started immediately in order that it might reach her by Easter time.
The meeting was a most interesting one, with
a good attendance.

Back

Numbers.

1831, and two years
later, conjointly with A. D Patterson, he began the publication of the American Monthly
Magazine, of which he was editor for three
years. His first work of fiction was The
Brothers, a Tale of the Fronde, published in
lie came to

1824.
here

Mr.
he

honesty

INew

York

in

Sprague says:

lost
of

his

“Soon after

property through

coming

the

dis-

room

for our

sold at a

today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.
Get it

The services at the Universalist church for 1
In reading “Backwoods Sketches” by John F.
the week will he as follows: K. O. K. A. Satur- Sprague of Monson I found mention of “Frank
day night; preaching service Sunday morning ; Forester,” whose writings I enjoyed in very
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
early youth, as I did those of N. P. Willis. The
The Christian Scientists hold services in works of the latter have been kept before the
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at public ever since, in new editions, in collec11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 tions of his poems and prose works, and his
life has been portrayed in the American Men
o’clock to which all are welcome.
of Letters series published by Houghton &
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
Mifflin. Not so with Frank Forester, although
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the Sunas a writer on Held sports he has not been exand
at
Reformed
church
at
Trinity
day school,
celled by any later author. “Frank Forester”
2.30 p. m. followed by Sunday school.
was the nom de plume of William
Henry Her
The fourth and last of the series of illus- bert, who was born in London in 1807, the son
of the Dean of Manchester, and was educated
iraieu lectures on v.nina win ue given ai
tne
First Congregational Church next Sunday at Eton and at the University of Cambridge

evening

To show to what extremes

paper will go

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.

IN ALL^1

|

money

big reduction.
in your pocket

spring

line

we

must clear

This reduction from
on

every purchase.

Goods will be
low price must bring
A few of the bargains we offerour

our

SUITS

COATS
I

FOR LADIES AND MISSES

|

were

$10.00.

counters.

original

Sale Price,

Ladies’ Suits were $25.00.

Sale price

$15.00 and $12.00

$4.98

Misses Suits were $15.00. Sale price

_$9.00

!
I

One-Piece Serge Dresses in all colors and sizes, were $12,
One lot were $8.50, Sale price $4.98
Sale price $7.50.

|

Special bargain in Ladies’ Waists
$1.50. Sale price 59c.

|

These

are

only

a

few of

A

were

Big

Reduction

Big Reduction

the money-saving

on

{Open Evenings)

dry hard wood

is

scarce

last

and

high

in

Mrs Willis Lampher lost their baby

week.

Stimpson has made extensions and improvements upon his stable.
Mr. Dow is continuing his special sales for
the reduction of his stock of goods.

Isaac S. Staples has been quite sick for a
week or two and is now confined to the house.
The annual

years,

You will

Suits

and

save

by making

money

<

j{

an

\

of these remarK.

inspection

able values before Making your

purchases.

Dress Skirts.

Furs and

Millinery,

NEW

BOOKS.

JAMES H. HOWES.

j
{

STORE,
<

meeting of the Waldo & PenobCo. will be held at Union hall

Telephone

or

DECEMBER. 1912.

I shall close out my entire stock of goods, inch,

James, William.
On some of life’s ideals, and other
eae&ys.
170 J 23
SOCIOLOGY
Munroe, James Phinney.
New demands in education. 1912. 370.1 M 92
Smith, Theodate Louise.
The Montessori system in theory
and practice. 371 Sm 5
Socialism and the great state; essays by H. G. Wells, Lady WarI
wick, and others. 1912.
<35 s0

China and

CALL AND SEE.

MRS. E. A. MUDGET1
78 Main

Variety Store,i——J rsssi

r—

Discount Sale
....

OF

....

-:-Enamel War
WE ARE OFFERING A LOT

:-

<

High Grade Enamel W

e

AT FROM

25 to 33s %

'wrTj'Mhnwm.'rthi mi

|j

1

e

Fhis sale includes all Enan
Ware in stock.

-OPEN EVENINGS

I

Mitchell & Truss
laniliMMiM

nssi m

DEATH OF D.

R.

Boston. Jan. 20th, 1913.

SMART.
Believed to

1

-=s

WANTEO

have

j
despondent and fancying himself practi- I UKALTHY A MERE
ally alone in the world, Dominicus R. Smart, j ** —(Protestant) as
6 years old, left the home of his son at 48
in family of two in Float
Varner street, Dorchester, Saturday after- kind treatment. E\o
for right party.
noon, and at 11 30 o'clock vest1- rday morning
For
wo hoys found his
MRS FRAN
body in Chelsea Creek on
he East Boston side.
No. 19 Congr
2t4p
Medical Examiner Magrath ordered the body
j
>een

—---

|

at*

Sw

Hosiery, Underwear, House
Dresses, Shirt Waists, Infants
Wear, Jewelry, Toys, Sta
tionery and Novelties.

...

j

Crockery, Clothing,

ers,

J

j

SALE7

FIRE

Library

PHILOSOPHY.

B. F.

scot

on

Belfast Free

price.
Mr. and

j

j

Colonial Theater Block.

The News ot Brooks.
Good

<

<

bargains.

NEW YORK BARGAIN

|

Coats

}

SKIRTS

WAISTS

|>

j

a
trustee. For nearly twenty Feb. 4th.
from 1837 to 1855, he was an indusj
E. 0. Stantial is at home from MassachuSCIENCE
trious author and published no less than thirty
setts and will put in his time at the old farm
and he ought to be ashamed of himself.
Castle, William E. and others.
volumes upon a variety of subjects, many of
as usual.
Heredity and eugenics. 1912. 575.1 H 4
J
them being historical romances. But his numThose who turned against President at 12 m,;
FINE ART
Epworth League prayer meeting erous works on field sports, horses and horse- I Charles H. Forbes is on the road for a manuof
Canadadvocacy
Taft because of his
Sunday evening at 6,00 p. no.; evening service manship, fish and fishing, game and birds, and | factoring company and the homestead is closed : Bates, Esther Willard.
ian reciprocity—a legacy from the Roose- at 7 p. m.
793 B
j Pageants and pageantry. 1912
outdoor life constitute the greatest and most for the winter.
j Gardner, Ernest Arthur.
velt administration —and thus made the
The services at the Baptist church will be as
enduring monument to his fame in the world
Charles E. Lane started last Monday with
A handbook of Greek sculpture.
election of a Democratic administration follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- of letters.”
his family for California, where he will spend
1905. 733 G 17
One incident in his life, related by M r.
certain, will have cause to regret their ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
several months.
Preyer, David Charles.
at
12
W’ho
do
not
school
o’clock.
All
the
from
Sunday
have
is
new
to
me.
I
was
action. They
not aware that
Sprague,
jumped
The art of the Berlin galleries
The K. P. ball was a grand success so far as
Canadian reciprocity frying pan into the attend Sunday school at any other church are he had ever visited Maine, or that he had
numbers count. Most everybody was there
1912. 708.3 P 9
E.
at
6.30
invited.
C.
society
p. m.; married a Maine woman.
Mr. Sprague says: j
Democratic free trade fire. The Boston cordially
Talbot, Frederick A.
with his best girl.
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
“In 1839 he was an intimate friend of
Transcript says, editorially:
Moving pictures, how they are
Joseph G. Stimpson, our tax collector, is out
The Social Aid of the Universalist church Joseph Scoville, connected with the New j
made and worked..
Those New England Democrats who
778#T 14
after the taxes, but it is said they are not comYork
Herald.
Mr.
held
their
annual
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
who
is
deScoville,
meeting
have been glibly promising to prevent
LITERATURE
LIUS SCOSU11.
lli£
a
YClJf
KTdL&y
scribed
as
talented
ar
d
and
eccentric
Arthur
last
afternoon
A. Blair
Fiiday
radical reduction in schedules affecting
individual,
Browne, Charles Farrar, (Arteinus
This past year was a discouraging one to
New England products will find them- elected the following officers: President, Miss was engaged to marry Miss Susan Barker of
Ward.)
in
the
Dema
in
selves
Elizabeth A. Kelley; vice president, Miss Loula Bangor, Maine. Mr. Herbert accompanied his apple growers. Little has been obtained from
hopeless minority
Artemus Ward’s best stories. 1912. 817 B 8-2
DemoSouthern
ocratic ca cus.
Every
A. Mason; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. F. G. bosom friend to that city to act as his grooms- the crop above the actual expenses.
Galsworthy, John.
crat in either House of Congress has his
Mixer. There was a large attendance and man. It was a case of love at first sight. As
This winter beats everything. Here we are
Plays; The silver box; Joy; Strife... 822 G 13
shillalah out for New England, and the
soon as he was introduced to the young lady
good interest.
same is true of many Western Republidoing business with wheels, and at this writTRAVEL.
he was, as his biographer relates, ‘himself at
The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Sewing
cans.
ing with mud, on the 21st day of January.
Baedeker, Karl.
once enslaved by her youth and beauty.’
Ancircle of the Universalist church was held with
The
The officers of Happy Valley Chapter, O. of
Rhine, including the Black
other account of this affair says: With the
The rumor,current for some time, that Mrs. Charles H. Crosby Jan. 15th and the fo!- ;
Forest and the Vosges. 1911... T 43 B 3
E. S., were installed by Deputy Mrs Hurd of
variableness of a woman Miss Barker made a
officers
were
Mrs.
elected:
President,
E. F. Hanson would not be a candidate lowing
Waterville. It was a joint installation and the Bryce, James.
bridegroom of the groomsman, and cast an enSouth America; observations and
officers of Marsh River lodge of Masons were
for mayor this spring has naturally Charles E, Johnson; vice presidents, Mrs. |
during shadow over the life of her former
impressions.
T 8 B 8
installed by Past Master Elmer G. Roberts.
caused much comment. Some attribute
It is but just to add that this mar1 suitor!’
Mrs. George E. Johnson; secretary and treasmis IH'UMun iv nia iiaviug icaiiieu umi
Milton Leonard and family moved into their Elmendorf, Dwight Lathrop.
did not prove to be one of entire bliss,
riage
urer, Miss Frank Hodgdon.
A camera crusade through the
he could not he elected, as many of his
and she died within a few years from its con- new house about Christmas time. He was
Holy Land. T 56 Ei 6
The annual parish meeting of the Univerin
have
deserted
which
to
is
taken
his
a
lucky
summation. Following
brief and romantic
finding water,
former supporters
him,
salist church was held in their vestry Jan.
RIOGRAFHY.
while oth. rs feel that it is time we had a
acquaintance with a lady of Providence, he building by a natural fall. It is a great con15th with a large attendance. A picnic supvenience and means the saving of many dol- Carlyle, Jane Welsh.
was again married in 1858, which was also an
a
one-man
from
city
government.
change
Letters and memorials.
2 vols.
per was served at 6 o’clock, followed by the
lars to him.
unhappy union.” Herbert died in 1858.
Then it is thought that the financial con- election of officers:
1883. B 2 C 191
Standing committee, Giles
The funeral of Harrison Roberts was held
di‘ion of the city will be such that who- G. ALLuit, Selwyn
Thompson, Charles S. BickEgan, Maurice Francis.
The Journal of January 9th published a poem,
last Sunday afternoon from his late home in
ever undertakes to administer its affairs
ford, William B. Woodbury, Frank I. Wilson;
Everybody’s St. Francis. 1912.B 5 F845-4
translated from the French this
“Carcassonne,”
He
was
one
of
our
oldest
village.
to
citizens,
eon
will
have
face
for the
ir.g year
clerk, Charles F. Jonr.son; treasurer, Giles G. of
Meredith, George.
Gustave Nadaud by John R. Thompson, and
77 years and 2 months old.
He
was
being
th? alternative of an increased tax rate Abbott.
Letters, collected and edited by
perhaps tnose who read the Doem would like born in Brooks and
nearly all his life was spent
the cutting down ot necessary exor
his son. B 2 M 54
Mrs. Orlando E. Frost entertained the Bapto know something of the translator.
Only here, and he will be much missed as he was a I
Raising the valuation to k> ep tist Woman’s Missionary society W ednesday a poet could have made such melodious verse very active man. He had been sick a few Sinclair, May.
penses.
| The three Brontes. 1912.B 2 B 7v-4
up the fiieter.ee of a low tax rate has evening, Jan 15th, at her home on Norihport from words in a foreign language; and John P. months with Bright’s disease. Since the death
\
It LSI OK Y.
reached its limit. Then Hanson’s con- avenue. The lust chapter in the book, China’s Thompson was a poet and one of the foremost of his wife a few
year* ago he had lived with !
Hall, Edward Hagaman.
tinuance in cffice deprives the public ii- New Day, w «:s read and discussed. Miss Maude literary men of the south in ante helium days. his son Forrest. His business most of his life
j
M; hews is the leader and those having topics
Philipse manor hall at Yonkers.
He was born in Richmond,Va ,in 1828, attended had been in a wood
working mill. He was an
b-ary of an addition to its income anr:, it
N. Y. 1912.
974.72 H
were Mrs. V .A. Nichols. Miss Idella Knowlton,
school at East Haven,Ct., and grauuated at the adept at the old fashioned work at the
is believed, would delay the erection of
turning
Nordau, Max.
Miss Fanny
of Virginia in his twenty-second
argent, Mrs. Charles Rhoades.
University
lathe.
lie
four
leaves
Forrest
and
Elmer
sons,
the much needed new school building.
The interpretation
of history.
Mrs. W. A. N'.ehols is president.
After two years of reading he returned of Brooks and Eison and Edwin of
year.
MassachuLest wn-k it was s-n.i-c.ilicially in
1911
9C1 N75
Rev. H. F. Milligan, pastor of the Clinton t tl e University of Virginia ai d took the de- setts. Rev. H. G. Booth made very approprinounced that “Edgar F. Hanson, DemoMethodist church, was in Belfast the past gree of Bachelor of Law in 1845 He practiced ate remarks in regard to the deceased, who j Paine, Ralph Delahaye.
crat, has teen asked by a delegation uf w eek assisting Rev. D. C. Phelan in the series law about two years. For fifteen years im- was one of the best known men in Brooks. I The ships and sailors of old Salem.
1912
974 4 P
n.s party to
become a candidate again. jf
special evening meetings at the Methodist mediately proceeding the Civil War he was The bearers w'ere Isaac Leathers, E. C. Hoieditor of the Southern Literary Messenger, brook, M. J. Dow and C. E. Bowen. Interment
I’IC'J ION.
He aUoiutely refused to stand again.
.hurch.
Mr Milligan was the guest of Mr
\
Beach, Rex Ellingwood.
•Its business interests demand his atten- ind Mrs. Tileston Wadlin. The meetings will the longest lived, and, in the main, the most was in the new cemetery.
The net.
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tions eist where and he asks to he ex- )e continued until the close of this week and successful of all the southern monthlies.
time he wrote many poems and
De la Pasture, Elizabeth (Lady Clifford).
Mrs. Lawrence Estes is out after a week’s
cused.
Of course if it suited his pur- ilr. Phelan w ill be assisted by Miss Effie Baker During that
The honorable Mrs. Garry. 1912.
D 365-10
assays and was a successful lecturer. While illness.
rom the Boston Deaconess Home.
pose to run again that declaration would
the war was going on he wrote several poems i
Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.
The
V\
little
child
of
in.
buried
was
not prevtnt Mr. Hanson from nominat- I
Lampher
Rev. Randall T. Capen, formerly pastor of )£ unusual
j The rise of Roscoe Paine. 1912.. L 631-12
merit, one a threnody on the death last
Saturday
ing himself and working nights and Sun- he Belfast Baptist church, and now under the >f Gen, J. E. B. Stuart, from which I quote a
Lippmann, Julie M.
Geo. Roberts spent some ten days in Belfast
L 663
days, with the aid of his “non-partisan" i 1 lirection of the Baptist Foreign Missionary jingle stanza:
Martha By-the-day. 1912.
as juror, while court was in session.
He
1 ociety, is now in Boston.
writes
that
he
j So wailing trumpet and no tolling bell
Little, Frances.
newspaper organ, to secure an election. I
vi 11 arrive in Belfast Feb. 6th to remain until !
No cannon save the battle's boom receding,
Mrs. A. B. Pay son was in Belfast this week,
The lady and Sada San. A sequel
Just now he is said to be in favor of a j
he 10th and will occupy the Baptist pulpit When Stuart to the grave we bore might tell
the guest of her sister, Mrs. S. H. Lord.
to “The lady of the decoration."
non-partisan city government, but such : j ^eb. 9th. While in Belfast he will be the
With hearts all crushed and bleeding.
L 72-4
1912.
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Local people have been cutting considerable
In 1864, Mr. Thompson’s health having failmovement, promoted by him, would ( uest of Mrs. Clarie S. Mathews. From here
Locke, William J.
m can
and
remained
he
went
to
a
or
a
id,
Europe,
year
simply continuance of the pr.-s- | e will visit Kenduikeag, Charleston and
The joyous adventures of Aristide
;wo in London after the war, connected with
Mrs. F. W. Brown, Jr., has been spending a
ent administration, in which he would be <
kowhegan.
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Pujol..
of
the
London
week
in
;he
editorial
staff
Herald
and
her
friend Mrs. Jenness.
Belfast with
•he power behind the throne.
A series of sermons on “The Fundamental
London, Jack.
| iontrihuting to the Comhill Magazine and
W.
S.
Jones
is
seen on the streets again after
] deas of Christianity” is being given at the
L 84-12
A son of the sun. 1912.
Hack wood. Returning to this country he be- being confined to the house with the
prevail- Rowland, Henry C.
It will not be disputed that Col. Roose- ! I ’irst Congregational Church Sunday mornings
ame a resident of New York city and a memcold.
ing
R 798-5
The closing net. 1912.
velt went to Chicago to seek the nomi- j s t a quarter bef re eleven. The sermon on | ►er of the editorial staff of the
Evening Post
Miss Dorothy, daughter of Dr. A. E. Kilgore
Sheard, Virna.
nation by the Republican convention for 1 The Christian Idea of God’*' has been given
>f that city, and there his life ended. €. A. p.
“
is being tutored by her cousin. Miss Hester
The remainder are as follows: Jan.
Sh 29
The man at Lone Lake. 1912..
the presidency, and that he resorted to I lready.
6th, “The Christian Idea of Man”; Feb. 2nd,
Hose, who has just completed the winter term Waller, Mary Ellen.
rEL.
&
TEL.
FOLKS
GET
TOGETHER.
aesperate ana msnonest metnoes to atof school in the Stiles neighborhood.
W 16-7
The Christian Idea of Sir.;”- Feb. 9th, “Jesus
A cry in the wilderness. 1912.
tain his end.
Had he received the nonii- <
hrist;” Feb. 16th, The Christian Life;’* Feb.
An informal banquet was held by the
Mrs. Leander Staples is improving. Miss Warde, Margaret.
nation, would he have seen any need for 5 3d, “The Christian Idea of the Future.”' All >fficials of the Portland and Lewiston Olive Du Kos8 is caring for her, and is most
Betty Wales decides. Vol. 8 of
W 22-8
a third parly?
The Republican party > rho do not worship elsewhere are cordially
the “Betty Wales” series. 1911.
proficient as nurse and house-girl. They were |
^ ;hapters of the Telephone and Telegraph
had elected him Governor of New? York, i ivited to these services.
Wright, Harold Bell.
j
Association of New England, at the Con- fortunate indeed in securing her services at
Their yesterdays. 1912. W 928-6
Vic? President arid President of the i
this time.
Rose Circle has earned enough money during
^ fess Square hotel in Portland Thursday
United States.
The Republican party 1 * be past year to buy the lumber and lay a hard
Jan.
which
and
Hattie
at
the
Maurice
West
Bachelder were
‘vening,
9th,
following
ine floor in ihe new church at Mason’s Mills, to
jfficials were present: President, P. L. recently married and are now stopping for a KNOX
was good enough for him then; but later ! I
j There seems to be a great demand for snow.
1 ave the frame made and order a memorial ! Spaulding; Vice Pres., E. K. Hall; Philip
few
days with the grandfather, Capt. Stanley ! Last
everts have raised a doubt as whether i
year at this time there was over three
Gen. Plant Engr. and T. J.
dndow,which they have the money to pay for
larvey
Perkins, who has been under the weather for a j
he was good enough for the party. Failfeet on the ground and business was at a
l>ud
j ^ nd still leave a tidy balance in the bank. The
cckcj
luaiia^ci, an ui
few days. Mrs. Perkins is expected home this j
i rg to obtain the nomination be coveted
standstill on account of so much snow-A
raised by entertainments, I on. C. F. Story, Dist. Manager: D. B.
week.
loney has been
Small, Div. Plant Supt.; Rex Dodge,
from the party which had so signally s uppers and
BTeat deal of sickness is reported in town,
socials, which have entailed a Div. Traffic
been
C.
H.
Forbes
has
the
driving
W.
C. Clapp, Dist.
through
Supt;
honored him in the past he at once set to , ood deal of hard work. The Circle is com- 1
especially among the children-A large delerraffic Chief; Levi Clay, Dist. Plant county the past week as agent for the Fowler
work to destroy that party, and created a j iosed of the following girls, ranging in age ! Hhief; A. T. Stewart, Manager; R. L. Tool Grinder. On account of poor traveling nation from this town attended the annual K.
he left this week by rail and will take up other
af P ball in Brooks Jan 16th. As usual all rerom 7 to 16 years; Alberta, Agnes, Dorothy,
division whose onlyresult could have been,
rtichards, Chief Clerk Plant Dept., and counties near by and later go through New
j port a grand good time.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Eleanor, Margaret and Nettie Nickerson, Lida j Jhas. S. Weaver, Wire Chief, all of Hampshire and Vermont.
and was, a victory for the Democratic
E. K. Bly, Dist. Plant Chief,
I Portland.
Bailey are receiving congratulations on the
Lewis Godding, Albert, Carl, and Hamilton !
party. While loudly and persistently White, Mrytle and Evangeline Larrabee, Sadie md Ralph P. Plummer, Dist. Traffic
birth of a daughter-Miss Clara Emerson
1 illis, Margaret Blown and Dorothy Knox,
Jenkins, have been working on a lumber lot in i
that
of
his
creation
theparty
proclaiming
3hief, Lewiston. Norman L. Bassett of ivnox ior some mree weew. mr», jenKins nas finished working for Mrs. John Penney last
diss Ethel Savery is the teacher and leader.
should hold itself apart from both the
\ugusta.
been keeping house for them during that time ! week_Miss Gertrude Daggett called on Mrs.
of
the
The
Woman’s
The banquet was entirely informal and in the Alvin Shibles house. They are now at I
Missionary Society
old parties he has approved of, if not enAnnie Aborn Sunday-Mrs. Clara Kenney of
home
it
its
conclusion
was
immewaiting for snow to enable tht m to com'Jorth Congregational Church held its regular
adjournment
couraged, coalitions of Progressives and
Howard, R. I., is the guest of relatives in town
the job.
made
to
plete
where
Pythian
Temple,
iiately
at the home of Mrs. M.
fora few weeks_Mr. and Mrs. R. W. EmerDemocrats which have resulted in Repub- neeting January 15th,
Stewart introduced the
Z. Hill. It was reported that the barrel sent Manager A. T.
of the evening. About 350 HOW
Bon, and little son Harold, Mrs. Clara EmerARE
lican defeat, as in New Hampshire,
OLD
BY
speakers
o a
colored paste r in the south reached its
son, Mrs. Nancy Crosby and Mr. C. A. Kenney
where a Democratic Governor has been iestination in time for the contents to be dis- members of the two chapters were present. Pres. Spalding and Vice Prest.
Mrs. D. E
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
elected in a Republican State. He en- tributed at Christmas time, and the dainty Hall of Boston
have been recently apBradford_Mrs. Carrie Abbott was called to
deavored, through a letter which the little box of hollj and mistletoe sent by the pointed to their positions, and welcomed
You may be SO in years, but if you are bald- Union last week to care for her husband, WilLewiston Sun characterized as “dis- grateful recipient ;o the ladies was exhibited this opportunity of meeting and becom- headed or gray, people will surely take you to bur
Abbott, who has been quite sick with the
be
with
the
Maine
many years older.
employes
ing
acquainted
were
honorable,” to prevent the election in ind admired. Cunent missionary events
Dandruff is the root of all hair evils. If it grip_Miss Gertrude Daggett visited her
the company.
Mr. Hall was the prinof
Maine of the Republican candidate for read by the members, as were also parts of the
destructive germs work- sister in Jackson one day recently.... Mrs. A.
cipal Bpeaker of the evening and dealt were not for the little
-United States Senator, the choice of the new mission study book, “China’s New Day.” with the Question of Public Relations, ing with a persistency worthy of a better cause 5. Bailey is much better and was able to visit
there
baldness.
would be no
rhe previous reading was reviewed by Miss He is an easy and convincing sp aker
Mrs. Abbie Bailey one day last week. >
party in the primary election, by a RePARISIAN Sage, America's greatest hair reMabel Mathews. An especially interesting fea- and his talk was greatly enjoyed.
will keep you looking young and attracwho
were
storer,
Men
legislature.
publican
Vice
President
Presiture of the meeting was the report, by Miss
Hall,
tive.
Following
elected as Republicans and who had voted
It is guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to
Grace H. Hall, on “Letters from China,” writ- dent Spalding spoke briefly and at the conin the primary as Republicans were
clusion of his address the joint chapters make hair grow and stop falling hair; to cure
ten by the wife of the American ambassador
dandruff
in two weeks; to stop itching of the
urged to bring the primary law, and to China during a ten year period, inclusive moved a standing vote that the employes scalp almost instantly.
of the company pledge themselves to
half of House No.
that
the
man
is the most invigorating,
themselves, into contempt,
of the Boxer upris ng and siege. An interes t- follow the
good advice laid down by Vice "PARISIAN Sage
hair dressing made; it
at Oyster Bay might further revenge ing personal touch was added by the knowl- President Hall as to the methods to be satisfying, and pleasant
at
Church street.
makes the hair soft, luxuriant and handsome;
himself on the party that had elected edge that one of the author’s daughters, fre- followed in giving the best possible ser- it is especially praised by women who love
a bottle.
Street.
Church
cents
No.
17
the
vice
to
50
beautiful
hair.
and
who
in
the
narrative
4„
public.
him to the highest office in the gift of quently mentioned

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church w'ill be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
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Commencing Saturday, January 25th,

nervousness,

builds up the whole system.

of the

The Episcopal Mission wiil hold services
The Boston Journal says it is “the j next
Sunday at 3.110 p. in. in the North Church
cannot
but
best morning paper,”
you
vestry.
make a reader of the Boston Herald be- j
The services at ihe First Parish Church (Unilieve it.
tarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
who Sunday school at noon.
is a
A

paleness,

cures

The Churches.

howl from certain quarters.

New York Sun.
Sun, it’s so.”

Cures all humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired
feeling, restores the appetite,
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Obadiah Gardn ?r, the accidental Senator
appointed in the first place by Gov.
Plaisted to dispose of a possible rival for
CHARLES A. FILSBURY, \
Manager the
gubernatorial nomination
Repreone
Terms.
For
ADVERTISING
square, one sentative Wheeler of Paris, Walter C.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
Emerson and Halbert P. Gardner of
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Portland. Anc this in the name of a
Si psumption Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
which has declared itself for a
/ear; $1.1*0 for six months; 50 cents for three party
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the North Grove street morgue.
When taken out of the water the body was I
lothed with two undershirts, two vests, two
I hereby forbid ad ;
nder coats and an overcoat.
boring my wife, Minn',
Mr. Smart had made his home for six years
account, after this dat'
nth his son in Dorchester,
during which time
FRFl V
is health had not been
good. His wife died
ix years ago.
He left home
Saturday afternoon without
aying where he was going. He was aecusomed to go and come as he
pleased and no
"nportance was attached to his absence Saturay night until it became very late and the
At the corner oi
.•euther turned cold and windy.
A granddaughter said
yesterday she could streets, next to 'I
ive no reason
why Mr. Smart should take his j Hor particulars appi
wn life.
1 he dead man was
CLaKENU
particularly well known >
1
Ghelsea. He went there from Searsport,
b‘ where he was born.
He was a member of
aul Revere
Commandery, Knights of Malta,
f Chelsea and of the
Ancient Order of United
Workmen.
For many years he was employed
£ s a tea and coffee
expert in one of Boston’s
'holesale houses. He leaves one son, Frank
s
f
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Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
^ artner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
c oing business in the City of Toledo, County and
tate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
8 urn of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
nd every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
^ y the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
resence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. VV. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and

24, \

Northerly

1

93 MAIN STREET.

Dominicus Rackliff Smart was the son of
Smart,a well known brickmaker of West
rospect back in the thirties. Young Smart
•as born in the house now owned
by E. C.
^ 'ike, and in his boyhood days lived with his
L ncle, the late Richard Smart, Esq., a promibner
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F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
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The firemen were called to the Revere House
last Friday by a still alarm for a chimney fire
caused by soot in the chimney taking fire. It

discuss the

to
as

applied

to

extinguished. The house is undergoing repairs, having been recently gutted by
fire.
was soon

hool work.
ting of

■

Chautauqua

Seaside

Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42
Otis Colson, who was injured a few weeks
nday afternoon January 27th.
be from chapters five, six and | ago by falling from a staging at the CoeL. S. C. book, "Mornings with Mortimer plant, has returned to his home in
The roll-call, name some Searsport and is able to be out on crutches.
He had been at the home of Stillman I). Flood
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Musical society will have a soon High street Tuesday
evening, Jan. 28th. A cordial invitation is extended to all'interested in music and the success of the society.
A musical program will
be rendered and refreshments served.
at their

rooms

Holmes lias resumed her posiddo Trust Co. banking rooms
,■
of several weeks owing to
death of her father, the late
Miss Bertha A. Wiley, |
es.
Ten divorces were decreed at the January
s-ituting in the W7aldo Trust term of court in this city; 12 cases were con>ence of Miss Holmes, hasactinued and 9 dismissed. We publish in other
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Saturday Mr. Ralph B. Southworth,
proprietor of “The Home of Good Values,”
nday evening, pleased a large gave to the superintendent of schools, Mr. W.
.nging: and dancing were both B. Woodbury, for the use of needy children, 7
.ttle Miss Queenie Williams as sets of heavy underwear, 4 additional winter
easily the favorite among the undershirts, 5 cotton flannel night shirts, 6
::an$. The scenery was good, heavy and 3 light weight shirts, 9 pairs of
-.-me very pretty lighting efmittens and 11 sweaters— all new goods, never
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The Strike on the B. & A. Under orders
received from New York the engineers and
firemen on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad
went out on a strike Jan. 18th. The men demand an increase of pay amounting to $19,000
a year for the engineers and
$15,000 a year
for the firemen, which the road is not dis-

r*

’*

cutting

over.

the State and notified the
tors that from now out, as

t

Ice

time, but the
snow has disappeared and
this retards the
shipments of fertilizer to that c< unty.as farmers want snow on which to haul the fertilizer
from the railway stations to their farms. Last
year we advertised for snow in our local columns and it came in larger measure than was
needed, and no doubt we shall have snow and
ice in sufficient quantity before the winter is

uncle, Harrison Davis...

ading

Hudson

Aroostook

George DagLiberty Sunday to attend
r

retarded business.

the ice ten inches thick, but the
“January thaw” reduced it to 8 inches ard
storing for summer use is necessarily deferred.
Advices from Nev York last week were that
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Ice Wanted. The generally
which has prevailed during ttie
past few weeks, and the absence of snow, have
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Tuesday
Mr. W. A. Collins of Hol-
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mild weather
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portation. It will also affect the big paper
business at Millinocket, as the pulp mills there
depend on this road for their coal supply and
for ti ansporting the paper to Cape Jellison for
shipment. The road was in a measure prepared and had men ready to fill the places of
the striking employees and President Todd
says that if these men are protected all the
trains will be run as usual.
The
Belfast

first 50

Food Fair. The management of the
food fair has decided to present the

buying admission tickets with a
present, if they pass through
the doors after 10 ‘o’clock on the first
day of
the fair. The first evening will be known as
“Grand Army Night” and there will be an interesting program prepared for the veterans
and they will ne given free admission as guests
large

women

and useful

Belfast hoard of trade. The John Bird
Co. of Rockland has donated several cases of
their celebrated Three Crow Brand
products,
to be given away to the patrons of the fair. A
similar gift has been made by Swift & Co., of
5,000 samples of Maxine Elliot’s toilet soap,
and the management of the fair has
bought
for free gifts 288 fancy decorated china
plates,
as a
souvenir. There will also be gifts of
aluminum diBhes, and Wednesday, Feb. 12th
the first 100 women who visit the fair will receive as a free gift a loaf of bread. A dolls’
congress, at which there will be dolls of all
nations, will be the feature Saturday afternoon, Feb. 15th. Thursday afternoon occurs
the baby show and it is expected that it will
be one of the events of the week, as
exceptional prizes will be offered. The color scheme
of the opera house decorations is to be
gold
and black and the house is to be mads
very
attractive. W. E. Hamilton, the local florist,
is to have a Japanese garden. The Town Talk
flour people expect to give
away about a carload of flour.
of the

Ayer’s Pills

The 10th and last meetClub was held

Gently Laxative.

recently and was a
Light refreshments

I

The club is to continue another
year, with the following members: Mrs.
George
A
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p_i.
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Sugar-coated.
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Society

The officers of the Humane

A supper and entertainment under
the auspices of the Ladies' Aid was
given in
the church vestry Wednesday
evening Jan.
ISth. A large company gathered, among w hich

The supper and entertainment Wednesday
evening. Jan. 15th, in the church at the Head

of the Tide
After

a

given:

was

a

success

all particulars.

in

$

fine supper the following program was
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, piaoo solo; Miss

meeting,

a

years’

the two

coupons

paid-up

were
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especially gratefui
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to Mr.

A

letter

Boston

j mak
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from

Mr.
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Transcript, copied in
mention of a legacy

another
from

column,

Dr. C.

parties

d

Ritchie, Mrs. William B. Swan. Mrs. J.
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper. Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Miss Caroline White.
The prize fort was occupied by Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene L. Stevens, Dr. D. P. Flanders and
Miss Annie L. Barr, the winners 22 flags. Mrs
S. S. L. Shute and Miss Mildred Slater d.stributed the flags. Six tables of young people
in the ante room under the direction of Mis.->
Katherine C. Quimby. played progressive
whist with Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman. Mrs George L. Bowman,
Miss / hbie Doak, Clara B. Keating and Miss
Arthur

C.

Swan,

I

J
j

^
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begun at the
fish plant of C. E. Mclntire, which is a new industry for Belfast. From his fishing station
it Frenchboro Mr. Mclntire has received 10 tons
Df smoked herring. These came in bulk and are
to have the skins removed and and then packid in boxes, ten pounds in a box, for shipment
A

New Industry

This will
more

Work has

give employment

all winter.

to

a

crew

of 20

or

In

this process each fish is
times. At Frenchboro they are

handled three
salted, then strung

on

sticks to

be smoked and
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SURELY BANISHES

CATARRH
Where there’s catarrh there’s thousands of
catarrh germs. You can’t get rid of catarrh
unless you kill these germs.
You can’t kill them with stomach medicine
or sprays because they can’t get where
germs
\ou
that

can

kill these germs with Booth’s HYO-

penetrating, antiseptic, balsamic air
you breathe a few times a day directly
a

the raw, sore germ infested membrane.
It does not contain morphine or any habit

over

forming drug
For catarrh, croup, coughs, and colds, HYOOMEI is sold on money back plan by A. A.
Howes & Co. Complete outfit. $1.00. Extra

bottles of Booth’s HYOMEI if afterwards
needed, only 60 cents. Just breathe it—no
stomach

give

can

SPECIAL-

you

Coffee, but the qualiPHONE 125

in several

dosing,

Ghas.R. Coombs

The

purpose of the meeting was
interest and support of parents

to enlist the

projects

hand and in

on

UNDERTAKER,

contempla-

tion for the

LICENSED EMBALME3,
CORONER FOR WALDO

good of the schools. A bill before
the legislature for pensioning teachers was explained and a petition circulated. The bill
provides for a State pension to teachers of GO
year ;, who have taught 30 years, of not less,
than $250 or more than $500
The matt* r « f a
new school building was taken
up and it was
stated that a meeting of tne i uihi.ug committee with F.x-Attrr-vy General
PuUn’.gali will
<

1

\

!
I
i
!
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EVERYTHING MuL'IiKN IN

I
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held tomorrow, Friday, evening,
draw up
the necessary papers to form a separate school
precinct that will not be bound with the city’s

caskets and BuRia! ij
Suits.

jj

Home

Mr. Pattangali has
general indebtedness.
been engaged by Mayor
Hanson, who was
made a committee to obtain legal advice in the
building matter. The matter of promotion

!
|
i

*■>

discussed. An average of about 44 pupils
fail to pass in the examinations and Mr, Woodbury suggested that they be promoted by
studies,and that the examinations be semi-annual. He urged the need of a separate teaeher for those who fail, and
spoke of the benefits of the Kindergarten division in this direction.The allowing of extra credits for domestic

Telephone

Office

i

18-3
18-J

72 MAIN

STREET,

j

BELFAST

,

II

was

Blended
Rheumatic

manual work was suggested and mention
benefits to be derived from special
medical examinations.
A special committee
and

^OIL^

made of the

The original of the compound
Rheumatic
was appointed
to arrange for organizing a
Oil. The original formula has
been purparents association, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. A. Parker, Mrs. L. F. Gannon, Rev. W\ F. chased and the oii is being prepared by the
Sturtevant and

Mrs. C.

grade organization is
school

I

E.

to work

The
Rhoades.
with the High

Blended Kheumatic Oil

organization.

Lone Star

Chapter.No. 33,0.
S., held their
installation Tuesday evening, Jan. 14th. Try it.
Mrs. Larrabee installed the officers in a very
j
creditable manner and was presented at the !
close with a large bouquet of pinks
Mrs. LaE.

annual

j

I

j
|

vonia Williams
matron’s jewel.
sided

at

the

was

Mrs.

presented with a past
Bowdoin Pendleton pre-

piano and

sang during the evening
The usual tine “Star” supper

| two selections.
! was served-Mr. Ernest Elwell of Portland
I supplied in the 2nd Baptist Church Sunday....
I Mrs. Herman Farrow and fanniy have gone to

I

Boston for the

J

was

Company.

WM. 0. POOH & SON, AGENTS,

IOLUHUKU.

winter.... Mr. Ernest Sprague
Augusta for over Sunday.

at home from

|

HE I. FAST.

Prices:

MA INK.

15, 25 and 50 Cents.
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LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

August*. Maine. January 10, 1913.
Oidered, That the time for the reception of
bills, petitions for private and special legislation be limited to
Wednesday, February 5
li'13, and that all such petitions, bills and resolves presented after that date be referred to
the t.ext Legislature.
W. R. ROIX,
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
W. !•:. LAWkY,
Secretary of the Senate.
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
on l>‘gal Affairs
public hearings as follows;
THURSDAY, January 30, 1913, at

Committee Hearings.

The

LEGAL AFFAIRS.

Committee

will
2

give

o’clock

m.
Legal Affairs will give J p.
No. 20.
An act to provide for the regulation
and
supervision of Investment Companies.
at 2o’clock
No. 15.
Resolve proposing Amendment to
m.
p,
No. 10. Resolve relating to changing date Constitution changing September election to
November.
of State election from September to NovemCHARLES P. CONNORS, See.
ber.
CHARLES P. CONNORS, Sec.
3t3
ALBERT H ANDERSON, Clerk

The Committee

on

public hearings as follows:
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30,1913,

LOST
between Belfast and Searswhite medium sized
will receive the reward

2nd,
black and
JANUARY
mont,
The finder
a

Spaniel dog.
asked.
2tf

Please notify

Morrill, Me.,

E. S. TOWNSEND,
or Tel. 17 4, Belfast.

are.

MEI,

%

35c. to 50c. per gallon

began

meeting
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“

pany was held at the hose house Tuesday evening, Jan. 14th, when the following new officers

Bowden’publish

<JT SALE

8c JONES.

_

com-

...

|

J|

yours,

Public School Matters. A"meeting oflhe
parents of the Grade pupils was held in the
High school room last Tuesday evening, Supt.
W. B. Woodbury presiding. There were 50
present and the interest manifested was en-

The annual

f4i

'

mittee selling tickets.

...

& Saturday’s

L31

the

their duties: Captain, Bertrand L. Davis;
foreman, James Sholes; assistant foreman, Ben,
Smalley; clerk, Earl Braley. It was voted to
herring in drums and is receiving fresh fish. hold the annual ball in Seaside Grange hall
Quimby presiding at the tables. Coffee, dough- At his wharf last Saturday there was a power March 13lh. At 9 o’clock supper was served
nuts arid cheese were served after the game.
boat, a sloop and a two-topmast schooner, the and Chief S. S. L. Shute and his assistants
Mr. George A. Quimby made and p< ured delilatter taking coal on her return trip to French- were guests of honor. The supper was followcious c tffee, guaranteed to keep the partakers
boro. The sloop and schooner both have aux- ed by an informal entertainment, which inawake all night. Messrs. James H. and Ralph iliary power. The contract for the building to cuded songs,choruses, duets and quartets made
li. Ilowes, Albert C. IUirge.-s, Charles B.
cover the new pari of the wharf calls for its
up from the ranks and all were greatly enjoyI
Ames, Elmer A. Sherman and Wm. H. Qu.rnhy ; completion by April first and large cr*.-w will ed. Popular songs in unison were also a part
in
assisted
be employed as soon as the lumber is ready. of the program, and speeches were made by
serving.
Meanwhile work is progressing on the Lane Asst. Chief A. I). Hayes and L. F. Marrlen,
New Advertisements. The fire sale is still
at the head of the whatf to fit it fo” chairman or the Fire Committee,
going on at the Mudgett Variety Store, 78 building
Mclntire and the Consumers'
Main street, and will continue until the entire offices for Mr.
Shipping Items, it is something of a coFuel Co.
stock of goods is disposed of. This is a
i-culence that two vessels built at Camden—
genuine closing out sale and there are
Supreme Court Cases.
bargains
Among the cases the bark Mannie Swan, built in 1892, and the
for everybody-Mitchell .4 Trussed sold out entered at the
January term of the Supreme schooner William H. Sumner, built in 1891—
their entire stock of alur. inum ware adver- Judicial Court in this city and not reached should have been in Gulfport, Miss., at the
tised in The Journal, one customer
Lick
iv
ai living
uoii. itiu
iiviii
Lime, uic
buying $15 for trial was Thorndike vs Belfast—a
worth the day the paper cane out.
They are pauper case. Thorndike claims that $108 is San Juan and the schooner sailing the next
now' advertising a discount tale of
for
high grade due that town
supplies furnished day for Fajardo. Both were built in the same
enamel ware, and are open evenings.... PreAlice, Thelma and Harland Patterson, minor yard by Coombs & Conant, and the schooner
yuaiory 10 tnorougniy renovating their
dry children of Ishmo and Emma Patterson. It is was built for the late Capt. E. W. Pendleton of
goods 8tore Carle & Jones till for ten days alleged that the family were residents of Bel- Islesboro, who had sailed as first officer with
only make a discount of 25 per cent on all fast, and that August 10, 1911, they fell into one of the builders, Capt. Joseph T. Conant, in
nice dress goods and trimmings On
the bark John M. Clark of 719 tons, built at
Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of this week they wid cared for by the selectmen, J. H. Sayward, E. Camden in 1876. She was lost when on a
have a remnant Bale of odds aid ends, which H.
.Ward and F. H. Hunt, who presented a foreign voyage some years before the Sumner
will be closed out at a very low figure. This claim to the
city of Belfast; but a "pauper was built. Both the builders, Isaac Coombs
includes table linen, crash, dimities,
outings, denial" was returned by Frank G. Mixer and and Joseph T. Conant, went to their reward
dress goods, etc.A ten days'
bargain W. H. Hall, overseers of the poor of Belfast, many years ago. The latter was for a time
sale will begin at the New
York Bar- in which they stated that Belfast was not deputy collector of customs at this port... On
gain Store, Colonial Theater block, Satur- liable for the charge and that the children heid another page will be found some
interesting
day, Jan, 25th, to make room for spring no lawful settlement in this city. Nelson for reminiscences by Capt. George L.
Norton,
lines.
A few of the
money-saving bar- Thorndike; Brown and Ritchie for Belfast- editor of the Marine Journal, New York and a
gains are mentioned in the advt_Holeproofs Another case, William F. Eldndge of Winter- native of Brooksville... .Many of our readers
cost no more than the many imitations.
They port vs The Eastern Dredging company of are familiar with the Fiddler and the Drunkare sold only at The Dinsmore
Store_Ern- Portland, is an action for damages in he ard ledges off the southern entrance of Fox
est Smith’s public carriage is
ready for ser- amount of $4000. The plaintiff charges taat Island thoroughfare, the first marked by a
vice day or nigh; at reasonable ates
Work- on Sept. 22, 1911, he was employed as a fire- stone monument, the other by a spar, but may
ing housekeeper wanted in a family of two in man and oiler on the dredger Falmouth, owned not know why these dangerous ledges were
Boston.
Particulars of Mrs. Frank A. Cushby the above company, and working in dredg- so named. The Rockland Opinion says: There
man, 19 Congress street, Belfast
Mr. J. W. ing the river between Bangor and Brewer, and was a captain who had a nice fiddle and was
J.
Ervin
Collins,
Jackson and family, Mrs An- I that he was inexperienced in the work and very fond of playing it. One night,
coming up
na Bowden and Miss
! that the officer in charge of the engine, while the
Gladys
bay, with a tair wind and good weather, he
a
started
the
same,
was
in
of
he
the
act
oiling
card of thanks ...James H. Howes is
making the engine, with no notice to him and that by got out the fiddle and played “hornpipes, jigs,
sensational prices on all coats and
suits
the starting of the engine he was caught in strathspeys and reels,” for the entertainment
Freeman E. Roberts publishes a
caution notice. the machinery, his right hand entangled and of his crew, and they all got so engrossed i
became
Northerly half of the house No. 24 Church so badly torn and bruised that itabove
the music that they forgot to
keep a good
the
necessary to' amputate the member
street to rent. Apply a; No. 17
lookout, .i;d piled the vessel up on a ledge that
Church street. wrist.
ever after was called “The Fiddler.”
There is
another ledge hard by, quite as dangerous,
that got its name from a somewhat similar incident, in which another vessel and another
captain were concerned. It is called “The
Drunkard.”-A barge has arrived with 1050
tons of hard coal for the Consumers Fuel Co.
and is discharging at their wharf.

i

“

No premiums given with Tea and
ty can’t be beaten at the price
1

in the latter process are moved several times.
Mr. Mclntire is also shipping some pickltd

CARLE & JONES,

"

J,1
yu'

from 25c. to 60c.
per ib.
“
“
27c. to 38c.

Coffee

The society is
annual coffee party, which
will be given Feb. 3rd and will include a supper, entertainment and dance. The city is
now

i <2

LY good values in l ea, Coffee and
Molasses.

!

a

on

(c

full line of groceries and

a

parish. Seven tables
pleasant evening enjoyprize was won by Miss

at work

ii

H. L. Whitten Co.

pack of cards; the consolations went
to Miss Martha Pendleton and Edward Hogan.
Refreshments were served by Mrs. George
Darby, Miss Pendleton, Mrs. C. Cunningham
now

“

VVV

the Catholic

and Mrs. Charles

&

Price $ .57
,=
75

“

|r

were filled and a most
ed. The first ladies’
Esther Evans, Gilbert Parker’s "Seats of the
Mighty;” P. Stanley won the gentlemen’s

prize,

Sale

-

yCARLE

10.30, after which there was
Poland’s orchestra furnished

series of whist parties

Goods,

»

Trimmings.

_

Noyes, while the boobies went to A. B.
Wylie and Mrs. Anna Booker. Refreshments
were

5i

jL

on

This includes Silk and Wool Dress
Goods, Allovers,
Bandings and all nice Dress

Carl

«

]

a

by Seaside Grange in their hall took place
Wednesday evening, January 15th, and was
well attended. There were eight tables, and
prizes were w'on by Mrs. Albert McKeen and

>

Wm. H. Guimbv. Mrs. Annie F. Richards. Mrs.

$ .75 Dress
“
i.oo
“
l.5o
"
175

will

of

The first

G.

FOR 10 DAYS ONLY.
thoroughly renovating our Dry Goods

to

Trimmings.

£

burned.

officiate and Messrs. H. S.
Morey, M. C. Hill, C. A. Townsend and E. A.
Wadsworth will act as bearers.

Alfred Johnson to the

Mrs. Pierce and to all who took part in ihe
Weld of Brookline, Mass., to a superannuated
for their elforts and self-denial, !
life-saver and his wife whose home was on the
thereby making it possible for our people to |
Florida coast. The late Dr. Weld had a sumenjoy such an evening's entertainment.
mer home in North Haven and had been a freMilitary Whist. The first in the series] quent visitor to Belfast in his steam yacht
of the Unitarian card parti s was given in Adelita and took part in the shoots of the
j
Memorial Hall last Monday evening under the t Belfast Gun Club.
For some years before his
direction of Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Mrs. death he cruised in these waters in his large
George A. Quimby and Mrs. James H Howes, j steam yacnt Malay, and had staunch friends
with Mrs. Robert P. Chase, Mrs. C. H. Wal- I wherever he went. Since the foregoing was
den, Mrs. Ralph H. Howes and Mrs. William in type we have learned of another instance in
j
H. Quimby hostesses. There were twenty two which Dr. Weld rendered help. A lobster fish*
tables of military whist, with the following erman on Pleasant r ver, North Haven, who had
captains: Mrs. Albert C. Carter, Miss Char- I lost his boat in a bad storm the day before, met
lotte W. Colburn, Mrs. Robert P. Chase, Miss ^ Dr Weld and told him of his misfortune, and
Frances Chase, Mrs. Harry W. Clark, Mrs. j the Doctor put his hand in his pocket and took
Helen W. Crosby. Mrs. W'ilmer J. Dorman, I out a roll of bills and handed it to the fisherMrs. Geo. R. Doak, Mrs. Ben. Hr.zeltine, Mrs. I man. It was enough to buy a 20-foot lobster
a
Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. George I. Keating, Miss sloop and meant means of livelihood to the
Melvina V. Parker, Mrs. John H. Quimby, Mrs. I man and his family.
and

church,

list

present from the city.

JONES’^ ^

store we shall make a discount of 25 %
all Nice Dress Goods and

l£

among

|
!
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BELFAST, MAINE.

CARLE &
Preparatory

A telegram was received Wednesday mornQuimby and Ralph I. Morse, vocal
duet; Mrs. S. Augustus Parker, reading; Miss ing announcing the death of Alice Edgecomb,
by Carolyn Hatch; duet by Katherine C QuimHatch, vocal solo; Mrs. Parker, read- wife of Nathaniel J. Pottle, formerly of Belby and Ralph I. Morse; duet by Katherine C. Carolyn
ing; Miss.Carolyn Hatch and Miss Katherine fast. Tho remains will arrive this, Thursday,
Quimby and Mrs. W. G. Hatch. The music
C. Quimby, duet.and Ralph I. Morse, vocal solo. evening and the funeral will take place at the
was highly appreciated,
nearly all the numbers | Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pierce, Rev. Charles B. home of her mother, Mrs. S. E. Edgecomb, 43
responding with encores, while the charm- !
Ames, S. A. Pa-ker and son Carroll, Miss Abbie Miller street, at 2 p. m., tomorrow, Friday.
ing personality of Mrs. Parker and the fine • Doak and Elon B.
those Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor of the UniversaGilchrest, were

numbers captivated the audieuce at the beginning, and the enthusiasm she
created continued to the end.
The society

<P

i£ DISCOUNT SALE &i

Jan.

Katherine C

of her

|f§

another.

one season to

(Phbne 67-2)

22nd. of the trustees of
the Belfast and Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.,
Messrs. Wm. B. Swan, Albert C. Burgess and
B. D. Field, held at the rooms of the Waldo
Trust Co., six $1,000 bonds and one $500 bond
were drawn for cancellation. The meeting was
adjourned until Wednesday afternoon, when
At

names.

buckboard load of people from the city
After supper a delightful program was give
under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Pierce of Belfast. It consisted of a piano solo
by Mrs. Elon Gilchrest; readings by Mrs. S. A.
Parker and son; solo by Ralph I. Morse; solo

goods from

over.

STREET,

music.

are un-

able to act upon anonymous communications.
Those making complaints must sign their

was a

12 MAIN

There was a large attendance last Friday
evening at the dance which followed the dancing school conducted by Fred G. Spinrtey in
Odd Fellows hall. Keyes orchestra furnished

Watch for the announcement of the 9 cent
sale at the James H. Howes dry goods store,
Odd Fellows block.

...

over

a

J. 0. Ayer Co..
Lowell, Ma—.

....

Ask Your Doctor.

comb, Mrs. Carrie Whitcomb, Mrs. M. F. Hurd,
Miss Mamie Hurd, Mrs. Frank
Roberts, Mrs.
Walter Fish, Mrs. Len Wood, Miss
Carolyn

and

carrying

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Harding were guests
few days last week of Mr. and Mrs. L. P.
Swett in Bangor.

Dose, one pill, only one.
Sold for 60 years.

served.
H(.n

believe in not

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH.

H

exercises

The Belfast

cial

I

was

enjoyable evening.

were

High street since the accident.
Representative Dunton of Belfast presented rendition

on

supper and dance by Washany in the Opera House to-

|

i

Hatch

city in the superintend-

f the

|

most

we

n©“It will pay you to look them

of the year of the Larkin
with Mrs. W. G. Hatch

!

Pitcher, musi-

M-hool and E. S.

ing

r\o<Mo

n pound,”
by Miss Margaret
by Mrs. Morison.
oodbury, Principal C. E. Proc-

g

occupy

North Belfast.

“Life

reading,

to

Remember,

tin

formerly occupied by
C. L. Wright and is now undergoing renovation and improvements to fit it for their use.

The only store that have
thebe wonderful stockings
for sale is

Club will meet with Mtb. El-
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These goods we will sell at greatly reduced
prices in order to clean them up/

§

Charles Hammons, who has been for nine
with B. C. Oinsmore & Co. as clerk and
travelling salesman, and J. Lee Patterson, who
has long been an employee in the
Leonard &
Barrows' shoe factory, will open a shoe store
in the Opera House block. March
16th, which
will be called the Quality Store. The store

Upper

on

B. Lunt place,
ians and is getting the lumber
a house there in the spring.
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Woodbury urgently requests all the teachers
present, especially the rural teachers.
All have the privilege of bringing friends.

than the many imitations.
For instance:

club, through their pres:*
Pierce, sent their credentials
State Federation ol
to the
>nd will join at their next reg*
rafts

1

fi

to be

hose, don’t be side-tracked
into taking anything else.
Besides—they cost no more

.list

1

WE HAVE ON HAND BROKEN LOTS IN

I

Miss Nellie Harvey of the Castine
Normal
School will address a teachers
meeting in the
school
next
High
building
Saturday at 10.30 a.
m., on Results in Reading, and will discuss
any
question that may be presented. Supt. W. B

ftoleproof

who will sel

for tickets and

“expect-

are
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ounty Veteran Association wil
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up the stairs

“Shirt’nly’s me.
Whoze ’y expec’n?”

ted to Chas. F. Swift for a bnj
s—the first of the season. Thej
line flavored.

A full

import-

Advertised Letters. The
following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
for the week ending Jan. 21st.
Ladies—Margaret Craig. Miss Nellie E. Wood. Gentlemen
W.
—Geo.
Patterson. Mr. W. Reynolds. Chas.
Warren (2 letters), W. G. Wallace. Fred
White.

at 3 a. m.

fternoon.

the young ladies
food fair to call

parsonage tomorrow. Friday, evening.
attendance is requested as matters of
ance are to be considered.

that you, John?” called out
Mrs. Smith, hearing foot-

meeting of the G. A. R

>e no

There will be a special meeting of the North
Church Guild with Mrs. D. L. Wilton at the

ADMINISTRATOR’S

j

-v

OtO. t.

JOHNSON,

Attorney

at Law,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all Courts.

specialty.

Probate practice
2tf

NOTICE.

The

sub-

senber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HELEN A. KNOWLTON. late of Swanville,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands agaiir.st the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately to Levi D. Holmes, Swanville, Me my authorized ag nt.
North

LON ZO .1. KNOWLTON.

Conway, N. II., January 14, 1913.

ERNEST SMITH’S
PUBLIC CARRIAGE.
Trunks transferred from boat or train, 15
cents: also passengers bom High street to
boat or train, 10 cts., night or day Tel. 6-4

BELFAST, MAINE.

4tf

Supreme Judicial Court

The

A
*

William

Continued.
National
Continued.

Continued. Dunton A Morse; Brown.

party. Libby; Huzzey.
Charles A McKenney

(5 cases.)

I

j

Standard Oil Company vs A W and F 1
Continued. Anderson; F L Duttor
Samuel B Thing, et als, vs A W and F 1
Fletcher. Continued. Anderson; F L Duttor
International Harvester Co of America v ,
Jason Richardson. Continued. Ritchie.
Fletcher.

|
i

Kimball, Libt, vs Gardner A Kim
Continued. Staples.
Annie Kenney, Libt, vs John Kenney. Con
Nettie H

Bowden.
vs

Cora M

Coolidge,

Fletcher.

vs

S M
notice

house.

Bicknell

C E

H M

Fie1 ds S and Edw S Pendle'

vs

Webber

uunwu ot

vs

Geo

filed. Motion granted. A S Littlefield.
The Estabrooks Shirt Mfg Co vs H Holton
Wood. Continued. Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
^
Horace E Robbins vs John 1 Frederick, et
al. Continued. Buzzell; Bowdoin.
Emma J Patterson, Libt, vs Ishmael E Patterson. Continued. Dunton & Morse.
Thorndike & Hix vs J W Lawrence. Motior
for order of service filed. Dunton & Morse.
Illinois Pure Aluminum Co vs Thos \V LothDunton & Morse; E F Litrop. Continued.
tlefield.
W B Kendall, et al vs John I Frederick et al
Fletcher & Connors; Bowdoin.
Continued.
The American Agricultural Chemical Co ve
Fletcher & ConA R Fellows. Continued.
nors; Bowdoin.
W S Merrick vs H L Blaisdell. Continued.
W B Blanchard; Bowdoin.
Archie Foster, Libt vs Mary Foster. Continued. Buzzell.
The Creed Kellogg Co vs Thomas W LothDunton & Morse; Brown.
rop. Continued.
F M Howes Co vs Harry W Baker. Continued. Ritchie; Harriman.
A L Crockett vs John Crockett. Neither
party. No further action. Ritchie; Doak.
Cohen Bros Co vs Thomas W Lothrop.
Continued. Ritchie; Brown.
H B Tookaker vs C L Harriman. Judgment
for the plaintiff. Damages assessed at $1.00.
Judgment satisfied. Ritchie; Johnson.
George R Wood, Libt vs Estella E Wood.
Dismissed. Ritchie.

Herbert L Hopkins
missed without costs.

Ernest

Tell.

Morse; Ritchie.
Alice J. W. Waldron vs Mina A. Moore.
Continued. Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
Mary A. Crosby, libt, vs A. T. Crosby. DisDunton&

without prejudice. Dunton & Morse.
Fred H. Curtis vs W’m. Gould. Continued,
Dunton & Morse; Buzzell.
Jas. A. Cole, libt, vs Nellie A. Cole. Libt tc
pay for defence, also $25 by middle of vacation
for council fees and $2 per week for children's
support. Ritchie; Crawford.
Charles E Stearns vs James D. Clement*
Continued. Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
M. Otis Sylvester vs Wrm. W^. |W;oods. Continued. Ritchie; J. E. Nelson.
Emma L. Jenness, libt, vs John H. Jenness.
Continued. Ritchie.
Theodore P. Thompson, libt, vs Emma B.
Thompson. Ordered libt to pay libelee $25 for

tinued. Dunton & Morse.
Elizabeth J Crockett, Libt, vs Richard H
costs
without
Libel dismissed
Crockett.
Ritchie; Buzzell.
Herbert Payson vs John W Hobbs. Con-

her

vs

&

Arthur M Clark

Co vs W E Estes.
He^rd Ly Court; decision reserved. Ritchie;
Brown Jr.
John C Averill vs T'nos L Decrow. Continued by agreement.
Buzzell; Dunton &

Ford, Libt. vs., Charlotte M. Ford,
Dismissed. Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
Nellie B Hall, Lbt vs, Alfred J Hall. DisMorse.
missed. Ritchie.
Mildred 0 Cook. Libt, vs N H Cook. DismissEvelyn A Mu.lgett vs, Thomas W Lothrop.
Continued. Greer; Brown.
| ed. Buzzell; Dunton & Morse.
Benton Bros, vs Thomas W Lothrop. Con- ;
perley F Gordon vs Inhabitants of Waldo.
I Continued. Buzzell; Ritchie.
tinued. Johnson; Brown.
Wm A Ryan vs Dirigo Mutual Fire lnsurBucksport Natl. Bank vs W P and Mary
Continued.
Buzzell; Newell &
Cote. Continued. T H Smith, Bowdoin; Mar- ; ance Co.
Skelton.
tin & Cook
Cassie B Cain. Libt vs E S Cain. Dismissed.
Bjcksp>r: Natl. Bank vs E!len M Frederick

j

(

George Rose, Jr,

Buzzell;

HiUWlI!

j

Simpson vs Thomas A Ritchie. Law
Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.
l\ alter B Twombly vs Thos. A Ritchie. Continued. Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.,
Hayward Pierce, vs Thos, A Ritchie. Continued. Thompson & Blanchard, Ritchie.
Leslie b

Referred to Geo E Johnson. Brown, Jr;
Ritchie.
Neither
Enoch R Cain vs W L Jordan.
party. No further action. Hussey; W L Jor-

tinued.
W M

M

Davis, et als.

Morse;

Forest

Con

Goodwin,

Bradley.

Eben
ued.

Dunton &

W G

D Vose

Dunton

&

G Davis, et als. Contin-*
Morse; Forest Goodwin, W

vs

Orison Chandler, continued.

vs

Bradley
L. L. Rogers,

W

Ritchie.
S Langsdrof Co vs J H Ward well. Defaulted by agreement. Service proved; Runnells;
Ritchie.
Harry F Kinney vs M C R R Co. Continued*
by agreement. G G Weeks; C N Perkins.
Pearl Crockett vs Lovina J Crockett. Dismissed. Sweetser & Morse; Dunton & Morse..

Dunton & Morse; Thurlough.

Pay son vs Eastman Car Co.
Continued and assigned for trial 2nd day of
April term. Dunton & Morse; Geo. E. ThompYoung,

C'ox

&

son.

Orman

H.

Hopkins

vs

George Seavey.

Neither party. RitchL; Dunton & Morse.
J. F. Vickery vs W. E. Jones & Co et als.
Continued. Ritchie; Buzzell.

J Rarrier Safe & Lock Co

vs

Frank M

Fair-

banks. Continued. M E Rosen, Libby; Ritchie.
J A P Colcord vs E P and Inez H Sawyer.
| Dismissed as to E P Sawyer, Bangs; Conary.
John F Vickery vs W E Jones and Roy F i
George Partridge vs N M S R R Co. Law
Copeland. Continued. Ritchie; Buzzell. (2 1 Court on report. Bargs; Dunton & Morse.
I E C Shuman vs Melvin M Dickey. Defaultcases.)
Abbie L Otis vs John YV Durost. Continued. 1 ed by agreement and continued for judgment.
E F Littlefield; Ritchie.
I Knowlton; H G Sleeper, A P Sleeper,
George B Holmes vs Harriet A Adams, et i Chas B Cook vs A R Mitchell et al. Neither
al.
Non suited. Harriman; Dunton & Morse. party. Brown, L J Braun; Seth M Carter.
Inez N Decrow, appeal from decision of
John F Vickery vs Roy F Copeland. Con; Judge of Probate allowing the will of Francis
tinued. Ritchie; Buzzell.
John F Vickery vs W E Jones. Continued. : M Staples. Continued. Dunton & Morse;
Ritchie; Buzzell.
F Willis B Tryon vs Frank H Bagley.
tinued. Bowden; Harriman.
John Cole vs Luther W Frederick.
tinued. Bowden; Ritchie.

ConCon-

|

;

Bangs.

j

Knox Co Bottling Works vs Ralph M Wood
and City of Belfast et al. Trustee, Dismisaed without costs. Harriman.
M R Knowlton vs American Express Co

|
J

Doctors Use This lor Eczema
Dr. Evans. Ex-Commissioner of Health,
says: “There is almost no relation between skin diseases and the blood." The
akin must be cured through the skin.
The germs must be washed out, and so
salves have long ago been found worthless.
The most advanced physicians of
this country are now agreed on this, and
are prescribing a wash of wintergreen,
thymol and other Ingredients for eczema
and all other skin diseases. This compound Is known as D.D.D. Prescription

tor Eczema.

Con-

Ritchie; Buzzell.
Stover vs E A Hussey. Continued.
Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
Mathews Bros vs S G Ritterbush. Defaulted.
H

C

Dr. Holmes, the well known skin specialist writes: "I,am convinced that the
D.D.D.
much a specific
for eczema as
for malaria.
1
have been prescribing the D.D.D. remedy
for years."
It will take away the itch
the instant you apply it
In fact, we are so sure of what D.D.D.
will do for you that we will be glad
to let you have a $1 bottle on our guarantee that it will cost you nothing unless you find that it does the work

PrescrlptlotWsyas
quinine

Wm. O. Poor ft Son, Druggist

from

the

film

manufacturers, such

as

VITAGRAPH, EDISON,

SOLAX,IMP,REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET, MELIEs.’
writers
and we’ll

We want more

SEND YOUR NAME VND tADDRESSAT ’ONCE FOR
ou-f ILLUSTRATED BOOK.
“MJYiNG PICTURE

Don't argue.!

gladly

teach you the secrets of
sm\cs.

!

Write NOW and learn just what this

FREE COPY OF
PLAYWRITING.”
new

profession

S

may mean for

■

13w36

NATIONAL AUTHORS’
INSTITUTE,

it next time

THY SOLACE AT OUR EXPENSE

T Nickerson and Colby
Continued.
Trustee.
Ritchie;

Mason & Ilal!

j

R

Howard,

vs

A

Knowlton; Greer.
H Weeks

A

Bertha F and Guy A
Gray. Continued. Ritchie; Johnson.
T N. Pearson vs Albert T McKenney et als.
Continued. Ritchie; Greer.
Waldo Trust Co vs J E Sprague. Continued.
Waldo Trust Co

vs

Continued. Buzzell.
Titcomb Bros vs V Black.

ton.

Defaulted.

Defaulted

S A Ward

vs

George Norton

Continued

Hussey.
Wm F Eldridge vs Eastern Dredging Co
Continued Fellows & Fellows; Harriman.
Lovicy McKenney vs Lawrence Rankin
Continued Montgomery & Emery; Dunton &
Morse.
Belfast Fuel & Hay Co vs Jas L Bridges
Defaulted Doak.
Velma I Tyler, Libt, vs Benj C Tvler. Continued. Doak:

Buzzell.

F P Bennett vs Herbert Hcft'ses. Pleadings
filed by middle of vacation and a copy

tc be

Staples. Staples; Buzzell.

sent to L M
T E

Gushee et al

Chas

McLaughlin Co vs James
Harriman; Bangs.

Fernald Lumber Co.
Motion to emend writ allowed. It I Thompson;
Foster & Foster.

Leonard

vs

G W Cookson.

Defaulted.

Buzzell.
Walter M Young Co vs F C Atwood. Pleadings to be bled by middle of vacation. Buzzell; Bowden.
Ida Atwood, Admr, vs Clarence Ford. Defaulted. Buzzell.
W E Grinnell vs Henry B Black. Motior
for order of personal notice granted. Buzzell
Clifton Ward vs George R Rich. Defaulted

Bangs.
M A Ordaay vs
Bangs; Sleeper.

Nettie

Walker.

Continued

J F Wheaton vs M M Dickey.
Pleadings
bled. Bangs; Sleeper.
Hallett & Davis Co vs Chas E Robertson
Defaulted. Bangs.
A M Small vs Chas P Woodbury. Continued

Bangs; Rogers, (two cases).
G A Stevens, M D, vs A M Shaw. Continued
Bangs; Dunton & Morse.
George Partridge vs A M Shaw. Continued
Bangs; Dunton & Morse.
Walter M Lowney vs J H Wardwell. Defaulted. Bangs.
George Partridge vs John Conroy. Continued. Bangs; E P Murray.
James A Sprague vs John Kenney. Continued. Bangs; Bowden.
E C Pike vs H E Ginn. Defaulted. BangB.
Harold H French by nert friend vs Catherine J Hills. Continued. Brown; Buzzell.
Fred W Brown, tax collector vs Lydia E
Staples. Defaulted. Brown.
Same vs Bertha F Gray. Defaulted. Brown
Same vs Eben Holmes. Continued. Brown
Greer.
Same vs F J Stevens. Defaulted. Brown.
J G Small va L H Reynolds. Continued
Libby and Rogers; Ritchie, (2 cases).
W B Ferguson vs L H Reynolds. Continued
Libby and Rogers; Ritchie.

E

Sprague.

W O Estes.

vs

Continued.

Conary; Dunton & Morse.
Inhabitants of Thorndike

day

for 2nd

vs

April

of

C

ity

of

term.

Belfast.
J E Nel-

Ritchie and F W Biown.
John Murphy vs Chi s A Wcod. Continued.

son; Arthur

Bangs;

Buzzell.

Butler Bros

vs

James E Sj rague. Continued.

Johnson; Bangs.

Chicago Silver Co vs A L BJaisdell. Pleadings to be tiled by middle of vacation. Johnson;
Bowden.

Back for any

1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

for

granted. Gould; Buzzell.
McKenney appealed from decree

new summons

E

M

Probate Court

of

—=

_—___^

case of

Rheumatism, Neuralgia

or

head*

ache that Solace Fails
to Remove.
SoLACK REMEDY is a m'ent medical dis
covery of three Gentian Scientists that dissolves
Uric Acid Crystals and Purif.es the Mood. lr is
easy to take, and \\i 1 not ai.ect th« weakest
stomach.
It is guaranteed under the Pure Food and
Drugs Law to be absolutely nee from opiates m
harmful drugs of any description
sOi.ACE is a pure specific in ever?
and
has been proved beyo; d question to lie the
surest and quickest remedy for Uric And
Troubles km.wi to medical science, no matter
how long standing
It leaches at.o removes the
root of tlie trouble (Uric Acid) and purifies the

VOLUME 85.
WITH THE

THE SOLACE CO. of Hattie Cieek are the
Sole U. s Agents and have thousands of voluntary testimonial letters which have been received from grateful people SOLACE has restored to health. Testimonial letters, hteiaiuie
and FREE Box sent upon request.
K. Lee Morris, President ot the First National
Bank of Chico, Texas, wrote the Solace Company
as follows:
“I want you to send a box of Solace to my father in Memphis, Tenn
lor which 1 enclose Si.
This remedy lias been list d by some tnends ol
mine here and 1 must sa\ its action vn> von

The Republican Journal

derful.

“(Sigm (11 H. L. Monis.”
Put up in 2Fc. 60c arid §1 00 boxes.
IT ’S MIGHT Y FIN F TO BE YYL1.I. ANI>
YOU CAN h ON »;F. SO BY TAKING >Ol
At E.
“No special 'lieatment Schemes *>r
Fees.” Jl.sT
Mil ACT
A1 ON E
does the
w ork
Write today for the free box, etc.
SOLACE BF MLDYCO.. Battle Cre* k, Mich.
10wS8
Clubbing Offers.

The

Entered

IT

following clubbing

offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to j a\ for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
flices to our subsent from their respective
scribers. Cur clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subsciiption paid in advance:

per

a

w thin 30 days after
magazine by making
ordinary post card, stating

patterns

request on an
pattern desired is

which

they

are

THE BOOT

a

free

pattern

news

of the

o

worthy of Maine homes.

THE

their first

that the

aim has been to present the

JOURNAL has a reliable and indusiri;
of correspondents to furnish the new;
County, and occasional contributors at
abroad w.use ar;ic es are not surpassed
i
merit and interest by those app iriug in
*
1
tious publications.

«

receipt of

has reason to be proud of, and is
duly grate
the commendation and patronage it has r
in the past, and in the coming year will ><

IT’S

The publishers of the Woman's Magazine
have dvised us ol an increase in »b * ir subscrij tion p rice and a consequent advance in
c ubbing iates, ar.d The Journal and Woman's
Magazine are now7 $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
sent us this notice: "The subscribers may
the

its 85th Year and Volum

county in readable form, to encourage every
enterprise in w ich Maine men and women
engaged, to promote all movements for moral
as material advancement—in
brief, to print a

f-

•-

Upon

merit its continuance.

The Journal and Farm and Home..$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.. 2.10
The Journal and Woman's Magazine. 2.25

The publications included in our clubbing
fcrs n ay be sent to different addresses.

j

ISSUE,

January 2, 1913.

blood.

select their free

Thompson & ti F Mudgett vs Fred C i
ood. Continued. Johnson; Bowden.
Grace W Kindred, Libt, vs James W Kindred. Continued. W II Mitchell.
H L Tru worthy, M D, vs VVilmot Ward. Con- I
tinued. W II Mitchell; F W Brown, Jr.
J S Round Co vs Walter Carter et als. Motion
C F

Atw

■

to

entitled

AND

SHOE

INDUSTRY.

The Result From Lowering the Taiiff
Shoes.

on

allowing the will of Wm H

Moody. Continued. Small; Dunton & Morse.
D A Mason appealed vs Nelson E Reynolds.
Continued. Brown, Jr; Dunton & Morse.
DIVORCES
James F

Buzzell; Greer.

vs

Continued.

Buz-

zell.

P

Aug J Tobey

vs

Hussey.

Assigned

Drown.

R

|

George A Noyes, Libt., vs Ellen M Noyes.
Continued. Libby.
B F Fuller vs Chas E Gilman. Defaulted.
Littlefield.
Adelbert Millett, et al vs Charles E Stevens
Continued. Littlefield; Dunton & Morse.
P L Rolerson vs Fields S Pendleton. Continued. Littlefield.
State in Seiro Facias vs Carlo Guido et al.
Non suited. Littlefield; Doak.
L A and Margaret P Barker vs Wayland
Knowlton. Dismissed
Littlefield; Knowlton.
Geo W West vs R A Peavey and Erving Lear
Demurrer filed Knowlton; Ritchie for Peavey.
Fred L Walker vs L E and E J Wrebb Continued Knowlton; Dunton & Morse.
Chas E Elwell vs Fred W Wardwell, Defaulted Knowlton.
Wm H Staples vs Mary L Sawyer Defaulted
Knowlton.
Geo Wr McIntyre vs James V. Aldus Continued Knowlton; Buzzell.
Fred A Johnson vs Addie Fage Continued

David C Johnson

Ritchie.

Harold Denham vs F N Hoyle. Continued.
To be tried first day of April term. Buzzell.
dan.
Essex Fertilizer Co vs George O Danforth.
Phillip Millett vs F N Hoyle. Continued
Continued for trial of 1st day of April term- To be tried first day of April term. Buzzell.
Dr Chas E Page vs Wm A McFarland. NonHussey; Libby.
Consuited. Buzzell; E F Littlefield and Ritchie.
P E Benner vs John C Fuller et al.
Jennie M. Allen, Libt vs Ivory B Allen.
tinued for trial 1st day of April term. Hussey;
Ritchie.
Continued. Buzzell.
R H Cassens vs L A Covell. Defaulted.
Robert H PatterBon vs John R Dunton, Admr.
Littlefield.
Pleadings to be bled by middle of vacation.
John N Cox vs L A Covell. Defaulted. Buzzell; Dunton & Morse.
Littlefield.
H A Rich Co vs M J Grindie. Defaulted.
Gilchrest Co vs J H Ward well. Defaulted Buzzell.
Service proved.
H J Webber vs George Towers. Continued
Runnells;
by agreement.

Thos. A Ritchie. Continuec.
Thompsor & Blanchard; Ritchie.
Chas. Mudgett vs Thomas A Ritchie. Continued. Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.
H R Whitcomb vs Thos. A Ritchie. Continued. Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.
Albert Pierce vs Thos. A Ritchie. Continued. Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.
D L Dyer vs Thos. A Ritchie. Continued.
Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie._
vs

by agreement

ed.

vs

Frank H Dutton

lUOlgOici.

»

Meservey.

< otvan.

Ritchie.

L Curtis

Jit'ilL

Chas

to W C Conary.
Ritchie; Bangs.
Buzzell; W A
Arthur Ritchie vs J O Kneelar.d and Leon E
Edwin P Treat vs John and J R Downes,
Moody. Continued. Ritchie; Bangs, Buzzell.
Defaulted. Buzzell; Downes pro se.
A K Curtis, M D, vs Wm George. Continued.
International Harvester Co vs W. P. Clark. |
Buzzell; Bangs.
Defaulted. Buzzell; Clark pro se.
Vaughn E Perkins Libt, vs John E Perkins.
E L Richardson vs Edw J Stephenson. NonContinued. Buzzell.
suited. Buzzell; Ritchie.
Mary E Nickerson vs Carleton D Bailey et
The Brooks Grain Co vs Ernest Croxford.
al. Motion to dismiss filed; demurrer filed.
Continued. Brown, Jr; Mudgett.
B Merrill.
The H L Hurst Mfg Co vs L H Reynolds. ! Buzzell; J
Louise B Bailey, Libt. vs Hiram M Bailey.
Defaulted. Brown, Jr.
Defaulted and Continued. Buzzell.
C O Varney vs D G Lanphier
Chas F Hili vs George Ryan. Pleading to
continued for judgment. Brown, Jr; Buzzell j
Baltimore Pub Co vs Edwin Jenkins. Plain- be filed by middle of vacation. Buzzell; Doak.
Eva M Knowlton, Libt vs Forest A Knowltiff asks leave to amend suit and it was grant- I
Referred

Court.

A

L.

vs

tinued.

j

Buzzell; Duruon & Morse.

defense, Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
W. Berry vs F. A. Luce. Continued.
Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
Harold Reynolds vs J. A. Adams, Depuly
Sheriff. Continued. Ritchie; Rogers.
John B. Nealey vs. Swett & Co. Referred
to Carleton Doak; Ritchie; L. C. Stearns.
Read Garage & Machine Co vs Pendleton
Bros. Continued and motion for order of service filrd. Ritchie.
C.

Morse.

1

term.

Fred W. Keech.
Defaulted.
Dunton &
Morse.
Wm. H. Ames & Co. vs Elijah Ritchie. Continued. Dunton & Moise; Ritchie.
Cyrus W. Tibbetts vs Arthur W. Coombs anc
John A. Fogg. Continued. Dunton & Morse,
Doak for^Coombs.
O. C. Roberts vs Charles E. Lane. Continued,

N L Roberts vs Sarah L Redding. Continued.
Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
Charles E Murch vs T E Gerald. Continued.
Dunton & Morse; Chapman.
ConBen D Field vs Chas Logan, et al.

Millie M Clark, Libt,
Continued. Ritchie.
Milliken Tomlinson &

on

vs

idge.

Melvin E.

Insist

ior trial 2nd day ol
Harriman; Dunton & Morse.
The American Agricultural Chemical Co

Dis-

Dunton

[letters

your future

keeps William

Continued and assigned

April

Swett vs L Willard, et al. Defaulted.
Dunton & Morse; Merrill & Merrill.
Continued.
R S Ward vs W G Davis, et al.
Dunton & Morse; Goodwin & Bradley.
Hilda Heal vs B M Barker. Continued by
agreement. Dunton & Morse; Manson & Cool-

Ritchie;

Don’t hesitate.

you most

Money

Dunton & Morse; Con-

agre ement.

C'TJFl'Ti'
i IVi-iLL/

to the sack.

missed

by

many

f,„

YOU' WIL! EARN $100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK.

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.

ary.
M W

tinued

received

n,

you order flour.

Motion for

Sawyer.

™

and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour

Your grocer

granted. Bangs.
Flagg app vs Wm Bickford. Continued.

vs

ijpr

®

Positively

We are selling photoplays written by people who “never before wrote «
for publication.”
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you can think of only one good idea every week, and will write it
directed by us, and it sells for^only $25, a low figure,

gestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits

milled—gives

Knowlton; Dunton & Morse.
C W Stephenson vs C H Shuman, appealed
Referees report accepted. Brown; Buzzell.
Annabel Bragg Leaman vs Thomas P Leaman. Continued. Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
Alfred E Brackett vs E PPiper. Motion for
Dunton & Morse; Buzzell.
new trial tiled.
Jaynes Drug Co vs Victor Neal et al. Continued. Dunton & Morse; A L Bird.

tion

Neither party. T H Smith; Bowdoin.
T G Fellows vs L F Bartlett. C ontinued.
Fellows -x Fellows; L Stearns.
T G Fellows, vs Leroy E Littlefield. Continued. Fellows & Fellows. Bowdoin.
T G Fellows, vs M M Clark. Continued.
Fellows <k Fellows; Ritchie.
T G Fekows vs Arthur B Clark. Continued.
Fellows & Fellows; L C S.earns.
Mattie E Mitchell, Libt vs Henry W Mitchell. Continued. Buzzell; Dunton & Morse.
Edwin l Treat vs Leroy E Littlefield. Di-missed. Buzzell; Bow<ioin.
Dutch Bros vs Amos P Lord. Dismissed.

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly di-

loaves

mwee.

Auspland.

profession.

new

written ideas.

ETC., urging us to send photoplays to them.

Littlefield.

Kitcnie;

or

have

We

Chas A Bowdoin.
Defaulted by agreement.’Mayo A Snare; Bowden.
George Hubbard A Co vs S W Newcomb.
Continued. Greer; Ritchie.
Howard L Hurd appealed from drcision of
County Commissioners. Continued. Rogers;

turned.

fascinating

photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are “moving heaven and earth
enough good plots to supply the ever Increasing demand. They are offering, $100 and more

ESSANAY, LUB1N,

vs

Knowlton; Johnson.
Fred G Gray vs Asher Moody. Defaulted.
Knowlton.
E A Holmes vs J A McKeen, appealed. Con-

Con

F L Dutton.

Charles W Mas
Continued.
A R Peaks; Buzzell.
sure.
Clara M Newcomb, Libt, vs Samuel L New
comb. Continued.
Knowlton; E W White'
Lizzie Massure, Libt,

single scenarios,

Mary A Curtis, Libt vs Edwin D Curtis.
Dismissed. R E Jeffrey; Buzzell.
Wayland Knowlton vs William Hewes,et al.
Continued. Knowlton; Johnson.
Fred Racklilfe \s F Flagg. Continued.

ball.

L Allen

The demand lor
their attempts to get

tinued. Brown, Jr; Rogers.
J Roberts vs A A Hartley. Judgment at
this term. Brown, Jr; Ritchie.
M W Swett vs Robert H McGray. Continued,
Brown. Jr, Ritchie.
Howard L Hurd vs J W McKenney. Neithei

Jr; Ritchie.
Beacon Falls Rubber & Shoe Co vs A W an> 1
F L Fletcher.
Continued, Anderson; F 1

Manson &

’1 you have ideas—If you can THINK—we will show you the secrets of this
or literary excellence
necessary. No “flowery language” is wanted.

experience

Buzzell.
Frank A Benner vs Geo Stevens. Continued.
Buzzell; Dunton A Morse.
John M Ward vs Arthur M Jackson. Con-

Brown; Knowlton.

■

George

We Will Show You How!

Buzzell; Bangs.
Charles W Lancaster and J E Staples vs Roy
Wight. Continued. Buzzell; George H Morse.
L. F. Nash vs Hollis Wentworth. Dismissed.

S Littlefield; R 1 Thompson.
McKenzie vs Kingsbury Crocket
Cunningham; Conary.
Biscuit Company vs A I Quimbj
A

vs A W and F L Fletch
Continued. Dunton & Morse; F L Duttor
H J Frost & Co vs A W and F L Fletchei
Continued. Dunton & Morse; F L Dutton.
Etta Bowdoin vs Lizzie D Moore. Continuec
Dunton & Morse; Fellows & Fellows. (2 cases. 1
M R La Furley vs John W Harriman. Ac
ceptance of report otf. Recommitted. Browr

tinued.

VAT T CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
IUU i Akn $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

Margaret A. Niles va Harriet N Abbott
Petition for leave to enter. Dismissed without
costs. Ritchie; Dunton A Morse.
A K Curtis, M D vs Wm George. Continued,

John tl Barnum et al

tinued.

Continued.

E E Hatch, et ala.

et

er.

Dutton.

vs

Ellen H Sanborn Exx va Arthur L Jackon,
ala. Neither party. No further action.
Dunton & Morae; Hudson A Hudson.
Fields S Pendleton va Caleb F Pendleton.

the January term of the Supreme Jud
cial Court held in this city easeB were dii
posed of as follows:
Frances L Lazell vs Justus C Strawbridgi
Continued. Cilley; Robinson.
Kingsbury B Crockett vs Viola A Crocket
Continued. Fellows; Dunton & Morse.
King bury B Crockett vs George A Crockett
Continued. Fellows; Dunton & Morse.
Alexander W Biddle vs Leighton Parki i.
At

Continued.

S Batch

Ritchie.

DECREED.

Marden, Libt

Divorce decreed for

vs

utter

Flora M Warden.
desertion for more

than three years.
Carrie B Sj aulding Libt vs Robert T Spaulding. Divorce decreed for utter desertion. Custody of Evelyn A Spaulding given to mother.

New' York, Jan. 15—Dark days are
ahead for the boot and shoe industry it.
the United States is the opinion of
members of the National Boot & Shoein annual
Manufacturers Association
convention here. The parcel post, trie
and the
the
tariff
proposed reduction of
agitation for “pure shoe laws,” the
manufacturers say, are responsible lor
the outlook.
“There can be only one result from
Innmrinrr

A

TRIBUTE.

r»n

«bniJs"

fl

f* 111 1'W

‘Earth to earth, and dust to duet,’
Calmly now the words we Bay,
Left behind, we wait in trust
For the resurrection day.

"

“Father, in Thy gracious keeping.
Leave we now Thy servant sleeping.”
M.

E. p.

Freedom, Jan. 13.

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CA3TORIA

——m——fc!:r m

A committee appointed to look into
the agitation for a “pure shoe law” reported that the present high cost of
manufacturing shoes will certainly go
higher if the federal bill calling for allleather footwear is passed. Manufacturers who perfect a process by means
of which other materials than leather
the committee recan be used in shoes,
ported, ought to be rewarded by the
government and not penalized.
Edgar P. Retd of Rochester, first vice
president, said he had not made up his
mind whether the parcel post was “a
movement working to the real benefit of
the average citizen or special legislation
to make the government service as distributor of merchandise for mail order
houses.” Mr. Reed thought the parcel
post would tend to operate against the
small retailers.
There are 255,000 wage earners employed by the manufacturers, according
to President hanan and they receive
$120,000,000 a year. Ninety seven per
cent, of the output is sold in the United

States.
A. S. Kreider, was elected President;
Herbert P. Gleason, this city treasurer,
and Sol. Wile, Rochester, N. Y., secretary.
The next convention will be held Jan.

city.

A HERO IN A LIGHTHOUSE.
For years J. S. Donahue, So. Haven, Mich.,
a civil war captain, as a light-house keener
averted awful wrecks, but a queer fact is, he
might have been a wreck, himself, if Electric
Bitters had not prevented. "They cured me of
kidney trouble and chills,” he writes, "after I
had taken other so-called cures for years,
without benefit and they also improved my
sight. Now, at seventy, I am feeling fine.”
For dyspepsia, indigestion, all stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, they’re without equal.
Try them. Only 60 eta. at all druggists.

00 for Six Month

3ELFAST. MAINE.

manufacturer.”

1914 in this

Year, $1

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB.

tion in an address sent here from Colombo.
“It would mean such a re-adjustment of wages as must produce industrial conflict if not stagnation in the trade.
Under the present tariff rates the
foreign shoe is gradually but surely invading our market and it will not be long
when it will do so under circumstances
of great disadvantage to the American

14,

a

50 cents for Three Months.

John E. Hanan, president of the associa-

Joshua T. Sprowl, who passed away at
his home, Dec. 14, 1912, with Bright’s
disease, was one of the oldest residents
of Montville.
He was born near Center
Montville, May 23. 1835, and moved with
his parents to McFarlands Corner in
1855, In July, 1863, he was united in
Three
marriage to Caroline L. Ayer.
children were born to this union: Herbert L. of Marshalton, Del., Edward F.,
late of Brooklyn, N. V., and Mrs. Elizabeth S. McFarland, who lives near the
old home.
Mr. Sprowl in early life became converted
and later joined the
Methodist church.
He was a thorough
and most progressive farmer, especially
noted for his skill as a gardener.
He
had excellent judgment and knew how
to plan his work wisely.
He truly found
that which has been called “the heart of
in
his
work.
life’’—joy
Although in failing health lor stviral years, and nearly crippled in bolh hands, he never
lost his
ambition to do; nor did one
ever near him murmur at his lot.
His
sturdy nature rose above all obstacles
and he continued to find his duties a
I privilege, not an obligation. In his home
life he was unselfish and thoughtful; optimistic in his outlook ami helpful to all
who came in contact with him. As a
citizen, he was highly respected and
honored. He lived the simpie life nobly
and worthy of example.
Men of his
character of sterling integrity, are the
foundation of our Christian civilization.
Mr. Sprowl was the last of nine children in his father’s family. Besides the
son and daughter
mentioned, a widow
and three grandchildren survive him.
"Now the laborer’s tusk is o'er;
Now the battle day is past;
Now upon the farther shore,
Lands the voyager at last.

Children

furiff

$2.00
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\[ra. E. E. Clements of Sears'^ner party last Monday to
Clements, son and grandMrs. David Wingate and
and Mr. and Mrs. H. P.

f
*
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relief from

I

25c and 50c

m

ville Center.

ii

ia tie fact ion

transcript

coughs, colds, I
cramps, diarrhoea, muscular I
I
rheumatism, bruises, etc.

speedy

1^1^^

.Ppon-.for

y

Gives

|.s. JOHNSON & CO.

Boston. Hass.
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—

was

r

in

Bangor last week

Mrs. Eva N. Ripley in a very able manner, assisted by Mrs. Cora Skidmore as
Marshal The hall was filled with members and invited guests. Following is a
list of the officers: Mrs. Mary Norton,
Worthy Matron; Arthur H. Norton,

k returned home from

Friday.
,-risen

went

to

Stockton

id will resume his work

'’-.I', ndleton.
Ashworth,

v

who has been
s sister in Blue Hill the
:’.rned home last Saturday.
--

U INTERPORT.
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Marshall is in very poor
te

Crockett is recovering

,a

illness.

Lockhart went to Bangor
end the meetings.

jj:

daughter,

Men

aeeting of the Ladies’
■thodist church was held
Tuesday evening and the

j
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The Kind You Have

ynf

S

Always Bought

T-gtfc/Ute

Mere bulk docs not give strength
are useless.

FliOM ItK1,FAST.

•

A.M.

Your Kitchen with

Light

Bracket

30

(j

a

IS

m

FI. FA ST
A.M.
3 00

A.M.

[8 55

7 00
10 02
10,8
10 17

ielfast. arrive-

tor all purposes.

At Dealers

w

&

9E0

,4
4
,5
5

60
54
00
05

AM

Lamp

'Flag

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
,5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
1. D.
ALDRON, General Passenger Agent.

dORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland. Maine.

;

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION,

Everywhere

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

-

12 35
3 05
3 22
3 32
1 60
3 50
,4 00
4 09
4 17
-4 25

10 30
,10 40
10 55
11 05
'll 15
11?°
11
,U45
H 49
,1155
12 01

8 51
'horndike. 9 02
inox. ,9 10
■’orbes. 9 17
Srooks
.9 25
Valdo. ,935
iargent’s.., 939

Hty Point. ,945

Sometimes in the kitchen or elsewhere you need a lamp held
high, where it will light the whole room, and be out of the
reach of children.
The Rayo Bracket Lamp is made for exactly this purpose. It is
one of the famous Rayo Family—the best kerosene lamps made.
A clear, white light, steady, diffused. A strong, substantial bracket, easily
affixed to the wall. The lamp is inexpensive. Economical. Lighted without
removing chimney or shade. Rayo Lamps are made in various styles and

Albany

Bangor Line- Winter Schedule.

Boston
New York

Buffalo

FARE REDUCED

nv
;
>

j
|

j

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

They will tell

you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country a* Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AtiENTS.

<

Belfast and Boston

a.

of

Boston

5.00 p.

at

steamer

from

m.,

Wednesdays

Tuesdays

and

arrival
Boston) Wednesdays, aid
a

m.

(or

on

Saturdays.
FRED W. BOTE, Agent. Belfast. Maine

PRESTON’S

William Lincoln West

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Fx-Veterinary

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have
single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful lrivers if desired. Your patron-

1

Boston, Mon-

m.,

Saturdays.

Leave

Leave Rockland at 5.15

Telephones—stable

for

m.

Jays,

j andFor Winterport at

<

Fridays.

age issolicited.

$2.25

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.
and Thursdays.
7.30

J

THE COE=MORTIVtER COHPANY. NE*V YORK

2 5 >-2, hruse 61-I'd.
W. G. PRESTON,

industry U.

S.

In.-p-i tor P.invau of Animal
Department

of

Agrioult u-o

V i:TK RINA HIANi

ly2S

Proprietor.

ATS

ALL DISK\si.s oF WiMALS
Hospital, Pharmacy and Otttc®.

TICK

SPUING STUFF T.

I*. F.

I. FA ST

V. .\

B

N

Hospital Never Closed

The

Stove

Stickney

Store

toiej

Kitchen

EYE

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges

PLUMBING

-Hospital 59-13.

Residano* 59-1)

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

A SPECIALTY.

e

JOHN B. STICKNEY,
°PP- Memorial Building.

Church Street
Open

44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE

at all times.

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Here Is

a

Genuine

Bargain!

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,

;

The

McCA-LL’S
Is the

MAGAZINE’

By special advertising

every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are
planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to
keep
McCall b head and shoulders above all similar
publications. Every issue will be full of
delightful surprises.

3'*aman„n’
5Sl,t* serinlf1!

?i.owI1Tft».D?ckham,

I

Extraordinary Jffer
arrangement with the

pub-

|

8

lishers of McCall’s we are able to offer you this wellknown popular H >m3 and Fashion Journal
together

1

the regular

1

with our own paper for only a few cencs more
than
price of our paper alone.

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brimfol of latest fashions, fancy work,
interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is

|

j
i

ibZ.lU

Don’t Miss this

Leading fashion Journal

in America.
matter of dress, McCall’s is
indispensable

j

all for

|
Republican Journal, One Year,;

Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

J

by pension

25

j5

Mi

;
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13, 1913, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with through
■ains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port1 ind and Boston will run as follows :

1

SWIFT, BELFAST.

BURNHAM
Jan

A.M.

I''-1' 'awn*?011
*ll««ss.
ijr

On and after

Heavy rubbers that

wearing quality.
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==J

‘oston. 10 00
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

U

It corrects a wrong condition of stomach and bowels, and sets these important
Mrs. Mabel Farrell was the guest of
organs in healthy activity, so that waste
her cousin, Mrs. B. P. Hurd, in Waterville I
and poison are driven from the system.
Wednesday and Thursday of last week. ; No mother need feel anxiety about facial
blemishes on her child if she will give my
The Shoe Situation.
pleasant remedy a chance to remove the
cause back of them.
And I urge anyone,
The local jobbing trade in footwear imor old, who is now
proves as the season advances and prospects | young
enduring this
for a larger volume of business are now en- 1 embarrassment, to follow the same course.
co u
are
It
now
in
will
the easting. Many buyers
certainly correct the evil.
ern markets and sora: good-sized contracts are
I recommend, too, that they use Parkbeing placed, which aa a rule call for delivery
er s 2-30-2 Cold Cream cn face and neck
not later than February, indicating that the reIn this way they will make
every night.
ports of low stocks are correct. Conditions in
the
skin soft and beautiful, as well as free
market
are
the leather
generally satisfactory,
of disfigurement.
prices being well maintained and a healthy demand for most varieties prevailing.—Dun’s
Review, Jan. 18th.

—

|

j
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Mrs. May Howard of South Hanson,
Mass., formerly of this town, called on
Thursday.

No better materials in cloth and rubber can be obtained than are used in the
manufacture of GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS
made in all styles and
sizes but only one grade—the BEST.

j

j,.

A mother asks me how she shall remove
pimples and humors that disfigure her
child’s face. My answer is very simple and
direct, because all such blemishes are the
result of poisons in the system that should
be carried off in the secretions, but are not.
When anyone finds the skin
becoming
sallow, dry, scaly, or when blackheads,
pimples or blotches appear, they sh uild at
once take my Dr. True’s Elixir for stomach and bowels. This is a most remarkable remedy.
It is wholly vegetable,
mild and pleasant, but very effective.

relatives here

erack and crumble

1

j

L

Monday was a dull day for the merchants and buyers on account of the cold
weather and icy roads.

models.

CASTOR IA

I

in

were

Bernice Ames.

What secretaries can recommend, secioning superannuated life-savers are
pending in Congress, as follows; retaries have recommended, but they can
>ne provides directly for longevity pay do little more. This matter is now a

■

i

our

1 ow

I

oreign commerce,
J ills relating to this service are referred,
CENTER MONTVILLE.
'he bill to combine the life-sgving serleers was
unanimously
^ ice
and the revenue-cutter service
B. T. Boynton is home from Rockport.
r leets with favor in the H0U39 Commitis opposed in the Committee on
t
but
ee,
Mr. Volney Thompson was in Belfast,
TROY.
( lommerce in ,the Senate.
Between the
Tuesday.
t wo bills and the conflicting views of the
tt of Augusta is visiting
Mr. McCarthy of Providence, R. L, is
( ommittees of the two Houses of Conat W. N. Foy’s.
fess, the service lingers without the
, nuch needed relief sought to be obtained
13
E. E. Tasker returned from Massareported.
Among
>y the bills referred to.
v Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins,
chusetts Monday.
Up to the present time the only special
.forth and Mrs. W. S.
was
at
Waldo
orm ot recognition given the life-savers
of
Joseph Wentworth
j
\
or heroism in the line of duty finds its
W. J. Bean’s Sunday.
Society was pleasantly
tuthority in acts of Congress, which proMrs. E. J. Penney returned to her
■ide that gold medals may be awarded to
veek by Mrs. J. I. Gooduume in r reeuum, rnua^.
hose persons who by extreme and heroic
•ig next week will be
, laring have endangered their lives
.!t.
in
Viola Carter has gone to Castine to
aving or endeavoring to save lives from
.1. C. Lamb have closed attend the Normal School.
of
the
he perils
sea in
waters over
ill pass the remainder
A. D. Raker and family expect to
vhicn the United States has jurisdiction,
York,‘with their daugh- move to Liberty this week.
>r upon an American vessel; and silver
Foster.
nedals to those who, in cases not sufliWest R. Jo es is to have a telephone
.ih, held a delightful on the Liberty & Belfast line.
liently distinguished to deserve the gold
nedal, have endangered their lives in
'ting Saturday afterThe Marcello Co. gave their show at
laving or endeavoring to save life from
Dodge and Miss Weythe
Hall
are
Monday night.
he perils of the seas, etc., or.who have
Grange
studying "South
nade such signal exertions in rescuing
James Bryce’s new
Mrs. Aaron McFarland visited her
md
America” and the Bay
succoring the shipwrecked and savmother, Mrs. Hulda Ramsay, Thursday.
The next meeting will
ng persons from drowning as in the
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen called on
:ace in two weeks.
ipinion of the Secretary of the Treasfriends at McFarland’s Corner, Saturiry shall merit such recognition.
OK.NER, Winterport.)
day.
Entirely apart from what has beer
lone or contemplated by the GovernThe neighbors of Eugene Adams had
nent, many public spirited individuals
,1 has sold his canning a bee last
Thursday to get up his fire
lave felt that some recognition
shoulc
Valley Canning Co.
wood.
>e given to the members of this branch
juror from this town,
Mr. and Mrs. Loren W. Howard were
>f our national service, who in the per-Mons of the Waldo S. J.
in Unity at C. Fowler’s Friday and Satformance of their routine duties often
•isk their own lives, quite as much as dc
urday.
he members of our fire departments,
senator from Waldo
Several families have been ill with the
joliee forces, our army or our navy.
‘rim Augusta Friday to regrip. Mr. Clifton Morse is ill at this
In fact commencing with the year 1891
family until Monday.
writing.
sum of money has been donated andirjelia and Ellen BartMr. A. T. Gay of Belfast did some inmally by two benevolent ladies in New
1
foril and Louise Libby, terior
fork city, which at t;heir request has
decorating for Mr. J. J. Clement
..■ksport Seminary, spent recently.
ieen disbursed under the supervision of
their home.}
he officials of the service in the shape
Benjamin Boynton of Rockport is to
>f Christmas presents in sums ranging
x unv
xi.
visueu oiax
cut stave lumber on the Herbert Han1 from $3 to $15 to destitute and worthy
tre in Jackson last Satnon place.
former members of crews of life-saving
the purpose of installFifteen members of Union Harvest
itations, and to the families of deceased
md were guests Saturnembers of the crews. The beneficiarHi lay at the home of W.
Grange attended the County Grange in
es are selected each year with great
Morrill, Thursday.
tare and with the
aid of reports from
J. J. Clement has had a telephone on
H. York, Mr. and
tie omce-s in me various me-saving uisthe Liberty and Belfast telephone line
ts, Mr. and Mis. E.
and of information obtained from
ricts,
ii. L. Clement and son installed in his house.
miscellaneous sources.
Various other
B. Jewett and J. W.
Hindi sums that have been contributed
The thermometer went below zero
j.ia Wnite attended the
for the first time this
iy charitable persons from time to time
'•V aldo Pomona Grange Wednesday night
lave bee > disbursed by the Departmenl
remarkably mild winter,
n the manner above described; but as f
Mrs. Penson Clement and daughter
natter of fact the demand for financia
Bartlett and Mr.
the week-end with her parents,
spent
issistar.ee is too great to be met with
:ell were among the Mr.
and Mrs. T. S. Erskine.
he contributions made for the i.urpose,
he home of Mr. and
md many worthy requests have to bt
Messrs. Ed and Walter Bean and Mrs.
Monroe, Saturday
ienied each year for the want of funds.
-ion was the celebra- Clifton Morse have shipped their apples
One stormy day last winter while en:
anniversary of their to a firm in Providence, R. I.
;
! joying the hospitality of one of the rery enjoyable evening
Allen Goodwin is gathering data for
mote “Houses of Refuge,’’ manned b\
a historical
story of the town of Free}ne keeper and maintained by the ser
whose centennial occurs on the
dom,
OSPECT.
vice, on those isolated strips of Floridi
eleventh of next June.
sandbeach, I was interested in hearing
the
life story of a superannuated lift
Andrew Woodbury of Morrill has a
who is employed in
saver
and his wife, the sole companior
the week-end with his steer that got away last fall and became
for thirty years of his lonely watchei
wild. The steer has been ranging about j
race Ames.
in Searsmont and Montville and last !
“Generally debilitated for y ears. Had sick and patrols. The declining years of Lhii
Harriman, son Warren week was found to be on Arvesta Bark- headache, lacked ambition, war worn out and ! heroic couple were being made comfort
;
aurence Alley arrived on
er’s lot.
Hay was scattered about and »11 run down. Burdock Blood titters made me | able, I learned, by a legacy from sonm
oun’s train from Seal
gentleman who used to come to the lo
in her barnyard to toll him in and j a well woman.”—Mrs. Chaa
Freitoy, Moosup, I
hey had been for the I placed
last Thursday W. S. Mehuren and R. E. !
cality to shoot, from “way up North.’
tlis,
conn.
Howes captured him and sent word to !
Upon further inquiry I found the nami
of the benefactor to be the late Dr
meeting of Prospect his owner.
on the Clums; Boy.
Weld of Brookline. Alfred Johnson.
Sargent
■Sisters, Thursday eventhe following officers
Arlington street, Boston, Mass.
Dr. Dudley Sargent, director of Hem■Mrs. Jennie Dockham,
January 4, 1913.
enway Gymnasium at Harvard, says that
plated by Mrs. Hannah
his observations among this year’s freshlna Harriman: M. E.
THE NEGLECTED LIFE-SAVERS.
to his conviction
man class have added
'■'hi E. S., Grace
Haley;
For Infants and Children.
modern
the
that
[Boston Transcript, Editorial.]
city training gives its
wn; Manager,
Clara
Here are fresh examples of unflinchin;
average young pupil scant instruction in
Alice Hopkins; M.
'■
"In
the
manual
oid
proficiency.
days,” heroism from the coast life-savers, an
o'ector, Minnie Copp;
argues Dr. Sargent, “the student was the crews of these stations still unpen
ck; Representatives,
Bears the
the exception at Harvard wno didn’t Bioned. Two days were
ara Cummings,
required fo
Signature of
\ know a few things about one '.rade or harvesting the tales of wreck and rescu
t friends met at the
for ife in the cou try and atter last week’s storm along the coast
another,
•Mrs. George Haley,
smaller cities had given him at .tast cas- and we have a record of disasters an
hours were ideasual knowledge of carpentering, tinsmith- narrow escapes—two steamers
agroun
! !
playing and social
PROBATE COURT.
ing, masonry, farming of course, paint- off the South-coast sands; a schoone
were served by the
other
useful
and
various
crafts.
But
i lost at Vainquers; an all but tragic en
ing
s
it were: Mr. and
the modern stadPnt can’t even drive a counter of steamships off
Cape Sable
of Veazi“; Mr. and
The following business was transacted
And has his residence in four fishermen
nail straight.
swept off their schoon
hard; Mr. and Mrs. at. the January term of Probate Court, apartments and flats given him any
er’s
deck
outside
opYarmouth, and coast
m
Henry, Mr. and Judge James Libby of
Unity, presiding: portunity to become a handy man—any ing craft pounding their seams open o
■■
Mr. and Mrs.
n,
Wills were allowed in estate of Joseph opportunity really to learn nractical use Nat tucket Shoals.
I rs. Jennie
Dockhani,
! of the fine physique nature and athletics !
Along the whole storm-beat coast lin
Brown, late of Unity; Lovina A. Foss,
ss Lena
Loney, Mr. H.
1 ave given him.” Dr. Sargent is there- 1 the life-saving crews have been
alert; i
Henson and Mr. and late of Brooks.
advocate of plenty of manual at least two of the cited incidents the
an
fore
Letter of administration was allowed i
''.••Irtian.
in
the
schools.
public
nave
iu
out
llle OlStreSSei
on estate of Jane C.
pieugueu
Perry, late of Bel- training
vessels under superhuman odds and tre
fast.
LIBER I'Y.
mendous
with
risks,
Warrant to commissioners of insolonly their skille
was allowed in estate of Nellie M.
seamanship between them and death
turned home Satur- vency
of the schoone
the
side
They
gained
1
Woodbury, late of Freedom.
J;*y.
Donna Briggs—which was later towe [
Petitions for probata of wills were filIs Worth Saving, and Some Belfast into this port by the revenue cutte r
red Alley came home ed in estates of Augustus
Perry, late of Health
Itasca—in a sea so violent that il wa s
Saturday.
Belfast; Abbie E. Sawyer, late of NorthPeople Know How to Save It.
impossible to get their surfboat awa;
Joshua T. Sprowl, late of MontMany Belfast people take their lives in their from her
Frank Robbins of port;
again. The courage of thi s
1 ■"
ville; William H. J. Moulton, late of hands by
week-end in town.
neglecting the kidneys when they sort of thing cannot be overstated. 1
Unity; Almeda F. Fowler, late of Unity; i
I
these
know
need
landsman
has
organs
Weak
no conception of it.
help.
Am
kidneys
?f Livermore Falls made Almeda H. Rendell, late of Stockton
-t his
the
men
who
are
for
a
these
are
vast
chance
5
amount of Buffering
taking
responsible
Parer>t3. last week. Springs; Frank W. Kelly, late of Win,
and ill health—the slightest delay is danger- are not only poorly paid by our Govern
and Kilgore of Belfast terport.
Accounts were ordered in estates of ous. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills—a remedy that ment; they are allowed to wreck thei r
‘asl week on
health by hardship and exposure, and b
professional Elzadia M. Nealley, late of Monroe, first has
helped thousands of kidney sufferers. sacrifice their
lives in the gallant per
and final; Drusilla Roberts, late of
Here is a Belfast citizen’s recommendation.
formance of heroic duties, and th
Brooks, first and final; Joseph L. Stone,
Lindley Dickey spent late
Mrs. S. A. Connell, Belfast, Me.,
"I
use
Government
their families am
leaves
says:
of Troy, first and final.
,‘?8t week with Mr. DickPetition for administration was pre- Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at the City Drug dependents unaided—often in the pind
,eorKe Dickey in Bangor.
sented in estate of Hollis F. Foye, late Store, whenever I feel that I am in need of a of poverty. To name this a public die
•
Mr. and Mrs. of Palermo.
kidney medicine and they always do me good. grace is the merest commonplace. It is
feh on the ice last week
Accounts were allowed in estates of I have never taken another remedy as bene- in a way we chose to look at it, ai
as lo
inJure the knee Frederick A. Dickey, late of Northport, ficial as Doan's Kidney Pills. I confirm all 1 instance of indefensible neglect on th
nousl-V. Dr. Holt is attend- first and final;
part of Congress.
Mary Small, late of have ever said in praise of this
A truce to the excuse that life-savers
preparation,
Brooks, first and final; Rose I. Forbes, and you may continue
publication of my for- pensions get lost each session in th
late
of
first
and
Thomas
C.
Brooks,
final;
D- d.:g. c.,
mer endorsements.”
pressure of congressional business; w
ast week and installed Nickerson, late of Belfast, first and final.
of
For sale by all dealers. Price BO cents. Fos- all know that it is mainly because th
Temple, Pythian
life-savers are too few to exert an or
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
was the guest
agents
The name—Doan's
ganized influence; or, as we say, “no or
inspires confidence—
Doan's Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan's for the United StateB.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take no ganized public opinion exists,’’’ which i
Ointment for skin
1'l5°f Arbutus
Doan's Regulets
the same thing. Congress as a who!
Chapter, O. E. for a mild laxative. itching.
Sold at all drug stores.
other.
has no selfish ends to serve

j

j

e
sea

amed the Lapwing.
This craft he ofered to let me have to run on shares beween the above
place and Rockland,
' 4e., where there was always something
in
toing
carrying wood to the lime kilns,
, yhich was the
principal industry at that
>ort
at
the time referred to, namely,
I
ust before the Civil War.
There wasn’t a rope or sail on board
he Lapwing at that time that wasn't
learly worn or rotted out, and she lay on
I he beach half full of water.
But with
he aid of two young energetic shipmates
ve pumped her out, calked her
butjs and
10ft places as best we could, rove olf
vhat rigging we could find, bent the
lails, iib and mainsail, loaded our first
largo of wood at Bucks Harbor, and
tailed for Rockland.
During this trip of
teveral hours we didn’t get tirne to cook
morsel to eat or do a thing but handle
he sloop and pump, pump, pump till we
;ot to Rockland, where we hired the
wood unloaded while we took turns
lumping and cooking our first meal,
which we ate with the water up to our
inkles over the cabin floor, after which
we hauled our
leaky craft up on the
leach at high water, where the tide
lould rise and fall in her at will.
After we found that the tide would
lot lise in the sloop within a foot or two
>f our berths we turned in and slept for
it least twelve hours, then we shoulder‘d our clothes bags, left the Lapwing to
ler fate,
took a steamboat to Belfast
ind home by a small sail packet, and not
intil several years after did we crave the
lesire again to be a captain. That, however, was not by any means our last exlerience at the pumps, as some years aferward we sailed out of Bangor in the
irig Abner Taylor in the West India
rade, and it became a by-word on that
vessel that the greater portion of the
Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf Stream had
seeped through her seams and had been
lumped back again into the sea.
Soon after this the Civil War broke
>ut, berths in steam vessels were plenty,
md for a while our experience on them
was that of a picnic, in consequence of
lever having to sound the pumps or use
pump brake; in fact, not knowing
whether the vessel leaked or not, as that
was the engineer’s lookout; and to wash
leeks with water through a hose and a
steam pump back of it was Heaven eotr,lared with our experiences in the chains
if a sailing vessel drawing water to wash
iecks witn a canvas bucket, and better
yet the steamer always ’“fetched where
she pointed.” For a while it seemed
like an imposition to take money for this
life of ea=e when compared with some of
lur Das:
exDeriences in leakv sailing
iraft.
These were valuable for a beginner in
the profession of a mariner, as well as
Eurnishii g him later in life with material
Erom which to enjoy frequent fireside
reminiscences of the joys and sorrows
which make up the life of a youngster
starting out to become a sailor.—Capt.
3eorge L. Norton, in the Marine Journal.
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Young

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Murch

Augusta on business Saturday.
Mrs. Harry Wyman, who has been
sick several weeks, is much better.
I. S. Spencer, who was confined to the
house a few days last week, is out again.
Mrs. Knott Cates spent a couple of
days in Unity with her daughter, Mrs.

life-saving service in
placed
the front ra.ik of humanitarian institutions.
This distinction has not
been gained, however, without the
sacrifice of health and even of life itself, on the part of many members
of the corps
The majority of those
who become disabled in the line of
duty have families, and few indeed
have any income or means of livelihood after being turned out to make
room for the sound men that the arduous work of the service demands.
It is a serious matter that our Government has not made adequate provision for these incapacitated ones,
many of whom are veterans of thirty
years’ service.
have
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Becoming Mariners.

Life-

Don’t Get Cold Feet

!

|

up to
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Was Common Be-

Those who have followed the

1

t

as

Leading

The achievements of this alert body
of something like two thousand men

recent

Tempters With Pimples.

Ashbury Harmon wap in Belfast last
week, acting as juryman.

read:

—

■

in-•

Experience Such

we

—

Wakefield, were thrown
rriage while driving last
: iy but not seriously m-

J.

REMINISCENCE.

fore the Civil War

Treasury

rofession from boyhood are more or I
nd retirement, the other embraces a task not alone for the congressmen of
interested in the early experiences of 1
j roposition to combine the life-saving such coast districts as the twin capes of
0 thers; and those on record as
service Massachusetts Bay, but for the organizsaying ® ervice and the revenue-cutter
the United States ed effort of all the congressmen of the
s nything on this
subject, usually begin J nder the name of the two
services, coast and Great Lake States.
t y stating, ”1 ran away from home and v- bast Guard Service,
owever, to work as separate branches,
, rent to sea at an
early age,” while the t nder one head, each branch assisting
Farmers, mechani cs, railroaders, laborers,
r lost of us walked
awav, because it was , tie other. The former bill meets with rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil.
Fine for
r ecessary for the betterment of
the rest
burns, bruises. Should be kept in every
bjection in the Committee on Interstate cuts,
0 f the family, and
home.
25c.
and
the
50c.
especially
sisters, a nd Foreign Commerce, in the House of
•
t hat there should be more bread winners
j
on the ground that it is
8 nd less bread eaters at
home. In think- t tepresentatives,
those who oppose it that it
bought
by
j lg over past experiences the writer
v 'ould be used as a precedent or entering
c ailed to mind his first as
master, which
the installation ceremonies a short pro- , ras under rather
'edge for a civil pension list embracing
trying
circumstances,
internal revenue officers,
gram was given, consisting of music and t ut not any the less an event in which at ostmasters,
eparfmental clerks, etc. By combining
Keep your feet warm, dry and comfortreadings by Mrs. Taylor of Searsmont , re took much pride.
ae life-saving service and the revenue
and Mr. Norman D. Lathrop principal of
After coasting quite a little between
able by wearing a pair of
is
|
which
c
utter
as
a
were
service,
regarded
Remarks
school.
the Liberty High
*
j langor and Boston in a lumber schooner
r lilitary branch of the Government sermade by Rev. H. P. Taylor of Sears- s ufficient to learn how to
GLOVE BRAND
get under way, ^ ice, as contemplated by the latter bill,
mont and Mr. and Mrs. James W. Nor- j eat to
windward, run before it without ; ^ he objection raised in the Committee on
At the close a fine supton of Canada.
HEAVY ARCTICS
j ibing, and come to an anchor, we hapnterstate and Foreign Commerce is obper was served in the dining hall. It j ened to be out of a job and sought emiated. The straight longevity pay and
was the expression of many that the
of
the
and
late David Wasson, the
They look well—feel well
|
j loyment
bill referred to has been twice
evening had been one of much pleasure | jading citizen of our native village, r etirementthe
wear well—and are made to fit
but
assed
could
not
Senate,
and profit.
get
t Vest
Brooksville, Me., who owned eev- [ hroughbythe House Committee on Interthe greatest variety of shoe
t ral coasting schooners and one old
sloop c tare ana r
to Which

W

Nason and her

; m

Worthy Patron; Miss Ella Greeley, Associate Matron; Miss Ruth Knowlton,
Conductress; Mrs. Marilla Carpenter,
Associate Conductress; Mrs. Eva N. Rip1 ley, Secretary; Mrs. Harriet Clough,
Treasurer; Mrs. Abbie White, Chaplain;
Mrs.
I Mrs. Cora Skidmore, Marshal;
Helen C. Hurd, Adah; Mrs. Stella Nelson, Ruth; Mrs. Ruby Hoit, Esther;
Miss Artie Johnson, Martha; Mrs. Rose
Greeley, Electa; Mrs. Etta Knowlton,
Warder; Frank Bridges, Sentinel; Mrs.
Lilia Cargill, Oiganist. At the close of

a well known and respectthis town, died Saturday
11th, after a short but

:

A

installed Saturday evening, Jan.
S.,
11th, in Masonic Hall by Past Matron

editorial in a
“Neglected

the

THORNDIKE STATION.

In the report of the Secretary of the

Having been myself, man and boy, off
md on, for the last twenty-five years,
iauled through the surf, or had my craft
i
i lulled off the rocks by various crews of
he U. S. L. 3. S., in most of the States
dong our entire Atlantic seaboard from
daine to Florida, I have come to know
ome of these men well, and am interest'd in what is being done for them, both
iy our Government and by individuals;
nd the following facts may be of timely
merest as a footnote to your editorial,
’wo bills relative to the subject of pen-

OSPECT FERRY,
were

the
on

courageous servants of human-

ity.

Savers.
Its writer has evidently felt deeply the
'alue of the services they render and
he inadequacy of their rewards.

I

everywhere

tng

To the Editor of the Transcript:
have read with keen interest and much

Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Wh,

Webber of Monroe is the
Briggs.
5 in Belfast visiting her son,
a week.

...

|-these

“Neglected Life-Savers.”

w

The above

extraordinary offer may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend
their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The only reis
quisite that you pay in advance.

a

Remember,
the best

charge

we

if you accept our

have

ever

big McCall bargainmade—you may select free of

any one of the celebrated 15c.
terns from your first copy of McCall’s
postcard request to The McCall

McCall Pat-

by sending
Company.

U

i
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Call at this office or send your order
scribe today.

by

mail.
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STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.

AfteranySickness

and Mrs. Frank Flanders went to Cam-

Mr.

den Monday.

the Leach block

on

Main street.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Duncan went to Boston
on a short business trip.

ates and

Tuesday
^ Cecil

Roberts

Savory house

on

B. Sweetser and Mrs. Nina Treworgy
of Brooksville left Monday for Portland.

normal

Large catches of pickerel have been made at
Cane’s \ ond the past week by fishing through
the ice.

Capt. B. F. Colcord, member of the executive council ol Gov. Haines, was at home over
Sunday.
Capt. W ilson N. W est has been confined ttf
the house the past week with a complication
of diseases.
Miss Rebecca Ross, who is passing the winter in Boston, is in fcearspoit for a brief visit
with friends.

Leroy D. Littlefield has completed storing
ICO) ions of ice in his icehouse on Pike avenue
use.

Card, who has been seriously ill
at his home on the Mount Ephraim road, is
Mr. Steven

without digestive effort—builds,
tones and sustains.
After croup, whooping cough,
measles and other child ailments it
is nature's ally in restoring ln..Uh.
After grippe or pneumonia it
imparts strength and health, and
for colds, coughs, sore, tight chests
and throat troubles SCOTT’S
EMULSION gives the greatest relief
known.
Scon &

improving.

Mrs. C. B.
ill

at

Deshon, who has been quite serion Elm street, is very

bakery opened recently %by Mr. Sweat
of Bangor in the Celcord building on East Main
street is furnishing all articles of food desired
by its patrons and buj plying lunches at all
The

Kanawha, Capt. Burns, finished disat the Penobscot Coal dock

and

victory

charging Thursday

over

describes

this

McElhiney
the “masterpiece of

longing.

selfish
scene

as

Mr.

and sailed for Newport News.

of the winter.

About

1000 cords of lire wood and

are cut ai

wood

tion for

d

ready

for

hauling

stave

not

first

in d»ffer-

help

chase gloom, dispel blues and
make you feel happy by their splendid tonic, cleansing and strengthening effect upon the bowels.—They
act to free the system—and keep it
free—from the distress and ill feeling
that naturally results from irregular
suid inactive bowels.

Recently a modern fire-escape has been
placed upon the north side of Masonic block,
windaw on that elevation of the building—from Pownal Lodge, F.

j opening

j

|j

from the middle

M„ assembly

and A.

Rexall Orderlies do this quietly,
without griping or causing nausea,
purging or excessive looseness. They
act to overcome and remove the cause

room,

John M. Ames, at the home of her son,
Mr. Albert M. Ames, Church street, has so iar
I
j recovered from her recent severe illness as to
Mrs.

be about

the house and

join

the

family

at

|

Miss busie

enough
wood moving

to
to

Him

Cousens, who has been a most
successful teacher in the city schools for sev-

Monday,

Clerk of the Maine House.
cial

The

little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Doyle, Middle street, Miss Ada, who has been
suffering from tonsilitis the past week, is now

past week was one of sunshine, fog,
and mud until Saturday night, when th
weather cleand with a howling northwesterly
The temperature durirg the week
wild.
ranged from 35 to 48 al ove, and the ground
was as free et snow as in the month of June.

open

to

all

pupils
pupils

building. Ah- ut t fty. includi- g
grade to high school seniors will
begin the work. As all are starting on the
same footi. g, the opportunities are equal and
will be limited only by
progress of the pupils
in the
from

\n

it k

a

Voice.

most

Instruction in music will he now given ;r. the
His success in
I,nu n school by Frank Nye.
teaching, as ihustraUd in the p.ogress i the
Bivs l ai d, assures the jupils of Competent
is

gin housekeeping

seconu

msi

uaj

uc

uas

urcn

niiunn

cio

me

man

voice. Never before lias there
a clerk
with such vocal powers;
never before have such stentorian tones
reverberated through the remodelled
It is not
rooms of the Stale House.
stretching it much to say that Roix
standing on the cupola of the State
House might be heard all over Augusta,
evtn if there are hills here.
It is good
to hear a man who can speak the way
with
been

their industry.
Mrs James P. Butman entertained the Friday Club, Jan. ITth/at her home on the Belfast

.Those present were Mrs. John Frame,
Mrs. W. H. Guodell, Mrs. B. F. Coleord, Mis.
Henrietta Young, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. William M. Parse, Mrs. James Parse, Mrs. S. M.
Roix
road.

Webber, Mrs. Amos Nichols, Mrs. L>. W. NickMrs. Goodell entertained the company
els.

a

can.

The great beauty of his voice comes
from the fact that he never has to exert

tail and

fan!”

announces

cold

is

while another
,rl

and about

aspect of

auvw

TI

Jellison

winter visible.

sore...

The

doing

v

well.

made

from Dag-

gett’s Crossing over Sunday ...Fred Quimby
is haulii g logs to the Boyd mill and will have
thousand feet of lumber sawed... The
strike on the B & A. raid, ad cut off all of our
mail. One mail train ran up Saturday afternoon at a late hour.Leslie L. Cunningham
of I nj_or was at his old home in Blanket
Lane last Saturday and Sundav, returnii
home Monday.... A. F. Quimby of Daggett’s
Ci o i: u.g called on frie ds in the Lam Sui day
several

«rk...

Whitten

1

!

a

Morey, Margaret and Catherine Steward.
Those who missed only one day were Nola
Berry, Percy and Rachel Boardman. Prizes
were given to the pupils who were
present
every day and also to the one who did not miss
a word in spelling
for the whole term. This
prize

j

Fred

P.owdoin of

f. mi..Is in town b

M t. Heagan
unday... Mrs C

Hardw C

took the train for

man

called
K

awarded

highly appreciate

on

Vt

care

rm.-ly

.e-n.u

1

>•

three days... W. C. Low don has con true red
with John L. Wit ham t* c t ..•] haul the lum
from

t-er

Ridley

the James

He has

a crew

of

n<

lot

to

into

town

Friday and
pressing hay...

last

months’work

the river

chopping.,

hay press from N* rth \\ mlerport

a

hauled
have two

was

wiii

Isaac M. Cum-

mings still has a crew of men cutting lumber
from his lot for C. F. Grant & C<
mill at

to

Sandy point.

the

He

W’e

has

160

notice that

cords

waiting

for

the

price of moose
hides at Augusta has fallen the past week
George Bowden was called to Penobscot,where
snow...

nis

OAK HILL (Swanville).
Mr. and Mrs. James

A;

on

Harri-

for

j bank.

Percy Boardman. We
good w’ork the teacher
has done w hile the school was under her instruction, and all hope she will be with us
again in the spring term.
was

NEW

last

guests of Mr. Arthur Thompson and
family in Poor’s Mills recently_Mr. Thomas

wrere

ar.o
ii.muy are slopping, ny
sickness of one of his children,

wire

sudden

Webster and children

reports the child

Shute of

Mt.

was

Heagan,

better

in company

The

At

Manley S.
with hi

mother, drove to Stockton Sunday to call on
returned from Canaan, Mass., where
friends.
been visiting his sister for two weeks.
-Mr. F. J. Webb has Master Cecil
Nutting CENTER MONTVILLE.
with him this winter to help about the chores.
M. R. Rogers has had a telephone installed
-Miss Charlotte Staples of Belfast was the
on the Center Montville line_The remains
of
Miss
Louise
?uest
Cunningham several days’ of Ralph Penney, who died in Ix>w^ll, Mass.,
the past week....Miss Laura Holmes enterwere brought here for interment and funeral
tained a few of her voumr friends
her home
services were held Tuesday... Mrs. E. L. BenSaturday evening and a most enjoyable even- nett is ill-Mrs. D. C. Cain and R. H. Cain
Ice cream and cake weie
ing was passed.
attended the funeral of Harrison Davis in
served.... Mrs. F. J. Webb is gaining slowly
South Libei ty Monday.... Miss Susie Bacheiifter a long illness-Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
| der went to Mars Hill last Wednesday... The
Holmes were guests last Sunday of Mr. and I
Maccabees entertained guesis to the number
Mrs. James Webster.
of 100 at their installation Wednesday evening.
Overlock’s orchestra furnished music for dancFREEDOM
Curtis has

Afternoons 10c.

|

the guest of his cousin, Winifred Dodge,
past week_Mr. George Hall visited his
:ousin Samuel Bryant, Jan. 18th and 19th....
Mrs. Eliza E. Vose visited Mrs. Henry Clark
Ian. 15th..Mr. and Mrs. Seekings from
Portland and Mrs. Seekings’ brother, Herbert
McDonald, were called home January 17th to
ittend the funeral of their sister, Mrs. Clara
seekings, the oldest daughter of Mr.Woodman
McDonald.
Her funeral was held in the
:hurch, Rev. David Brackett officiating, and
nterment was in Pleasant Hill cemetery.

vas

he

5ANDYPOINT.
J. W. Grant returned

ing and a supper was served... Mr. Hartley
Cox is improving from an attack of the grip
....Messrs. Harold and Earl Foster went to
Belfast

from a visit
n Greenville.... Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ellis were
While there Mr. Ellis
n
Belfast recently.
)ought a horse for use in his business.... Fred
3hute has returned from Belfast, where he
lerved on the jury... A birthday party was
given to Mr. Harry Trust, pastor of the Congregational church here, by his frit nds Saturday evening, Jan. 11th. A pleasant evening
was pasted by all. playing games and singing.
Cocoa, cake and candy were served by the
ladies. Mr. Trust was presented with a case
of silver in a very unique way. The box was
frostad and covered with lighted candlee to

Word

has been received of the death of Mrs. William Collins of Holbrook, Mass.
Mrs. Collins
former resident of this

town, where she
many friends-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Littlefield are spending the winter with Mrs.
Littlefield’s father, Mr. Leonard Carter... Mr.
McCarty of Providence, R. I was at Mr. Will
Foy’s last week in the interest of apple buyMr. Charles Littlefield was at work for
ing.
Mr. Anson Shibles last week_The sleight of
hand exhibition had a fair audience Monday
night, but there was not attendance enough
was

a

has

..

Tuesday night_Some of
taking this time to clear iheir
trees of brown tail moth cases—a good w ork
taken in season... .Allen Goodwin passed a
few days last week at his old home in Palermo.
George R. Belden of that town has raised a
sum of money to buy tombstones to be erected
for

our

y

from 10

Open

Rates

Special

a.

an

exhibition

farmers

are

DAY

1

recognition,
Republican, now as always.

him State- .vide

u

BELFAST PRICE
Corrected Weeki\

1

PRODUCE MARKET.

Apples,

per obi, 75al'
dried, per lb..
2.85a.:
Beans, pea.
Beans, > K., 2.50a.
Butter,
*; .>
Beef, sides,
Beet, forequarters,
Barley, bu,
1

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf

Skins,
Duck.

EggS,

2«i

Fu’.v I,
Ge» se,

Mr. Bowler is a native of Palermo, Waldo
taken
county, and the honorable stand he has
is war ml', commended in his home county and
a

rn

Boats and T

the Progressive dummy
Mr.
is Repres ntative E. C. Bowler of Bethel.
Bowler told a Press reporter tonight that this
pressure had been of the strongest possible
kind; that Mr.Wheeler had put the matter upon
personal grounds, but that he was surprised at
Mr.Wheeler’s attitude in this matter and should
tomorrow in spite of
vote for Mr. Burleigh
everything. His tirm stand at this critical
time and under the- conditions to which he has
been subjected has won for him strong commendation.—Special to Portland Press.

lit1 is

and $1.00

to 12 p.

m.

on

RET AH. PRICK.

Beef, Corned,

re-

Butter Salt. 14 lb.. Da
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
1
Corn Meal.
SHIP
j Cheese,
| Cotton Scar,
Codfish, dry,
AMERICAN ROUTS
! Cranberries,
w
I- ay
New Vork, J; n 1!
Ar, sclis
Clover Seed,
ve; Abbi- p.owker, do; Mu:, huiurook*
O.Otia',
Long
Flour,
1» ston for Philadelphia; l.utner i' tl-'i r<-t:
U. C. Seed,
!
d. sRost.-it ! or Wijl r:s. SC,!.'’.
Lard.
lileton, Havana; 1G. c!d. seh Edward li Ei. a.*
-id.*
Jucaro; 17, ar, >:mr Miilinoekot block;
in *i.
or
1!'.
sell Jae... M Haskell, Pndad-lphi
won

I

ut a

news!

••

<

vana; Alio’

tbJ.uMok, I'h.i i• 11 hi;•; 2<».
New !

ar.

c:i»

!

h

Coombs, in Fram
J4"lcie S.
Cousins. In s»■

Mrs.

>

>

Stamford, Ct.
i ai d Mrs. C. Lyman
W -.iker,
Poston, Jan 19. .-id, .cl Abli"
Dyer
In I’a
1 t
st; 20, ar, sch James
Mrs. lta\ alOtai
Philadelphia, Jan 15. .-hi, tu^. Mormcacy. Bickm ii
t< wintr barges S.iucon for i'<*:Uai.d. t nco-su
Lu.m.
In Dee:
lelf ist
y for (
Airs. Lewi* L
M*h Jacoi- M H.tsken, New York; ch:, sch
IIooF’i-.R, In Cam.i
Horace A Stone, Faj ird ■, P li
Mrs. Harry L II.*..
Gulfport. Miss, Jan 14 Ar, bark Mannie
Kennia.
In id
li SumSwan, San Juan; 15, sld, sch Willi
Mrs.
D. K>

Fajardo.
Newport News,

Joseph

ner,

Jan

ifc

Ar. bark

Marie.
i UNG

Antioch,

ontevideo.
Norfolk, San 15. Ar, sch Augustus 11 Babcock, Baltimore.
Fernandina, Jan 10. Ar, sch George M W.uM

cott.

Bang..r

via

Newport

and Mrs.

Y1

Brunswick, Ga, Jan 17 Shi, sen Augusta \V
Snow, Belfast, Ga, for New York.
Jacksonville, Jan 17. Ar, sch White Wings.

j

Philadelphia.

Stockton, Jan 16. Sld, stmr Millinoeket,
New York; ar, stmr Mohawk, Boston; 19. sld,
stmr Mohawk, Norfolk, with potatoes; barge R
& R L Go No 7, Boston with paper; 20, ar, stmr
Wiihelrnina, Alexandria, Ya.
Portland. Jan 17. Ar, sch James Slater,
Shullee, N S, for Boston.
Searsport, Jan 16. Sld, sttn Kanawha, Newport News.
FOREIGN

In Gret
Sidney 1' Y
,\

Ki.it

News.
CarTer-Hkkri* I.
10, Ralph Ward G
Miss Alma F. Herr

\
s-

Lykr-Rackhek
Randall William L»y»
Mildred RaekUfT .»f S-

!

Winslow -Know
ary 1-1, Willard G W;i
Miss Lei a M. Know 1:

j
l

Balkntine. In Wait

j

.*

,

heth Abbott, widow ..f
57 years, 5 months and
Benner. In Wald..,
I Eliza Benner, aged 96
Garter. In Bellawidow of the late Gap:
81 years, 8 months am;
Fi YE.
In Brooklin
Flye, aged 69 years.
Fernald. In Gould

PORTS.

I

Mexico, Jan 14. 4 p m. Sld. stmr
Minnesotan. Parse, Delaware Breakwater; 15,
Puerto

NOTICE.
STATE OF MAINE.
W ALDO SS.
Pursuant to Sec. 20, Chap. 67 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by'Chap. 184 of the Public
laws of 1911, I hereby give notice that unclaim-

Fernald.

j

In Fra:
Fernald, aged 56 yea
Folsom. In Monr
Folsom, aged 80 years.
Gray. In Stoningt.
Hosmer Gray, aged 45
Fernald.

L.

ed monies bequeathed or allowed in the estates
of deceased persons are now in my hands subject to the call of the lawful claimants, as follows:
Amount.
Beneficiary Named.
Emma M. Lemley.
$146 40
Louise Cain..
33 21
Charles E. Stephenson.
8 97
Murray F. Gurney.. 166 29
Janies E. Miller.
146 18
Nathan Miller.
6 40
El bridge Cunningham.
5 22
David W\ Patterson
118 92
Charles H. Thompson.
17 32
Hattie Thompson.
17 32
Orleand Dunn.
17 32
Heirs of Daniel Gardner.
137 50

j

!

\

days.

Hart. In Brooksvid*
B. Hart, aged 78 year-.
Pottle. In Grans*
Mrs. N. J Pottle, f.

j
j

43 years, 10 months a
Talbot. In Bostoi
hot of Belfast, age.l

days.

;

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,

County

Treasurer.

Subscribed and sworn to at Belfast, this
seventeenth day of January, A. D. 1913.
Before me,
CARLETON DOAK,
4
Justice of the Peace.

How

One
flic
of
deuces in Bella
12 rooms and a
and cold water i

Any Woman
Can

Cure

i

j

Excellent

rooms.

INDIGESTION

the Dennis Hill cemetery to mark the last
Most stomach remedies are make-shifts—
resting place of his great grandparents,
Stephen Belden, Sr., and his wife, Abigail God- they give relief but afterward the stomach is
frey Belden, who were the first settlers of Pa- just as weak, just as unable to digest the food
lermo in 1769. Ho died June 15, 1822, ageu
about 77 years. Mr. Goodwin has furnished as it was before.
Women especially should not depend on redata for the inscription... .The town of Freedom will be 100 years old on June 11th of this lievers only. MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets not
been
June
1813.
year, having
incorporated
11,
relief but they put strength
No doubt arrangements will be made to cele- only give prompt
brate the event.
Allen Goodwin has been and elasticity into the stomach walls and cause
gathering data for a historical Btory of the the digestive juices to act naturally.
They do more; they force the digestive ortown... .Justin Jackson is building a henhouse
and has it nearly completed... .Will Choate gans to supply the blood with pure nourishhas hired with West P. Jones for an indefinite ment which is carried to the muscles, nerves,
Result: healthy muscles,
time.... Merrill Gordon cut and hauled his sup- brain and skin.
of ice last week... Addie Palmer closed strong nerves, clear head, and clean skin. A.
ply
her school at the Voae schoolhouae last Fri- A. Howes &Co. guarantee MI-O-NA Stomach
It began one week later than the others. Tablets—60 cents.
[ day.
in

last week

Monday, returning Thursday....

EVERY

Evenings 25c

Tickets, 50c.

Season

he has

Mr. E. J. Vose made a business trip to Portand, Boston and New York the past week....
Mrs. D. W. Dodge is visiting her sister. Mrs.
Herbert Turner, in Brunswick_Miss Anna
dryant from Unity village was the guest of
Vlrs. Martha Vose Jan. 15th and while here
:alled on other friends in the village.
vnowles Bangs is visiting his daughters, Mrs.
Slettie Y'eaton and Miss Happy Bangs, in Lynn,
Mass_Mr. W. E. Sibley from Newton, Mass.,

PROGRAMME

ADMISSION:

jjU

gressive,

BLANKET LANE, < '’rospert.)
Robert L Brown was at home

for her daughter, who i, reported uang
j s'ik,
hut the strike
the L
A

s

no

lame ar.d

business
trip to Bangor a few days ago... Miss Hattie
!
Thompson is working for Mrs. C. W. Colby_
Mrs. Emma Clement is sick with a very bad
I
cold.
j
CENTER IHORND.Ki:
!
The Center school closed
Friday, January
17th, after a very successful term taught by
Miss Bernice Hamblen of Stonington.
Among I
those who were present every day were: Erma I

sociation, as well as other friends of the Universahst society in the village.

From

very

White... Martin

apron—white linen, with golden-yellow7 decorations- for their fancy-wont table at their annual “Sale.” This thoughtful
generosity is
highly appreciated by all members "of the as-

like weather,

is

George Trundy, who was
quite sick last week, is much better_Mrs.
Myia Bryant is stopping with Mrs. M \Y.

At the meeting of the ladies' Aid
Society
with Mrs. ; imeon F. Ellis, Mrs. W.
11. L ollfctt, a guest from Park,
presented the
ladies with a most dainty, hartd embroidered

everywhere; Tuesday, cold, overcast morning,
warmer, with bright sunshine in afternoon;
Wednesday, a beautiful, warm day; Thursday,
warm, foggy forenoon, bright afternoon; Friday, mild, cloudy morning, raining in afternoon; Saturday, dark, mild day—real April-

are

Mass., last

editor says:

Cape
piers the following shiphimself.
He never tests the capacity of
with whistling solos, and Miss Gladys Butman,
ping
report was telephoned Monday evening:
He
has
several
his
vocal
been
the
hostess,
warned
of
played
organs.
piano
daughter
Jan. 16th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
Refreshments were served by Miss not to by Andrew MeFadden, the supersolos.
of the building, for even a re- paper for New York; and steamer Mohawk
intendent
Butman, assisted by Miss Henrietta Gerry and
modelled State House might not be equal arrived, light, for potatoes. Jan. 17th, tug
Miss Florence Coleord.
to the strain.
Fred E. Richards arrived, towing Rockland &
rail&
Aroostook
on
the
The strike
William R. Roix, so far as known, Rockport Lime Co.’s
Bangor
Barge No. 7 to load paper
and
one
outward
us
but
was
never
a
town
for
road Saturday gave
crier,
they seem to for Boston. Jan. 18th, tug Fred E. Richards
have
out.
But
he
mail
could
be
passed
one inward mail for the day, the evening
any sailed.
Jan. 19th, steamer Muhawk sailed
time he wanted to and make good money
arriving on schedule time. The train was in
with a cargo of potatoes for Norfolk, Va., and
at
it.
charge of non-union men, the engineer, Mr.
He was born in Bangor 30 years ago tug Hugh Ross sailed, towing Rockland &
Everett of New York, had charge of the
and attended the University of Maine Rockport Lime Co.’s Barge No. 7, with paper
throttle with Clifton Wrard of Park as fireman. Law
school, from which he graduated in for Boston.
Jan. 20th, steamer Millinocket
The Btrike has thrown some 300 men in this | 1906 with honors.
He practiced law and arrived with general cargo from New York.
town ana in suocxien out oi employment, ue- in 1909 was assistant clerk of the House
Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M. at a public irstalof Representatives. He made good with
eides practically stopping all shipments from
tuiitEuaj
a crash and this year he came back to be1ULI1, lllbiaiieu
the two big fertilizer plants, the Hubbard and
come candidate for clerk.
This time he the following officers for the ensuing year: W.
the American Agricultural Chemical Cos., also j
1 made good with a voice.
Mr. Roix is M., Mr. Charles Kneeland; S. W., Mr. Alvah C.
:he big coal pocket, the Penobscot Coal &
married and has two beautiful daughters Treat; J. W., Mr.
Joseph G. Harriman; Treaswharf Co., where the bulk of the B. & A. coal j whom he
regards as about the best ever, urer, Mr. Albert|M. Ame6; Secretary, Mr. L.
is received, is w ithout means of distributing. I and he is not to be blamed for It.
Albert Gardner; S. D., Mr. Millard M. Grant;
The steamer Wiihelmina has arrived in StockSince he has taken office, Mr. Roix has
J. D., Mr. Frtd Her.dricke; S. S Mr. Harry S.
ton to load paper from the Great Northern come to be regarded as one of the most
J. S., Mr. William R. Clark; Chaplain,
Paper Co's, mills up the State, but there are capable clerks the House has ever had. Kearney;
One thing is certain; no member can go Mr. Ernest A. Partridge; Marshal, Mr. Frank
no freights coming in with.which to load her.
to sleep w hile he is talking.
But if his
V. Davis; Tyler, Mr. Edgar B. Ellis. A large
At a special meeting of Knyvetta Rebekah voice is
big, his other qualifications for company of invited guests besides wives,
the
officers
!
16th
Jan.
night,
odge, Thursday
the position of clerk seem to be com:
daughters and sisters of the members, witfor the ensuing year were installed by District mensurate with his vocal attainments.
nessed the impressive ceremony and partook
He
and
is
a
H.
man
to
Helen
have
Cooper,
Depudecidedly handy
Deputy President
of the bountiful Larquet, served after the
around.
Sometimes, John A. Peters,
y Grand Marshal Mamie Curtis of Monroe,
program, following the seating of the officials.
the
of
the
does
not
wish
House,
Speaker
assisted by Eva E. Nye, Dc-puty Grand Ward- j
“God’s goodness hath been great to thee;
id reau a wnoie Din, so ne turns u over
en, Louise Fletcher, Deputy Grand Secretary,
to Mr. Roix. It is then read so that Let never day nor night unhallowed pass;
ButBtill remember what the Loid hath done.” i
Anna Murphy, Deputy Grand Treasurer, Emma j
every person in the House knows just
These privileged to attend greatly enjo;,ed
F. Davis, Deputy Grand Chaplain, Frances N; what the measure
provides.
Of course, Mr. Roix made a big ac- the pleasant occasion and religious service.
Pike, Deputy Grand Inside Guardian. Following are the officers installed: Abbie F. Holmes, quaintance when he was here four years
The announcement of the sale of the gro
Noble Grand; Blanche Sweetser, Vice Grand. ago. He has widened his circle of friends
eery business of the John M. Ames Co.—
so that everyone in and about the State
Martha T. Gray, Secretary; Sarah Cunningham,
House knows him. He has an unfailing Messrs. Albert M. Ames, Simeon B. Merrithew
Treasurer; Emma F. Davis, Chaplain; Eva E.
nature that is as much in evidence and Mrs. John M. Ames, proprietois—caused
good
much astonishment in town; and our citizens
Nye, Warden; N. Grace Whittum, Conductor; as his voice. If a display of labial, linElizabeth A. Webber, R. S. N. G.; Nellie A gual and
gutteral pyrotechnics on his are pleased to know that no contemplated
Mori land. L. S. N. G.; Frances N. Pike.L. S. V. part is brilliant, it is as nothing comleaving Stockton induces this change. The
When the ge ntlemen feel that they have earned a respite
G. ; Alice Shute, Inside Guardian; John Davis, pared with his sunny smile.
Outside Guardian. After the officers had been corners of his mouth turn up and his from the arduous duties of such a large busiinstalled remarks were made by District Depu- eyes twinkle, good humor is infectious ness, and have sold to Messrs. Hupper and
and glooms take to the tall and uncut
ty President, Helen H. Cooper, and responded firs in
front of the State House. He can Pinkham of| Port | CI3 de, Maine, who will asto by Abbie F. Holmes the new Noble Grand,
dispel a grouch just as easily as he can sume charge of the tusiness early next month,
At the close of the session a delicious supper, read the
roll, and that is going some leasing the store and additional storehouse
was served in the banquet hall.
around the State House these days.
now occupied by the J. M. Ames Co.
Messrs.
Ames and Merrithew, retaining the firm name,
Congl. Church Notes. “Again the devil
A Democratic Opinion.
will continue their undertaking business, intaketh him up into an exceedingly high mountain and sheweth him all the kingdoms of the
In the opinion of the Bangor Commercial surance, etc., using the smaller of the Ames
world and the glory of them, and aaith unto “the man who himaelf|accepta a primary nom- stores for their office rooms. Messrs. Hupper
nation and refusea to vote
the man nomi- and Pinkham are
Him, ‘All these things will I give thee, if thou nated on the aame ticket ia for
young married men, and have
about in the poaiwilt fall down and worship me.’ Then smith tion of a man who
aigna a note and then repu- leased the second floor of Mrs. John M. Ames*
Jesus onto him* Get thee hence, Satan: for it is diates it.”
aside nee, School street, in which they will be-

|

child

January 7, 1913,

weather in Stockton Springs
was as follows:
Sunday, very mild, dull da.v;
a misty rain, with an occasional
snow flurry
falling; Monday, clear and quite cold—ice

he

HALLDALE.
^rs- Clara E. Joy, who has been
visiting

prate of snow, in Lei ms poetic;
it from us, it’s theoretic!”

week

and refreshments were served_Mrs. Joshua
Crockett is recovering from her recent illness.
....Miss Blanche Belches, who is attending
the Normal school at Farmington, was operated on for upper dicitis last week.

recently

last week

Last

attack of

visited at Phidelphus Fiagg’s one
day
and left a tine hoy. Both mother and

stork

hoy

'lake

Sproul. Miss Josephine Hardy gave a
interesting talk after the installation on
trip to Germany. At the close of the
meeting a pleasant social time was enjoyed

hurt
or

P., Miss Ethel H. Baker; 2nd V P., Miss
Jennie C. Grant, Mrs. Roy Fox; od V P Mrs.
Frank Eaton, Mrs. A. J. Lockhart; 4th V. P.,
Mrs. J. H. Thayer, Miss Harriet Moody, Miss
Lena

the

on

(1

LI--

were installed Wednesday evening... TuesBOWLER STANDS FIRM.
day evoning the Epworth League installed the
toll<»wing officers: President, W. H. Lord; secAugusta, Jan. 14. One man upon whom treretary. Marian Philbrock; treasurer, Mrs mendous pressure has been brought to bear by
Blanche Bowden; organist, Mrs. C. R. Lougee; theProgressive leaders to induce him to vote fur
candidate for Senator

1st V.

Congress J

^___

Lougee spent Sunday, Jan.
12th, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Lougee-Mr. and Mrs. Percy N. Hall of Brewer
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T I> Eaton.
Mrs. Eaton slipped on the ice Friday
evening
and fell, hurting her side... Howard
Lodge, F.
& A. M., installed their officers
Friday night.
-The officers of Mizpah Rebekah Ix>dge

very
her

the grip,
mending hand... Hollis Clark was
the
by
overturning of a load of hay. One
more ribs were broken, and
though he is up
a severe

Dolls’

WINTERPORT
Miss Frances

BELMONT.
Mrs. Willard Morse, who has been quite ill,
is somewhat better.... Mr. William
Bullard,
who has been quite sick for the last two
or

three weeks with

here, as large
ready for

are

hauling.

CENTER

a genbetn successful-

.Snow is much needed

quantities of wood and lumber

County Correspondence.

weather

paper of

--—----

Grand Army Night
Baby Show

Herrick, who is employed here by F. F. Perkins, visited bis family in Charleston over

Sunday...

Speakers.

.Fine Musical Numbers.
Dancing Every Evening
Free Gifts Every Day

|
u

ness.

SW^NVILLE
Mr. James L. Sanders of Bluehiil was the
guest of J. W. Nickerson several days last
week-Ml the schools in town will close this
week... Mrs. Minnie Thayer went to Lewiston Monday to attend the funeral of her
brother... Mrs. Hattie C. Lewis from Massachusetts is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Emma J. Cunningham... Dr. F. C. Small did j
not go to Mars Hill as reported last week.
j

experienced recently in that section of our b.j/ cuuntrt!
'•City traffic demoralized by six-inch snow
a

Prominent

MAINE

Store

represent a birthday cake... There was no
dance last week owing to the storm.. .Saturday evening, Jan. 18th, a social was held at the
hall with a very interesting entertainment.
Cake and coffee were served... Mr. D. A.

especially
she^

ly car lied through by a wealthy man from
Oliio. "-things are olten spoke and seldom
meant.”

snow

I

on arrival here.
The paof this long established Ames Co. will
sorely miss the familiar faces of the accomodating proprietors, but wish tht m happiness
and desired leisure in their future line of busi-

SHE TALKED ABOUT IT.
A very good thing to do,
when it vras her own doctor that
talked with. She wanted to know abouw
Hall's Hair Renewer for falling hair,
dandruff, and for promoting growth of
the hair. Now she is going to use it,'
will have every confidence in it. No
coloring of the hair, not in the least.

iienry llichborn Maiden, now a citizen
beatlie, Washington, a native of btocKton
•springs, has kindly forwarded newspapers
A Popular Offi- from the lacific coast
bewailing the great

islature formally began its sessions, a
remarkable sound was heard in the
House of Representatives.
A man spoke who could be heard in
every part «»* the big hall. Not only
could be heard, bu. he could be understood.
His voice, powerful and clear, and yet
so easily handled that it seemed as ii it
must have been trained for the occasion,
made sleepy legislators sit up and won:i r if Gabriel’s horn had been sounded.
T he voice was that of Willian R. Roix
oi Ashland. He had just taken his office
as new clerk of tine House.
Since that.

*T'V.e

course

bating

jW

»

trons

puds out; and with

-Iiin.liam” game

haggle,

•

ot

[Special to the Portland Press.]
AUGUSTA, Jan. 17. On the morning of
Wednesday, Jan. 1st, when the 76th Leg-

13th.

The

and

WIT LIAM R. ROIX.

rain

instruction.

God

The

j

Opera House

Orchestra Concerts Afternoon and Event-

toch

eral years.

uine

j I Belfast

Then) is s Retail Store in nearly every town and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Retail Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill'_
Mpecially designed for the particular ill for which it is recommended.
The Rexall Stores are America’s Greatest Drug Stores

A.

Mr.

Miss
Capt. Charles E. Averill and daughter,
Eliza L. Averill, desire to thank the many
friends and neighbors for their acts ol kindfor the funeral
ness in making arrangements
to rest
services of Mrs. Averill, who vvas laid
Jan.

shalt Worship the Lord thy
only shalt thou serve.”

BELFAST

]

-AT-

c

CITY DRUG STORE “"KMlT*
:

j

BELFAST, MAINE,

I February 11-15,1913 i

CAUTION: Please bear in ruind that Rexall Orderlies are not sold by ail drug
can buy Rexall Orderlies only at The Rexali Stores.
You can buy Rexall Orderlies in this community only at our store:

flfcMiss Beulah Cousens, youngest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. f rank H. Cousens, Churcn street,
is in Brockton, Mass., the guest of her sister,
!

a

store.

gists. You

meals, although feeling great weakness still.

train

Can-

we, the United States of Ameiiea, be the
to^say to all the kingdoms of the world:

‘Tl.m

n. a*ailing the arrival of
make good sledding to get the
market.

the tow

niirts
snow

material supremacy behind us?

box of Retail Orderlies at
Use them once, or uae up
the whole box. Then, if you are
not thoroughly satisfied, lust com*
back empty handed and tell in.
Without obligating you or questioning you we will return the money
you paid ua for them.
Doesn’t that indicate that Retail
Orderlies an- at least worthy of trial?
Doesn't it prove our faith in them?
Doesn't it merit your confidence?
Could any offer be more fair to you?
We particularly recommend Retail
Orderlies for children, delicate and
aged persons. Retail Orderlies coma
in convenient vest-pocket size tin
botes. 12 tablets, 10c; 36 tablets,
25c; 60 tablets, 50c.

Capt. L.

temptation.” The love of power is instincLawience Hamilton went to Boston Monday, tive and only because questionable methods
where he has secured a fine position in busi- are used for its attainment is it sinful. From improving, to the great relief of patient and
the mountain top Satan revealed the glory of parents. Dr. G. A. btevens has the medical
ness with his uncle, Mi. C. C. Hamilton.
and offered to Jesus easy popularity. care of the case.
Miss Rebecca M. Ross, who has been visiting power
He chose not the short cut, but had the long,
'ihe Ladies’ Aid boeiety was socially enterPostmaster ami Mrs. J. W. black on Main
lonely, road to Calvary. “He was tempted in tained Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 15th, by
street, has returned to Winter Hill, Mass.
we
without
like
as
sin,”
are, yet
every point
invitation of the genial hostess, Mrs.
\V, A. Bowler, who has been confined to the and because of this we have a perfect ex- special
M. A. May vilie, bchool street. Wednesday, was
house the past week, thieatened with pneuample. History can yet give no other stain- suostuuted for the
is
customary Thursday, bemonia, is now past the critical stage and
less record—its pages are filled with the names
cause ol other public lunctions on that
day.
improving.
of those who have yielded for worldly gain.
Mis. L. B. Blown, lor months engaged in
Mr. and Mrs. Michafi Fogherty of Boston and All the power and wealth of all the nations
lor tl.e .late Mis. Aimeua ti.
BenMr. and Mrs. John Warn of Belfast were in has been won by force. There is no record of caring
at the home ol hei nieces, left last lhurstown last week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. a Christ like people. Even the Christian ded,
church has not set a spotless example. From uay lor Auburn, en route to Boston, where sne
Peter W:ard on Leach street.
will be proiessionally employed
through trie
Fred L. Cole of Park died very suddenly the mountain top of its pure beginning it
winter. Anyone securing her as a nurse is to
Friday morning of brain trouble and pneumonia plunged into the depth of the dark ages. Its ue
congraiuiateu upon then goou fortune.
after an illness of three days. He was 34 years power could not be lessened by the “trial of
Last Ihursday evening the Ladies' Aid bocruel rnockings and scourgings, bonds and imof age and leaves a widow.
that the early martyrs endured. cieiy of the Lniveisuiisi parish lurnisheu a
Mr. R. L. Coe of Boston was in town Tues- prisonment”
the love of luxury could cause this fall. supper in flichborn had to tne young gchiie
day on business connected with the A. A. C. Only
For a time the church as an organization glut- men practicing lor the colored mirisiretsy to be
Co. While here Mr. Coe was the guest of
ted upon the glittering comforts of Rome. given later, 'lhis entertainment,* under uie
on W ater street.
Curtis
G.
H.
Mrs.
and
Capt.
Then came Martin Luther and the Reforma- auspices of Mrs. J. A. tlandeis, promises to be
The many friends of Mrs. T. R. Howe, who
tion.
Today the teachings of Christ live exceedingly pleasing to ad lovers ol jony
has been confined to her home lor several
in all their purity. But temptation has songs, music anu joKes. Don't lull to particithat again
learn
to
are
sorry
with
illness,
months
not lessened. Every day bribes are offered pate in the pleasures of the evening.
of imher present condition shows no signs
and acct pted. There is still no second exLac the oiu rtgime passed ai.u
gone forprovement.
ample oi absolute resistence—for this the ever.1 btockion seems
quite metropo.ilan at
Miss
and
nation
has
reached
a
Hichbcrn
world is waiting. Our
daughter,
Mrs. George W.
present, with a -strike” in tuil luice at the B.
Emma M. Hichborn, left Monday for New ciucial moment of grave peril. To us as a
»k A. B. K., with trains
running undtr ‘scab”
will
people has come the mountain top trial. CanJersey to visit relatives, after which they
anu the consequent vocal bombaidoperatives
to spend the remainnot we be strong enough to put the temptago to Jacksonville, Fla.,
ments as eacn
der

Buy

our

to grown-ups.

M. Partridge, Church stieet, after
bad ill-turn at Christmas time, has rallied
so n ew hat, anu at this writing,Mor.uay,is again
quite comfortable. Another instance ol his
I marvelous recuperative power.
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We do not aak you to take our
word for this. W# want you to makn
prove it, and at no coat to you.

ua

Bren children like Retail OrderUse; and you know that if a medicine appeals to a child, it will appeal

his
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Thou shalt worship the Lord thy
him only shalt thou serve.” Matt
4:8-9-10. These words tell of Christ’s greatest

God,

Make Us Prove This

hours.

written,

her home

much improved.
Steamer

Bloomfield, N.J.

BOWKE,

If you only knew as much aa wa
and those who have used them know
about Retail Orderlies, you would
be ss enthusisatie about recommending them as ws are. They taete just
like candy. They act 10 eaeily and
ao pleasantly that ths taking of them
is a pleasure.

Mr. L. Albert Gardner, Middle street, was
confined to the house Monday by a severe cold.
These afflictions are quite prevalent in town at
present, owing to our changeable weather.

activity.

of bowel Ilia and In a short time
usually make unnecessary the continued use of physics and purgatives,
thus tending to atop aueb unhealthy
habit* as may hare been formed.

For the Bowels

street.

patent medicine,
body-nourishment

W. T. C. Bunnells, Esq., is confined to his
home on Mt. Ephraim avenue with the grip.

ously

to even-

SCOTT’S EMULSION is not a
but is nature’s
with curative,
upbuilding properties and without
It cona drop of drug or alcohol.
tains superior cod liver oil, the
bypophosphites of lime and soda
with glycerine, and is so delicately
emulsified that it enters the system

Prof, and Mrs. Joseph Burch are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter.

qow

The Current Events Club will meet in regular session Wednesday afternoon, January
29th, with Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main
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We dare not exaggerate to you. We are dependent upon
your patronage. To get It we must have your trust and confidence. We make the following statements with a full understanding of what they mean to us. You are safe when you
believe In these statements.

Mrs. C. W. Sprague left last week to spend
the winter in Philadelphia and New Jersey
with friends, Capt. Sprague being at sea.

organ, every tissue—feeding,
nourishing and restoring them to

has moved into the E. L.
Ephraim road.

Mount

Mrs. J.

for local

distributes it

Make Us Prove It

Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, went
Boston Jan. 16th to visit relatives for several weeks.
to

nothing so rapidly restores health
and vigor as SCOTT’S EMULSION.
It is the essence of natural bodynourishment, so medically perfect
that nature immediately appropri-

Nichols will entertain the Friday
Club Jan. 14th.
H. A. Whitten and family have moved into
Mrs. Amos

SPRINGS.

storage accommod
stable connected

particulars apply
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We wish to express >ur
the kind neighbors and ft"
assisted in our bereavemen’-

tiful flowers.
J. W. COl! ;
J. ERVIN JA« K."’
MRS. ANNA BO*;
MISS GLADYS Bt'vu
MR.
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